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Requirements play a critical role within any design process and the activity of 
identifying and maintaining a system’s requirements is essential to.  However, design is a 
complex and iterative process, where requirements are continuously evolving and are 
volatile.  This change, if not managed, may result in undesired uncertainty within the 
design process leading to monetary losses and time delays, as the changing of 
requirements has been recognized as a major cause of project failure.  In order to mitigate 
issues that arise due to requirement change propagation, this research presents a 
computational reasoning tool to help designers and engineers predict change propagation 
in the requirements domain.  The developed tool makes use of requirements syntactical 
elements to build relationships between requirements.  Two heterogeneous industry case 
studies, spanning four engineering change propagations, are used to both explore the use 
of requirements in predicting change propagation and generalize an automated prediction 
tool.  Using design structure matrices and graph theoretic based metrics a predictive 
model is generalized from 491,520 relationship and metric permutation combinations.  
The developed tool makes use of an RMS scoring algorithm to rank requirements in order 
of most likely to change due to previous requirement changes.  The developed tool is 
tested against a third industry case study where five engineering changes are predicted.  
Results indicate the tool can predict sixty percent of change propagation within the top 
four percent requirements scoring and predict all change propagation within the top 
thirteen percent scoring.  
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OPEN ISSUES IN REQUIREMENTS CHANGE PROPAGATION 
Identifying, managing, and satisfying requirements play a critical role within any 
design process [1,2,3,4,5].  The activity of identifying a user’s or system’s need is 
essential to the success of a project as one of the initial steps in the design process, the 
correct identification and specification of requirements is critical [6].  Requirements 
define what the stakeholders, users, customers, suppliers, developers, and businesses 
need and how each need is to be satisfied [5].  As one of the initial documents of any 
design project, requirements are captured, in many instances, in the form of a client 
contract and are maintained throughout the process to ensure project completeness.  
However, requirements are often neglected, and not properly maintained throughout the 
design process.  This negligence includes, but is not limited to, not maintaining, ignoring 
changes, and not validating requirement satisfaction.  Consequently, monetary and time 
losses are involved with such negligence.  The focal of this research addresses 
requirement change propagation through the development of a tool to predict requirement 
change propagation. 
Design is a complex and dynamic process [7,8,9,10,11,12].  A requirement 
document is not fixed in the data it contains and is used by multiple individuals over the 
span of a design project.  For example, during a sponsored project by BMW to develop 
an LED headlight, great concern was given to the environment in which the LEDs were 
placed.  Specifically, the temperature of the environment had significance on the ability 
of the LED to operate efficiently.  Initially, it was assumed the maximum temperature the 
2 
 
LED substrate may reach is 120°C.  This requirement was later changed to 90°C.  In 
making this change, greater constraints were placed on the performance of the LED.  This 
resulted in changing the design to incorporate more LEDs which cumulatively operate at 
a decreased power to avoid temperature build up.  As a result, the concept grew in 
dimensional size and many more LEDs were needed.  This requirement change resulted 
in the change of other requirements pertaining to geometry, spatial constraints, power 
requirement and number of LEDs.  The basic concept of this project is detailed in [13,14]  
but the details of the requirements evolution is not yet reported in the literature. 
Requirements change over time as a design project progresses from its conceptual 
to detailed stages, changing in structure, abstraction, and quantity.  Most design projects 
tend to evolve as they are an iterative process, and as a result, requirements will do the 
same [15,16,17].  The change within requirements may cause undesired uncertainty and 
complexity within the design process.  Further, in many instances, different project 
stakeholders use different subsets of a requirements document and make changes without 
recognition of how this change may cross boundaries.  For instance, during the design 
and build of a BMW X5, there are engineers who pertain to braking while others who are 
concerned with the interior.  Though they may seem mutually exclusive, there are 
requirements (and requirement change propagation) which may cross boundaries between 
the two subsystems of the vehicle that an engineer is not aware of. 
Change is expected and can occur within any stage of the product life cycle [18], 
and, as a result, is recognized as a major cause of project failure [15,19].  Change occurs 
when companies request, implement, and affect changes to products, documents, 
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components, manufactured or purchased parts, processes, or even supplies [20].  
Requirements change, and this change continuously occurs and roots from different 
sources involved within the design project.  This results in a need for requirements 
management, specifically to address the change within requirements to mitigate the 
negative consequences that may occur due to change propagation.   
These negative consequences include, but are not limited to, the increase 
complexity [21,22], opportunity for data loss [23], and cost and time wasted [24].  The 
result of requirement changes introduces many challenges that become barriers for 
successfully completing a design project that accurately meets the needs of the client.  A 
designer could save time and money if it were possible to make a quick, yet accurate, 
assessment about the overall effects of a design or requirement change before committing 
to implementing a change [25].  As a result, the need for a systematic and methodical 
manner of managing requirements change [15,26,27] and mitigating the negative 
consequences of requirement change propagation is needed [28,29]. 
In order to mitigate or eliminate issues that arise due to requirement change, this 
research has developed a tool capable of predicting requirement change propagation.  
While the occurrence of requirement change has been recognized, the understanding and 
modeling of this change has not been thoroughly researched and has been an active 
research topic as it aims to enhance the quality of the designed product and to improve 
the efficiency of the design process [30].  However, great difficulty is involved with 
managing requirements change, specifically with how this change can be represented and 
reasoned.  This is due to their evolving and dynamic nature and the many characteristics 
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that could be modeled, including change type, requirement relationships, and impact of 
change.  Specifically, example characteristics may include the element of change, time of 
change, source of change, propagation of change, or employees associated with the 
change; all factors which contribute to change propagation.  As this research 
demonstrates, the use of requirements as a change propagation predictor is possible and 
can provide many benefits to a designer or engineer. 
The use of a traditional requirements list does not accommodate the need for the 
ever evolving requirement lists of design problems.  Traditional requirement lists are of 
static nature, simply revealing the requirements of that specific time stamp.  This lacks in 
the ability to view change occurrence, type of change, or change propagation.  A 
requirements document, in its current state, is the most ubiquitous way to model 
requirements.  This is evident by the ―contracts‖ used to document and manage 
requirements in most industry design projects.  
This research resolves issues identified with requirements change propagation by 
developing a means to systematically relate requirements and predict their propagation 
based on this relationship.  Requirement change propagation is predicted by making use 
of a syntactical tool, analyzing how the change in one requirement may affect other 
requirements in a requirements document.  The capacity to predict requirement change 
propagation lies within the requirement relationships developed between requirements.  
A syntactical approach is used to develop relationships between requirements based on 
their part of speech (POS) tagging.  This automated tool is benchmarked against the 
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initially developed manual tool of developing requirement relationships based on their 
subject and keyword.   
1.1. Research Objectives and Deliverables 
Motivating this research, the primary objectives are listed in Table 1.1.  
Additionally, the corresponding outcomes for each objective are generally described.  
Each objective is associated with a completed outcome, in the form of a conference or 
journal paper, so the satisfaction of this dissertation can be measured through the 
deliverables detailed.  Each objective is addressed in at least one section of the 
dissertation body.  The associates sections are noted in the table. 
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Table 1.1: Objectives, Outcome and Completed Deliverables 
I.D. Objective Outcome Deliverable Dissertation 
A 
Survey change 
propagation and  
design impact 
List of methods and 










modeling tools  
Review change modeling 
tool to find adequate tool to 







Explore the use of 
requirement 
syntactical elements 
for their capacity to 
predict change 
propagation 
Studies which accurately 
show requirements 
syntactical elements may 
be used to predict change 
propagation. 
Conference 









Review and sampling of 
different types of 
propagation characteristics 












making use of a 
POS tagging. 
Robust tool accepting raw 
requirements document 
and making use of POS 
tags to develop 
requirement relationships 






1.2. Benefits of Modeling Requirements Change Propagation 
The benefits of a tool to model and predict requirements change propagation lies 
within three specific areas: (1) predicting change, (2) analyzing requirement sensitivity, 
and (3) evaluating requirement change impact.  Each area introduces a potential use for 
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the developed requirement change propagation prediction tool.  The specific areas of gain 
are discussed and an example for each is provided. 
1.2.1. Predicting Change  
The chief, transformative contribution of this research is the ability to predict 
requirement change propagation.  If designers and engineers are able to identify 
requirement relationships and view the propagation characteristics of such relationships, 
change propagation may be predicted.  This propagation prediction tool will allow a 
designer to analyze the affects a requirement may have on the remainder of the design 
and other subsystems, irrespective of the designer’s familiarity with the system.  For 
example, a designer may wish to make a requirement change to improve the 
manufacturability of a product housing.  However, this change could affect many related 
requirements to the product housing.  Propagation analysis allows the designer to analyze 
the risk involved with making the change and to evaluate effected requirements before 
implementation.  By foreshadowing requirement change propagation, the designer is 
better suited to address the change propagated in a timely and efficient manner.  Further, 
the capacity of this tool is not limited to a requirement change as a designer may make a 
design change in the physical domain.  If the designer is able to relate the physical 
change to the requirements domain, requirements may be propagated to view the 
potentially effected requirements.  For example, the case studies presented in Section s 
Chapter 7, Chapter 8, and Chapter 9 detail the ability to predict potential requirement 
changes through an initial change in the physical domain.  This initial change is tied to a 
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requirement change which is propagated.  This propagation is then analyzed to view if 
subsequent changes could have been predicted through the propagation prediction tool.  
The ability to predict requirement changes will assist in assessing the consequences and 
benefits of changing requirements. 
1.2.2. Requirement Sensitivity 
In an ideal condition, a designer would benefit from a single set of requirements 
that does not change.  However, this is not likely in most instances as requirements will 
change to adapt to the many external and internal factors associated with any design 
process.  Based on the network of relationships between requirements, there exists graph 
theoretic metrics to evaluate connectedness of requirements, which effectively identifies 
how related a requirement is to other requirements.  Those requirements which are 
heavily connected, if changed, may more than likely cause change propagation to occur.  
Whereas other requirements may not be heavily connected, their change will have a 
minimal impact on the requirements document.  Analyzing how sensitive a requirement 
is to change assists in determining how those requirements should be addressed.  It could 
be that those requirements should be satisfied near the end of the design project as they 
have a high likelihood of changing due to their numerous connections.  If satisfied early, 
there is a chance they will need to be resatisfied at a later time when they change due to 
propagation. A designer is able to view critical requirements which have the greatest 
effect on the design process and how their change must be controlled.  While change may 
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not be completely controlled, the ability to evaluate the value improvement of the change 
is of benefit to the designer. 
1.2.3. Evaluating Requirements Change Impact  
A change does not need to take place for the requirements change propagation 
prediction tool to be effective.  The evaluation of requirement change allows a designer 
to view how specific changes within requirements will affect the remaining requirements.  
For example, a requirement change to assist in reducing product cost may necessitate re-
satisfying multiple requirements that may have been affected by the changed 
requirement.  In such a case, more cost may be associated with re-satisfying the 
propagated requirements, effectively negating the cost saving or increasing the time 
needed to implement the change.   
For example a NASA sponsored project entailed the development and build of a 
cryogenic testing apparatus simulating the environment of the moon.  Many of the 
requirements were fulfilled at an earlier time.  In an attempt to develop a more robust 
design, changes were made to adjust the design concept.  This resulted in evaluating the 
requirements satisfied and identifying if changing a requirement was worth reevaluating 
all the requirements previously satisfied [34]. 
The ability to predict requirements change is of particular important for large 
design projects in which the designer may not be directly associated with other designers 
or engineers.  The larger and more complex the system is and the more people working 
on the project, the more likely it is that a problem will occur [35].  Requirement change 
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must also be represented so an understanding of why a requirement was changed, how it 
was changed, the type of changed encountered, its relationship with other requirements in 
the system, and its affect on the total system may be analyzed.  Such a tool facilitates the 
viewing of change impact and considers the value addedness of requirement changes. 
This research will allow for those individuals involved within a design project to 
view change propagation and the possible change that may occur as a result.  Managing 
requirement changes ensures the latest version of modifications, product and process data 
items and specifications are correct, a critical task in engineering management [20].  The 
ability to manage requirement changes will assist in preparing for requirement changes 
that may have at one time not been foreseen.  An example of such a case in presented in 
the case studies where a requirement was changed and a propagated requirement change 
was not identified until over a month later.  This research is not aimed to reduce the time 
in which propagation is identified; rather it is to provide the designer a tool for predicting 
requirement propagation before a change may occur.  This allows a designer to 
understand what other requirements may be affected so they are addressed immediately, 
not at a later, unanticipated time.  
1.3. Developed Requirement Change Propagation Prediction Tool  
In order to mitigate or eliminate issues that arise due to requirement change, this 
research computationally predicts requirement change propagation using the 
implemented method shown in Figure 1.1.  The developed tool operates by:  (1) 
preprocessing requirements documents to prepare them for analysis, (2) identifying all 
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permutations for requirement relationships, (3) selecting high performing POS and 
keyword relationship types, and (4) using the relationships to identify potential 
requirements changed due to propagation. 
 
Figure 1.1: Requirement Change Propagation Method 
In some instances, requirement change propagation is apparent while in many 
instances it is not as it has a multiple order effect on the requirements.  Propagation 
occurs because requirements may be related to one other and this relationship may be 
based on subject, function, component, energy, or other relaters.  Each relationship type 
will yield a different type of propagation model, which will in turn cause different 
propagation results.  The correct and accurate selection of requirement relationships is 
critical to accurately predicting change propagation.  Details of the tool and the method 



















RELEVANT RESEARCH ON REQUIREMENTS 
It is widely accepted that requirements development is an integral part of the 
design process as they play a critical role in design decisions during the remainder of the 
project.  Requirements may be developed in multiple fashions, however all include 
decomposing the system into subsystems and defining how these subsystems should 
operate and interact [36,37].   
Before requirements change can be thoroughly researched and presented in this 
dissertation, an understanding of requirements and their role within the design process 
must be understood.  With this understanding, research can be directed toward accurately 
predicting requirement changes and viewing its effect on the design process.  The use of 
requirements in the design process can be broken down into four sections:  elicitation, 
specification, analysis, and verification [38].  The elicitation of requirements is important 
as it is when requirements are first formally introduced to the design process.  After 
eliciting requirements, they are recorded for later use and maintained as needed.  
Requirements may need to be translated into specifications at a point throughout the 
design process.  Specifications are requirements written in specific engineering context, 
in a manner that verifiable and its satisfaction can be measured.  Requirements analysis is 
the process of identifying a user's needs and determining what to build in a system, which 
includes a host of design activities which incorporate requirements, such as QFD.  Their 
use in subsequent stages of the design process may vary greatly and is highly dependent 
on the type of project and design environment.  As the requirements evolve, their changes 
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are recorded and a need for requirement change management is introduced.  This section 
details how requirements affect the design process, specifically in the following areas of 
interest: elicitation and recording, change, change propagation and modeling. 
2.1. Requirements Role Within Design 
Requirements are one of the initial documents generated during the design 
process and are of significance as they present the first set of information that represents 
the communication between the designer and stakeholder.  The Rational Unified Process 
defines a requirement as ―a condition or capability to which a system must conform; 
either derived directly from user needs, or stated in a contract, standard, specification, or 
other formally imposed document‖ [37].  The International Council on Systems 
Engineering (INCOSE) defines requirements as statements that identify system or 
product constraints deemed necessary for stakeholder acceptance [39].  As seen from 
Figure 2.1, the Pahl and Beitz process introduces requirement specifications early within 
the design process.  They are introduced immediately after the task is clarified, and 
problem is introduced.  This is similar with all other design processes as requirements 
must be introduced early in the design process before proceeding with other design 
activities, as they have great influence on several downstream design activities including 
idea generation, verification, and testing [31].   
Because of their constant evolution, a requirement list not only reflects the initial 
position but serves as an up to date working document of the design process [1].  This 
requirements document could serve as a tool depicting the state of the design process, a 
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transient document from abstract to detailed.  As the requirements become less abstract 
and more measurable, the design process and problem is, in turn, more understood.  
Further, as more requirements are satisfied, the design is closer to completion. 
Requirement statements identify critical attributes, characteristics, capabilities, or 
functions of the design in order to improve the understanding and focus of the designer 
[40].  This research will make use of attributes, specifically the syntactical POS, to 
develop requirement relationships.  Serving many roles, requirements may be used as a 
benchmarking tool that assists in evaluating existing solutions for their ability to meet the 
customer needs.  They may also serve as concept selection tools in their ability to use 
criteria in measuring different concept.  By defining requirements, an expectation of the 




Figure 2.1: Pahl and Beitz Design Process Outline [1]. 
Ulrich and Eppinger provide a step by step procedure for requirements 
development [2].  This procedure allows the designer to define the influential members, 
stakeholders, of the project so that they may be interviewed.  It provides information as to 
how raw data may be collected from the stakeholders so that requirements are elicited.  
The raw data is then interpreted and written in the form of engineering specifications that 
may be understood by those designing the project.  Such specifications allow for writing 
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the requirements in measurable form.  This is important as the customer raw data will not 
always provide the designer with sufficient, accurate, and technical information as to 
what each component of the system must satisfy [42].  The requirement elicitation 
processes within in the Ulrich and Eppinger methodology is as follows [2]: 
 Defining the scope of efforts 
 Gathering raw data from users 
 Interpreting raw data in terms of needs 
 Organize the needs into a hierarchy of primary, secondary and tertiary needs 
 Establish relative importance of the needs 
Table 2.1 documents the takeaway of this section, which includes the significance 
of requirements in the design process.  This is of importance here as the importance of 
requirements within design must be realized before developing a requirement based 
reasoning tool.  Managing requirements is important because they affect many other 
areas of design where they are used to support design tasks and activities.  Alongside the 
takeaways shown in Table 2.1, the recognition of requirement pertinence to the design 
process is important.  As noted, requirements may be used for a host of design activities 
and their potential role in other activities and tools has yet to be realized.  It is through 
change propagation that requirements are introduced as a potential domain to manage 
change propagation.  This introduces multiple requirement domains that must be 
researched such as requirement change, change propagation, and how requirements are 
currently modeled.  
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Table 2.1: Takeaways of Requirements and Their Role within Design Research 
Take Away Ref 
Requirements are an integral part of the design process [2,42],  
Requirements support many of the design tasks/activities 
within the design process 
[6,37],  
Serves as an up to date working document of the design 
process 
[1] 
2.2. Elicitation and Recording 
The design process begins with the identification of a societal need [43] which 
may come in the form of a market gap, an opportunity for product redesign, or the 
introduction of a novel product.  In the initial stages of the design process, based on a 
request made by customers, designers begin to identify the customer’s true need from the 
product.  This may prove to be of great difficulty as this need is not static and there exist 
a varying host of different types of customers, even within the same market segment.  
Nonetheless, requirement data from customers must be collected in order to gather all 
explicit and implicit requirements that the product has to satisfy [6].  Designers 
understand requirements to be statements about situations of use, which implicitly 
describe the customer’s needs, as well as envisioned situations [44].  The manners in 
which requirements are elicited are highly dependent on the nature of the project and 
those stakeholders involved with the project.  Many design approaches define their own 
means of capturing client raw data, which in turn is transformed into a requirement 
document.   
Requirements elicitation is a process in which tacit information about what must 
be designed and developed is obtained from the user and their environment [45].  In some 
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design instances, a design statement or problem statement will be provided to the design 
team, where the requirements will have to be elicited by the team.  In other instances, a 
list of requirements will be provided to the design team for solution design and 
development.  The design team, in this scenario, is to design and develop an artifact that 
satisfies the requirements provided.  The primary goal of requirements elicitation is to 
objectify the nature as well as the boundaries of the problem domain that would be 
encapsulated within the proposed information system [46].  The study of requirements 
elicitation serves a means for achieving high quality, successful products through 
accurate development of stakeholder needs.  It is the designer’s responsibility to identify 
their stakeholders so that they may retrieve the appropriate requirements [11].  Though 
there are multitudes of design processes, from varying disciplines, two will be presented 
in this dissertation in the following sections. 
2.2.1. Ullrich and Eppinger 
To ensure that many of the development issues are addressed, the stakeholders, 
those who are affected by the product's specifications and characteristics, are identified as 
one of the initial steps of requirements elicitation.  The stakeholders are end users of the 
product or individuals whom may place a constraint on the product such as those who sell 
or sponsor the product [2].  Further, it is not possible to write formal requirements until 
the stakeholders and their goals are identified [47].  The customer selection matrix serves 
as a tool that considers the requirements of every individual, end user or not, who will be 
influenced by the product so they may be interviewed.  Interview question and setup is 
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different for each stakeholder, based on the expected needs and use of the designed 
system [42].  Stakeholders are identified through each market, an individual or groups of 
individuals who will seek benefits from using the product [2].  This includes members 
such as the project clients, users and investors [42].  The stakeholders and market are 
identified and recorded through a customer selection matrix, tabulating the individuals 
that the design team must acquire raw data from.  An example of a customer selection 
matrix from a health project is seen in Table 2.2.   
Table 2.2: Example Customer Selection Matrix 












4 1 1 1 1 1 
Insurance 
Corporation  
 1  1 1 1 
The stakeholders populated in the customer selection matrix serve as individuals 
from whom which raw data can be collected.  Design teams may use interviews as an 
efficient data collection technique.  Interviews require less man hours and generate the 
same amount of information as focus groups [42,48].  The raw data collected is 
interpreted into statements that are pertinent to the design project, effectively 
documenting them as serviceable requirements. 
2.2.2. Pahl and Beitz 
A different systematic approach, Pahl and Beitz, recommends a guideline for 
eliciting requirements [1]: 
1. Identify the requirements 
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2. Arrange the requirements in clear order 
3. Enter the requirements list on standard forms and circulate among interested 
departments, licensees, directors, etc. 
4. Examine objections and amendments and, if necessary, incorporate them in 
the requirement list.  
In identifying the requirements, the designer must check all available information 
regarding the retrieval of customer data, including customer contracts or sales documents.  
Within those, technical documentation may be found which relates to the system 
requirements.  Further, the designer may have to determine their own set of requirements, 
in which they seek stakeholders to collect this data from.  In other instances, the designer 
may develop scenarios that consider the different uses of the product, under different 
environments by varying users within the market segment.  In developing the 
requirements, the designer must specify if a requirement is a demand (constraint) or wish 
(criterion).   
The second step requires arranging the requirements in clear order.  This order 
assists the designer in identifying the major objective of each set of requirements and 
may be clustered by subsystem or assembly.  The requirements are then inserted into a 
standard document which can be viewed by all stakeholders involved.  Alongside the 
guidelines, Pahl and Beitz provide an example set of requirement classifications to assist 
the designer when eliciting requirements.  This classification, seen in Figure 2.2, helps 





Figure 2.2: Pahl and Beitz Requirement Types [1] 
Pahl and Beitz and Ulrich and Eppinger are not the only design processes which 
prescribe a means of eliciting customer requirements.  There are multiple other 
Main Headings Examples
Geometry
Size, height, breadth, length, diameter, space requirement, number 
arrangment connection, extension
Kinematic Type of motion, direction of motion, velocity, acceleration
Force
Direction of force, magnitude of force, frequency, weightk, load, 
deformation, stiffness, elasticity, stability, resonance
Energy
Output, efficiency, loss, friction, ventilation, state, pressure, 
temperature, heating, cooling,  supply, storage, capacity, 
conversion. 
Material
Physical and chemical properties of the initial and final product, 
auxiliary materials, prescribed materials (food regulations etc.)
Signals
Direct safety principles, protective systems, operational, operator 
and environmental safety
Safety
Direct safety principles, protective systems, operational, operator 
and environmental safety
Ergonomics
Man-machine relationship, type of operation, clearness of layout, 
lighting aesthetics.
Production
Facory limitations, maximum possible dimensions, preferred 
production methods, means of production, achievable quality and 
tolerances
Quality Control
Possibilities fo testing and measuring, application of special 
regulations and standards
Assembly Special regulations, installation, siting, foundations.
Transport
Limitations due to lifting gear, clearance, means of transport (height 
and weight), nature and conditions of despatch.
Operation 
Quietness, wear, special uses, marketing area, destination (for 
example, sulphurous atmosphere, tropical conditions). 
Maintenance
Servicing intervals (if any), inspectin, exchange and repair painting, 
cleaning
Recycling Reue, reporocessing, waste disposal, stoarge.
Costs
Maximum permissible manufacturing costs, cost of tooling, 
investment and depreciation.
Schedules




techniques from varying disciplines used to obtain requirements from customers; and 
selecting the suitable techniques according to the characteristics of the project is 
important [49].  In many instances, an integrated approach for eliciting requirements may 
be needed based on those working on the design team [42,50].  The development of 
requirements specifications is conceived as an incremental process, in which the 
stakeholders successively add requirements [51]. 
2.2.3. Elicitation Process 
Designers are not expected to be familiar with the pool of users and products they 
design for, nor are they expected to have experience using every product they design 
[52].  It is well known researchers have linked the problem with insufficient requirements 
to poor communication among designers and users
 
[53].  In cases where the designer 
lacks familiarity with the end user, a persona may be used.  A persona is a user whose 




A persona does not 
provide requirements for a system; rather a persona is a source for which designers can 
extract useful raw data [55].  A persona description is not a list of tasks that a particular 
person completes.  Personas are a narrative that describes the flow of a potential end 
user’s day.  
The takeaways of this section are shown in Table 2.3, where the importance of the 
requirements in ensuring a satisfactory project is noted.  The requirements document will 
describe the needs of the stakeholder, and if this document is not managed correctly, 
accurate maintenance and satisfaction of their needs may be jeopardized.  A major 
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challenge of system requirements is identifying and clarifying them in a volatile and 
uncertain environment [56].   
Table 2.3: Takeaways of Requirement Elicitation and Recording Research 
Take Away Ref 
Gathers requirements the product must satisfy [2,6,42,45,11,49] 
Describe stakeholder needs [2,42,44,45,11,49]  
Define boundaries of the problem [2,46] 
2.3. Change 
Research within the field of requirement change assists in understanding how 
requirements and their change shape the design process [57].  It has been shown that 
more than half of a system’s requirements will change before completion [58,59], and at 
such high frequency, this change must be properly managed.  Depending on the type of 
project, requirements may change internal or external to a project [18,60,61].  For 
example, an internal requirement change may occur when a subsystem requires greater 
packaging space and results in a design change, which subsequently leads to a change in 
requirements.  An external change may occur when government regulations change on a 
vehicle safety standard.  Changes may be initiated by an engineering redesign, the 
customer’s ever changing needs, competition, or the need for internal improvement 
[62,63].  Additionally, changes in the understanding of the problem or internal effects 
such as budget considerations can also cause requirement changes [46].  In many 
instances, decisions are made due to requirement changes rooting from, but not limited 
to, technology, trends, perceptions, and regulations [64,65].   
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Requirement change has not gone unnoticed as product development paradigms 
exist and operate on the concept of expecting requirements to change at a rapid rate 
[64,12,66] as they explicitly address and recognize the volatile dynamic evolution of 
requirements.  While the occurrence of requirement change has been recognized, the 
managing and modeling of this change has not been thoroughly researched [15,27,26].  
Great difficulty is involved with managing requirements change, specifically with how 
this change can be modeled due to their evolving and dynamic nature and the many 
elements of a requirement that could be modeled.   
Table 2.4 notes the takeaway of this section.  Requirements change can have 
detrimental monetary affects on the design process if not managed correctly.  This is due 
to the occurrence of change that may come both internally and externally.  Though it has 
been recognized as an area of need, minimal research has been performed in the field of 
requirement change.  However, it is not the change that can be detrimental to design; it is 
the unmanaged and unanticipated change propagation that may occur. 
Table 2.4: Takeaways of Requirement Change Research 
Take Away Ref 
Requirement change does not always affect elements of a design [7] 
Consequence of unmanaged change can be costly [7,67] 
Requirement change is needed to adapt to external and internal 
changes 
[18] 
Minimal research has been performed in the realm of change 




2.4. Change Propagation 
In the design of complex systems, typically incorporating multiple diverse 
individuals, a change may result in propagating uncontrolled dynamic changes to occur 
[69].  Change propagation is a process in which a change to one element of a design 
results in additional changes either within or different parts of the design when otherwise 
this change would not have been required [60,68] .  In many instances, the change 
initiator is not aware of the propagation consequence of the change [7].  Change 
propagation research stems from studies performed in change management, engineering 
design, product development, complexity, graph theory, and design for flexibility 
[70,71]; however, few make to use requirements as a means for managing change.  Of 
those which do make use of requirements for managing change, it is primarily for 
software systems. 
Relevant methods for predicting change propagation in design have appeared, 
primarily in the field of software engineering [72,73].  These methods decompose a 
program into pieces that are then linked in a propagation graph.  The research of this 
dissertation uses requirement relationships as a means of linking requirements to one 
another to predict propagation occurrence.  Within mechanical design, these pieces might 
be subsystems or specific components.  However, this method of breaking down a system 
is not detailed as one component or ―piece‖ may consist of dozens or hundreds of 
requirements.  Such requirements may relate to a component’s features or appearance, 
hence providing a finer resolution for the specific change propagation that may occur.  
Nonetheless, the technique of decomposing a system highlights where subsequent, 
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immediate changes might be necessary, presupposing that the subsystems are generally 
independent.  In software redesign programming variables are relied upon to indicate 
changes and is not appropriate for mechanical design where the parametric links between 
parts may be less explicit or the prediction of change involves more than one step [18].  
Furthermore, predicting change in complex systems such as automobiles is difficult as 
the consequences of change are often hard to predict, especially when device subsystems 
cross boundaries and are highly interrelated [25]. 
Requirement changes are one of the reasons for engineering changes (ECs) where 
ECs are defined in multiple ways by different researchers.  However, in this research the 
following definition is used [74]:  
“An engineering change is an alteration made to parts, from embodiment 
design stage to production stage of the product life cycle, in its form or fit 
or function, drawing or software that has already been released. The 
change can be of any size or type, can involve any number of people, and 
can take any length of time.”   
These changes occur when companies request changes to products, documents, 
components, manufactured or purchased parts, processes, or even supplies [20].  Hence, 
research related to engineering change has been reviewed for different change 
propagation models and tools making use of the models.  The majority of the work 
performed in engineering change has been to define and characterize engineering change 
propagation [68], but none in the form of requirements.  Alongside the greater resolution 
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of requirements, predicting change propagation in the requirements domain allows the 
use of the tool at virtually any stage of the design process; whereas component based 
models require a physical architecture to be defined. 
Shown in Table 2.5 are the takeaways of this section.  It is recognized that change 
propagation occurs because of a change to one element resulting in subsequent changes 
which otherwise would not have occurred.  This becomes harmful when this propagating 
change is not anticipated.  As a result, a means for managing change propagation is 
needed; however most of the work done is in the field of software systems.  In 
electromechanical systems, research has been performed in managing change propagation 
in the component domain; however none have used to the requirements domain.  The 
requirements domain allows for the use of the tool at early conceptual phases when 
system architecture has yet to be developed.  The advantage of the component domain is 
the existing models which can be used, whereas the modeling of requirements is limited. 
Table 2.5: Takeaways of Requirement Change Propagation Research 
Take Away Ref 
Change Propagation is a process in which a change to one element 
results in subsequent changes 
[68,60,71] 
Change initiator is not always aware of consequences [7] 
Change propagation is prominent in the field of software 
engineering, not mechanical design. 
[18,72,73] 
Change propagation research stems from change management, 
engineering design, product development, complexity and graph 
theory. 
[75,70,76] 




The ability to model information, such as requirements, allows for analyzing data 
in a manner not possible in unmodeled form.  Requirement’s modeling is a means for 
making it easier to capture, communicate, track, analyze, verify, validate, view, and 
manage the hundreds of hierarchical and interrelated engineering requirements necessary 
for large and/or complex systems [37].  Modeling requirements can significantly reduce 
the cost of systems development and the probability and severity of cost and schedule 
growth.  Note that the term ―model‖, with respect to requirements modeling, does not 
imply a simulation model, it implies to a means to manage requirements through a 
computational, graphical representation outside of the traditional textual form.  
Examples of ―partial‖ requirements models are behavioral hardware, algorithm 
simulations such as Mathworks and MATLAB, and block diagrams [35].  Others models 
have targeted requirements management such as IBM Doors and MagicDraw SysML 
[31].  Both can model requirements, however these models are not developed for change 
propagation reasoning.  Though elements of a requirement may be linked using 
requirements management programs, the user is not able to define relaters nor is it 
automated.  For instance, requirements relating to a mechanical pump could be modeled 
to capture many elements of the requirements: functional, architectural, energy, 
geometry, and interface.  All these elements may serve as relaters between other 
requirements.  These elements may be important and relevant to the designer at various 
points during the design process.  Because a requirement is meant to be a textual 
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description of what the system must do, a requirements model is the only place where all 
the models necessary for a system’s development can be represented together [35]. 
Although existing approaches propose different representations in modeling 
customer requirements, constraints, design tasks, design intent, design goals and 
objectives to better understand a design problem, few can provide it through use of a 
systematic and integrated framework [6].  Nonetheless, model based reasoning has been 
used to generate and evaluate design changes and their accompanying side effects [25].  
In engineering design, requirements may be modeled using a Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD) management approach [77,78].  The HoQ is a conceptual map that 
relates the requirements, design, and manufacturing information through the following 
sequence [77,78,63]:  
1. customer requirements  engineering requirements,  
2. engineering requirements  part characteristics,  
3. part characteristics  key process operations  
4. key process operations  manufacturing requirements.  
Though the HOQ may serves as a customer requirement elicitation tool, it 
primarily serves as a managerial tool, mapping the strength of the relationship between 
customer requirements and engineering requirements.  The sequence of domains used in 




Figure 2.3: House of Quality Modeling Scheme[1] 
The takeaways of requirements modeling is shown in Table 2.6.  Modeling allows 
for the development of representations beyond that of the basic textual format.  Further, 
with models, analysis can be performed using different foundations such as graph 
theoretic.  Modeling is already performed in many design activities and including it to 
requirements could open an avenue for requirements analysis.  Requirements have been 
partially modeled through the use of blocks and diagrams, based on modeling languages, 
but none of the models are used to explicitly address change propagation. 
Table 2.6: Takeaways of Requirements Modeling Research 
Take Away Ref 
Modeling is a necessary part of any design process or activity [37],  
Requirements may be partially, in blocks, modeling through use of 
language models and algorithms. 
[6,35] 







This dissertation focuses on understanding requirement change within a 
requirements document to support the development of a requirement change propagation 
prediction tool.  In developing this tool, different types of requirement relationships are 
be analyzed to determine the relationships most conducive to predicting requirement 
change propagation.  All relationship permutations will be assessed to determine which 
relationships, or combination of, could be used to most accurately and consistently form 
predictable propagation.  The relationships are filtered to identify the relationships which 
most accurately predict the change propagation.  To add differentiation to the results, a 
scoring system is developed to identify, of the selected requirements, which have the 
highest potential for change. 
This tool is developed through two industry studies, Toho and Pierburg, and 
validated against a third, EVRAZ.  Multiple case studies were performed on the initial 
studies which contributed to the automated syntactical tool.  
A requirements list is developed detailing what the system must do to operate as a 
sufficient tool for designers and engineers.  Further, the research questions and 
hypothesis of the research are presented and the tasks used to address the questions are 




3.1. Objective  
The objective of this research is to develop a computational reasoning tool able to 
built relationships between requirements that could be used to predict change 
propagation.  This research investigates and develops a requirement change propagation 
prediction tool to investigate how a change to one requirement may affect related 
requirements.  A requirement change propagation tool is developed to support designers 
and engineers throughout the dynamic design process.  This is instrumental to any design 
due to the change requirements experience, independent of the type of change, through 
the life span of the project. This allows designers to model requirement changes over 
time that, traditionally, could not be viewed through a static requirements list and goes 
beyond any requirements management software available. 
In completing this research, the objectives satisfied are shown in Table 1.1.  The 
objectives are to: (1) identify types of requirement change, (2) survey change propagation 
techniques, (3) survey requirements modeling tool, (4) explore the use of requirements 
for change propagation prediction, and (5) develop an automated requirement change 
propagation prediction tool making use of the syntactical structure of the requirement.  
Each research question presented addresses at least one of the objectives.  This research 
will start with the appropriate research on design change, specifically within the domain 
of requirements and their change.  Nine studies are completed to evaluate and support 
using requirements to predict change propagation.  This research will investigate the 
phenomenon of change throughout requirements evolution and develop a computational 
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representation and reasoning tool for meaningfully modeling such change so it may be 
used to assist designers predict change propagation through the design process.   
The most critical factor in this research is how requirement relationships are 
developed.  Such relationships will control how requirements are related to one another, 
which in turn affects its propagation characteristics.  In studying requirement change, 
different requirement relationship permutations will be analyzed and assessed for their 
predictive ability. 
The tool developed must satisfy the requirements elicited in Table 3.1  The tool 
must be capable of supporting multiple types of requirement format.  This includes 
requirements written in simple single statement form or requirement specifications, 
detailed in paragraph form.  This is of importance as the tool must be robust to function 
in multiple design environments and uses.  The parsing of each requirement’s POS is not 
in the scope of this tool.  The parser used here, as explained in Section 5.2.1 is the 
Stanford natural language parser.  This tool must be capable of using the POS tagging 
output of the parser to develop relationships between the requirements.  The requirement 
relationships developed through the POS tags will be used to develop a DSM of 
requirement relationships that can subsequently be used to identify change propagation.  
This propagation will be identified through multiple change orders, as described in 
Section 5.4.  To granulate the results of the potential requirement propagated, a weighting 
or ranking system is used.  The purpose of this is two folds:  (1) to filter the potentially 
propagated requirements into a narrow, more evaluable list and (2) develop separation 
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between requirements so designers and engineers know which requirements to review 
first, in ranking order.  
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Tool must be capable in 
inputting, storing and 
updating all requirements 
within 
To support varying types of projects: 






Make use of syntactical POS 
(parsed externally) of each 
requirement to develop the 
relationships needed to 
predict change propagation 
This is needed so requirements 
which are related may serve as 
propagation sources or intermediate 
requirements for propagation 





Tool must use relationships 
to develop propagation on 
multiple orders. 
Using the relationships developed, 
the tools will highlight potential 
critical requirements that my 
change.  This will be performed at 
multiple orders.  User will select the 








After developing model of 
propagation, tool must 
incorporate post propagation 
weightings to identify critical 
potential requirements 
change. 
As propagation is analyzed, 
weightings are needed to narrow 
selection of potentially changed 
requirements down to a set of key 
requirements.  This will improve the 
tool’s ability to accurately highlight 





Using the requirement 
relationships and weightings, 
high potential requirements 
will be selected that have the 
highest potential of 
subsequent change, in 
ranking order. 
High potential requirements are 
needed to assist the designer in 
managing the requirement change. 
Potentially propagated requirements 
will be scored and ranked.   
3.2. Research Scope 
In relating the research questions, this research will present requirement change at 
the local and global level.  Localized requirement changes are defined as those changes 
that occur to the specific syntactical structure of a requirement.  Globalized requirement 
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changes are defined as those changes that occur to a requirement document, propagating 
from a localized change.  While both are important in their own respect for their ability to 
identify propagation at respective scale, this research finds greater contribution in global 
requirement change propagation.  As a result, this dissertation will focus on requirement 
change propagation while including a survey of localized requirement change, shown in 
APPENDIX A and reported in [79].  As a result, the term requirements change will refer 
to global requirement changes in this dissertation. 
The core contribution of this dissertation is the development of an automated 
requirement change propagation prediction tool, which makes use of a single or set of 
requirement change(s) to propagate forward to other requirements which may change.  
This research is carried out by performing multiple cast studies which eventually lead to 
the development of the automated syntactical tool. 
3.3. Research Questions & Hypothesis 
Each research question will be associated with a hypothesis based on preliminary 
research that was performed and tested against subsequent studies.  A validation 
approach is listed with each research question to address how each question will be 
answered in this dissertation.  Further, an objective ID from Table 1.1 will be provided to 
relate each question to the proposed research objective and deliverables. 
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Table 3.2: Research Questions 
I 
Question Can requirements be used to predict change propagation? 
Hypothesis 
Syntactical elements within a requirement may be used to relate 
requirements in a manner that can predict change propagation. 
Validation 
Approach 
Through industry case studies of and case study analysis 
viewing industry change notifications, change prediction 
through use of requirements will be evaluated. 
Objective 
ID  
A, B, C (see Table 1.1) 
II 
Question 
What types of relationships between requirements predict 
change propagation? 
Hypothesis 
Relationships between requirements exist within the subject or 
function of the requirement.  Additionally, keywords within the 
individual requirement may be used to relationships.  Subjects 
and keywords may be extracted through POS tagging.  These 
relationships can be used to predict change propagation. 
Validation 
Approach 
Develop several propagation models for the same requirement 






Can the propagation tool be tuned to narrow the selection of 
potential requirement for propagation? 
Hypothesis 
Weightings, rankings, or factors can be used both before and 




Using similar change scenarios with different weighting, 
ranking or factors applied both before and after propagation.  







Can a scoring system be used so potentially propagated 
requirements are ranked in order of review? 
Hypothesis 
(null) 
A scoring system can be used to sort requirements in order of 
greatest likelihood of change. 
Validation 
Approach 
Perform scoring algorithm to each requirement change study to 









A list of tasks is developed to ensure each research question is addressed through 
specific activities detailed in this dissertation.  The task list, shown in Table 3.3, details 
specific tasks needed to address each research question. 
Table 3.3: Research Questions and Tasks 
 Task Task Description 
I 
Task I.a 
Develop a taxonomy through Survey and Review of requirement 
changes 
Task I.b 
Industry and academic case study evaluating if all changes can be 
identified through developed taxonomy 
Task I.c 
Develop syntactical representation of all requirement change 




Explore permutations of types of requirement relationships 
Task II.b 
Compare relationships and combinations to determine most 
accurate predictor of propagation (retrospective case studies) 




Explore permutations of  propagation weightings, factors or 
rankings 
Task III.b 
Intersect different relationship from task II.b with weightings, 
ranking, or factors identified in task III.a 
Task III.c 
Cross case analysis to applicability scope of using relationship 
types and weightings, factors or rankings 
IV 
Task IV.a 
Develop scoring system to incorporate important propagation 
characteristics   
Task IV.b 
Analyzing scoring system ranking to determine depth of 
requirement review needed to find requirements propagated 
3.5. Research Approach 
To answer the research questions and test the associated hypotheses, three basic 
research phases will be executed:  (1) initial evaluation of using requirements to predict 
change propagation through manually selected requirement relationships, (2) 
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development of an syntactical tool for capturing, reasoning and predicting requirement 
change; and (3) development of a scoring algorithm to granulate results of propagation 
and provide ranking of most requirements with greatest likelihood of propagated change.  
The phases will be performed through the use of three heterogeneous industrial case 
studies with Automation Engineering Corporation (AEC).   
This dissertation will make use of three varying industry projects with 
requirements elicited by different corporations and given to AEC, as seen in Table 3.4.  
The three projects totaled 560 requirements and seventeen engineering changes where 
nine are predicted (ten requirement change propagations).  Two of the projects, Toho and 
Pierburg, make use of two approaches in predicting the requirements propagation, a 
manual and automated syntactical approach.  As discussed in Section 6.1, a case study 
research approach is sought out to perform these studies. 
Table 3.4: Industry Projects Summary 
Project Approach Requirements 
Requirements 
Predicted 
Toho Manual – Subject 160 2 
Pierburg Manual – Keyword 214 3 
EVRAZ Automated Syntactical  186 5 
3 Projects Three Approaches 560 10 
3.6. Studies Completed 
In completing this research, multiple studies were performed.  Some studies, such 
as the statistical analysis, were used to validate and support other studies.  The studies are 
shown in Figure 3.1.  As proposed during the research proposal of this research, a 
localized requirement change survey is complete and provided in the appendix.  Studies 
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on localized requirement change is not in the body of the paper as it is not the core 
contribution of this research, rather it supports future work.  A statistical analysis is 
performed on the capacity to use requirement syntax words to propagate change 
propagation.  Two relationship creation approaches are used: (1) manual and (2) 
syntactical.  The manual approach has two relationship types: (1) subject and (2) 
keywords.  Both relationship types are studies against an industry project and the 
keyword relationship type possess two additional studies to evaluate keyword selection 
and consistency.  The syntactical approach will be studies against three industry projects 
and a statistical analysis will be performed on the results as well.   The section each of the 
studies is completed in is noted within the table.  In total, nine studies are performed and 



































Requirement changes are those changes which occur because of an initial 
requirement change that propagates to other requirements.  This change may be defined 
as subsequent changes which otherwise would not have changed.  It is important to note 
that not all change is due to a previous change.  Some change may be external in nature 
and independent of all previous changes.  The change investigated in this study is that 
which occurs, unexpectedly, because of previous changes.  This type of change 
propagation may occur through two mechanisms: (1) single requirement propagation or 
(2) cumulative propagation.  Requirement propagation occurs when a change in a single 
requirement, due to its relation with other requirements, causes unforeseen propagation.  
This research has identified this to be the more popular of the change propagations.  An 
example of this is when a change to the braking system spatial requirements of a vehicle 
causes a change in the geometry of the suspension to prevent physical interference.  A 
cumulative change occurs when cumulative changes results in the need to make a change 
to another requirement.  For example, a requirement relating to the maximum occupancy 
of a vehicle may change from four to five passengers.  At a later time, a requirement 
change may occur to the size of the fuel tank, increasing it from thirteen to sixteen gallon 
capacity.  Cumulatively, both changes result in a need to change the maximum supported 
weight by the suspension, whereas one of those changes individually would not have 
warranted a change in suspension weight rating. 
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4.1. Requirements Management and Modeling Software 
Requirements engineering is an important activity in the design process and 
involves eliciting, modeling, analyzing, and communicating engineering requirements.  
First, requirements may be generated from multiple perspectives and standpoints which 
could overlap, complement, or contradict requirements [80,81]. Secondly, requirements 
may be generated by decentralized and distributed design teams, affecting the ability to 
seamlessly communicate and share the requirements.  Requirements may change 
throughout the design process and cause other requirements to change as a result. Outside 
of requirement change, requirements are suitable for modeling because of their 
management needs.  Specifically, there exist three key challenges in requirements 
engineering: (1) eliciting requirements from stakeholders, (2) modeling requirements into 
engineering specifications, and (3) analyzing requirements [82]. These issues drive the 
need for formal software and tools to support requirements management.  
The management tools examined here are the Unified Modeling Language 
(UML), Systems Modeling Language (SysML), and IBM Rational DOORS.  The three 
models were selected due to their different uses in different design environments.  
 UML is presented here for its ability to model requirements.  UML is a modeling 
language that provides a host of different models which designers can use to represent a 
system.  Primarily used in the software industry, it models aspects of a requirement that 
traditional requirement sentences and paragraphs cannot.  This includes how the system 
interacts with its environment and the possible scenarios a system may experience.  Such 
models, used alongside requirements can be helpful to designers.  It is important for this 
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research to present this modeling language because it formalizes a means for modeling 
requirements.  Though this modeling is not meant for the purpose of change propagation, 
it is a representation of requirements nonetheless. 
SysML is presented to introduce a systems engineering approach to modeling, 
which builds on the success of UML.  A systems engineering modeling language, this 
tool affords the use of requirements in a host of different graphics, including diagrams 
and tables.  A key feature of SysML is its ability to model requirements in a manner 
relatable to one another.  This is unique in modeling languages as requirements where not 
modeled to one another before this.  This introduces both a unique modeling feature and 
adds reasoning to the modeling of requirements.  Further the modeling language allows 
for the modeling of requirements with different elements such as components, product 
specific problems, and validation tests.  Using this, designers and engineers can use such 
a model to illustrate how specific requirements relate to other aspects of the design 
process in a graphical manner. 
The IBM Rational DOORS requirement management tool uses a centralized 
database for managing engineering requirements.  DOORS largely serve as requirements 
publishing tool, documenting all system requirements in one location.  DOORS is widely 
used in industry, though there exists many other management tools used to model 
requirements.  Many of these tools can be found in the INCOSE survey [39] where they 
are evaluated based on different metrics.  In many cases, their specific purpose is not to 
model requirements change, they are used to manage a requirements document.  As a 
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preliminary study, this research includes the study of IBM Rational DOORS [31].  This 
section will investigate the modeling tools available for requirements management. 
As noted previously, a future work of this research may be incorporating the 
developed tool as an add-on feature to some of the existing modeling tools which do not 
have a change propagation prediction mechanism.   
4.1.1. Unified Modeling Languages (UML) 
Software quality is defined as its ability to meet its system requirements [83].  
UML is a graphical language used for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and 
documenting the artifacts of a software system [84,85,86,87]. UML principals are 
implemented because it has become a standard language for modeling software 
requirements and design [88].  UML is widely used throughout the design process of 
software systems [89].  Within UML, use case, statechart, and sequence diagrams are 
found to be beneficial to the programmers of software [90].  UML was specifically 
design for visualizing, constructing and documenting several aspects of a software system 
[85]. 
Programmers needed a visual tool alongside the textual requirements document to 
develop the software.  A tool that could reveal scenario descriptions of requirements in 
terms of interactions between the system and its environment is of great use to 
programmers [91].  Diagrams such as use case, which model the interaction of the system 
and its environment, are useful because it provides a representation of the multiple 
scenarios the system could experience throughout its operational environment.  Use case 
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refers to a complete sequence of scenarios in the system, as understood by the user of the 
system [92].  These diagrams, derived from UML principals, are part of a relatively 
expressive language that addresses all the views needed to develop a system [84].  This is 
important to requirements because a successful set of requirements are ones that enable 
the user to develop an application and interface that meets the needs of its users [48].  
UML tools such as use case, statecharts, and sequence diagrams are needed in 
software development as a modeled representation of requirements [90].  UML 
encompass three kinds of building blocks with the development of their diagrams: 
entities, relationships, and diagrams [84].  Entities may include users or adjacent 
computer systems, while relationships are the connection that ties different entities 
together.  Diagrams are the different forms of representation entities and relationships. 
Use case diagrams are typically used to simulate interaction between the user(s) 
and system during different scenarios [93,94] and are a popular modeling technique 
within UML [92,95].  Use cases are most useful during the analysis phase of a project to 
identify system functionality through interaction between the user and system [96].  
However, literature stresses one of the early steps in object modeling is to build a use 
case model [97].  Users here may be any human being such as a customer, associate, or 
developer.  Other users may be devices such as computers, pieces of hardware or 
secondary software. The user supplies stimuli to that part of the system, and receives 
outputs from it [96].  The key advantage to use case diagrams and their use with 
requirements is there are some aspects about a software system that a developer cannot 
understand unless they build models to supplement the textual programming language 
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[84].  Using UML tools, designers are able to develop software that satisfies its intended 
purpose, by meeting and engaging users, to expose the real requirements of the system 
[84].  Further, use case diagrams identify activities and interactions the system 
experiences so they may be accommodated [84].  An example of a use case diagram of 
interactive vehicle sales program is shown in Figure 4.1.  As seen in the figure, there is a 
customer, sales associate, and financial associate.  The lines in the figure indicate the 
relationship between the entities.  Differing line types (dashed, thickness, color) may 
indicate a different type of relationship. 
 
Figure 4.1: Example Use Case Diagram [50] 
Using use case diagrams, coupled with the use of a text based requirements 
specification document, requirements may be developed that are utilized by all 






















document requirements through the use of visual representation as opposed to a 
collection of sentences and paragraphs [98].  Alongside use case diagrams, statecharts 
may be developed to model the behavior of the system.  However, use case diagrams are 
first needed as they are the driver for the rest of the UML diagrams [99]. 
Statechart diagrams are central to modeling different elements of a system 
[100,85,101].  Statecharts are a popular visual technique for modeling the behavior of 
reactive systems [102,103,104]. Statecharts were introduced over twenty years ago as a 
visualization tool [101,102,105].  A statechart diagram models the event flow of control 
from one state of a scenario to another as it describes the sequence of events [89].  An 
example statechart from a design project is shown in Figure 4.2.  Statecharts come in 
many forms, ranging from simple to complex states where each state may have several 
parts to it and transitions may have multiple affects. Advantages to statecharts are that 
they are both graphical and textual.  The graphical part of the statechart describes the 
sequence of events while the textual part describes the events and conditions that cause 




Figure 4.2: Example Statechart [50] 
4.1.2. System Modeling Language (SysML) 
A limitation of UML is that it is aimed to assist software engineers and is not 
entirely relevant to systems engineers who work with products outside the software 
domain [107].  A version of UML suitable for modeling a broad range of systems, 
including hardware, software, data, personnel, procedures, and facilities was needed 
[108].  SysML was developed UML in cooperation with the Object Management Group 










was developed to address such limitations and to provide a ―standard modeling language 
for systems engineering to analyze requirements, design, and verify complex systems 
[108].  In doing so, it was able to bridge much of the gap between software systems and 
systems engineering.  Specifically, the requirements diagrams introduced in SysML can 
be used as a bridge between requirements engineering and UML use cases [110].  
Additionally, its models include parametric models, requirements relationships, causal 
analysis, verification models, and decision trees. [108].  Some of the more widely used 
areas in SysML pertain to requirements modeling.  SysML provides a means to model 
and represent textual requirements and relate them to other elements [109]. Within 
requirements modeling, SysML maintains some of the existing UML diagrams, such as 
use case and block diagrams and uses them together. [107].  UML is presented first in 
this background study because those who do not have UML background may find 
difficulty in learning SysML diagrams, due to their heavily detailed models [111].   
Outside of requirements modeling, SysML has also been used as an elicitation 
tool and requirement template [112].  Requirements modeling in SysML may come in 
many forms: graphically, tabular, or as a tree structure.  Shown in Figure 4.3 is an 
example requirements diagram for a Hybrid Sports Utility Vehicle (HSUV).  The 
diagram shows the breakdown of the requirements specification document into pertinent 




Figure 4.3: Example Requirement Diagram [109] 
Another type of requirements model presented in SysML is a derived 
requirements model.  Such models illustrated the requirements in a manner specifically 
related to the product.  An example of this is shown in Figure 4.4 where requirements 
such as fuel economy are related back to product specific problems such as the vehicle 
power needed for acceleration.  Further, this model also allows for relationship between 




Figure 4.4: Example Derived Requirements Diagram [109] 
If a designer is only concerned with, for instance, the acceleration requirement of 
a system, a diagram can be extracted which illustrates only those elements relating to the 
acceleration requirement.  An example of this is shown in Figure 4.5 where all elements 
relating to acceleration are captures.  This includes other requirements such as those 
pertaining to power, validation tests such as max acceleration, use cases, and physical 
subsystems.  As seen, such modeling capabilities allows for relating varying elements to 




Figure 4.5: Example of Acceleration Requirement Diagram Extract [109] 
4.1.3. IBM Doors Capabilities 
IBM Rational DOORS is a Requirements Management tool that allows users to 
input different sets of requirements within its database and provides users the ability to 
view specific information traditionally not viewed in requirements specifications 
documents.  Available for multiple users, DOORS allows users to access the database 
and view specific requirement documents. 
Information is placed in DOORS through modules.  A module, as seen in Figure 
4.6, will list a specific requirement list.  In the case below, this module is used to 
represent the ―BMW LED Design‖ Requirements list.  For larger projects, it is beneficial 
to have multiple modules to accommodate all the requirements needed such as 
architectural, system, and user requirements, so that they may be classified in their 
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appropriate grouping.  Located to the left of the window in Figure 4.6 is the module 
directory.  This is a folder structure that saves different projects under the DOORS 
Database. 
 
Figure 4.6: Initial Display windowing DOORS Database Directory [113] 
Double clicking the module name will open the module.  The module, seen in 
Figure 4.7, shows a list of requirements in a hierarchical manner.  This hierarchy is 
dictated by the user.  In this case, the first level or requirements is Governmental.  
Underneath this are requirements that are ―General‖ and those ―Provisions concerning 
passing beams.‖  The hierarchy may include several other sets of requirements placed 
above or below other requirements.  Also seen in Figure 4.7 is the document map of 






Figure 4.7: Opened Module [113] 
Requirements are entered into the system by inserting an object, where 
requirements are placed.  After inserting an object, double clicking the space provided 
allows the user to insert a Requirement Heading and Requirement Text.  This can also be 
performed by right clicking each object space and entering the data through the properties 
command.  An example of this is shown in Figure 4.8.  Within this property, the user may 
insert a Requirement: Heading, Short Text, and Object Text.  The heading is the main 
title of the requirement.  This is important for hierarchy based requirements 
documentation as this could serve as a title; the object is simply used as a heading.  This 




Figure 4.8: Object Properties [113] 
The Access tab provides the user with information as to who is allowed to view 
the object.  The history tab provides information as to the history of the object.  An 
example of the information contained in the history tab is shown in Figure 4.9.  This 
shows all the changes that have occurred with the object.  This information details the 
user of the change, the date of occurrence, the type of modification and the details of the 
modification.  The details of the modification reveal the requirement before and after the 
change.  The attributes tab reveals information regarding the object’s level of hierarchy, 
date it was created, who created it, last date it was modified, who was last to modify it, 
the text within the object and the object number.  The final tab lists any linking the 




Figure 4.9: History of an Object [113] 
As discussed in the section above, there may be instances when different 
requirement lists are developed and inserted within different modules.  While distinct, 
many requirements within may possess a relationship with a requirement in a different 
module.  In order to indicate this relationship, a link is used to designate a push or pull 
relationship from one requirement to the other.  For instance, as seen in Figure 4.10, the 
arrowheads located to the right of each object indicate a linking.  This linking is denoted 
as linking from a requirement, arrowhead pointing to the right, and linking to a 
requirement, arrowhead to the left.  In the example in Figure 4.10, maintaining a lifetime 
over 30,000 hours will depend on if the requirement for maintaining a junction 
temperature of less than 90°C can be met. 
In the linking example shown, the links are within the same module.  Linking can 
occur between or within modules.  To view the linking of a requirement, the user may 
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view the properties windows and view the links tab, as described in the section above.  
Right clicking on the arrow will also provide the user with information to all the links 
associated with a file.  Linking provides the user many benefits.  For example, if a change 
occurs to a linked requirement, the associated linked requirements are flagged.  In the 
example shown in Figure 4.10, if we change object 3.2 from ―Maintain junction 
temperature <90C‖ to ―Maintain junction temperature <75 C‖ a warning for the change in 
the linked requirement should occur.  This is in fact the case as seen in Figure 4.11.  A 
change indicator appears flagging a change in a linked requirement. 
 
Figure 4.10: Linking [113] 
 







Figure 4.11: Change Indicators [113] 
IBM Rational DOORS has shortcomings in its inability to differentiate 
requirement relationship types.  For instance, two requirements may possess a function to 
function relationship, both serving the same function such as converting energy, while 
another two requirements may have a component to component relationship, both relating 
to a specific component, such as a drive shaft.  Within DOORS this is noted as a 
requirement relationship.  No type or weighting or relationship exists, an aspect this 
research will address.  This is of great importance to this research as the identification of 
requirement relationships directly correlates to Research Question II.  Requirement 
relationships will be used as the foundation for predicting requirement change 
propagation.  DOORS is currently incapable of providing specific relationship types.  All 





however, is able to use this relationship to highlight when a change occurs, as seen in 
Figure 4.11. 
While outside the scope of this research, it is important to note the problems that 
exist with input validation of DOORS.  DOORS uses a text-based requirements 
representation. Thus, the ability to assess the quality, identify errors, and support 
advanced analysis is limited [31]. This is a major shortcoming of current requirements 
management tools that can lead to poorly communicated requirements.  Further, this 
inability to validate requirements input may become an issue when attempting to predict 
requirement changes.  
4.2. Change Representation and Modeling Tools 
There exists change representation tools realized through research.  Some are 
augments of existing tools, such as the Delta DSM while others are innovative means for 
managing design change, such as C-FAR.  No modeling tools exist for specifically 
modeling requirement changes and their propagation, nonetheless many of the existing 
design change modeling tools can compared to the requirements model developed 
through this research.  This section of the research dissertation will investigate existing 
modeling tools for their use as a change modeling, managing, or predictive tools. 
Table 4.1 lists of the modeling tools which were investigated in this research.  
Each of the tools makes use of a different element change, for instance the Change 
Propagation Method (CPM) uses system components to model and predict change.  The 
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methods listed in the table were those which most closely aligned with the method used 
in this research and could be used for comparative reason.   
Table 4.1: Explored Change Propagation Techniques 

































[119,120,121] Lock and 
Kotonya 
Component 
The change propagation and change design structure matrix by Clarkson and 
Giffen are discussed in Section 4.2.1 of this dissertation.  The Change Favorable 
Representation model by Cohen and Fulton is presented in the following section, Section 
4.2.2.  Ibrahim’s product metamodel and requirement change propagation model are 
presented in Section 4.2.3.  The requirements relation model by Chen is described in 
Section 4.2.4.  The final propagation model investigated is the impact propagation 
structure by Lock and Kotonya, presented in Section 4.2.5.  Section 4.3 details a 
description of the model used in this research, Higher Order DSMs.  An example is 
provided to demonstrate its use.   
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4.2.1. Requirement Change - Delta DSM 
There exist few techniques used to model requirement change.  A popular method 
used is use of a Design Structure Matrices (DSM) to develop relationships between 
subsystems, components, or requirements [122,123].  DSM can assist the designer by 
providing them with a means for modeling relationships between requirements.  DSMs 
provide a technique for identifying the parts of a product or design and the parametric 
relationships between them [124].  An example of a DSM is shown in Figure 4.12.  Each 
cell in the matrix may contain a numerical or binary representation of the link between 
one in a column to another row heading [18].  A DSM may not necessarily be symmetric 
based on the directionality of the relationships.  For instance, Requirement A may relate 




Figure 4.12: System Structural DSM [60] 
A significant study performed by Giffen et.al evaluating the ability to propagate 
engineering change in complex systems through use of a Delta DSM [60].  While this 
study is not to the resolution of engineering requirements, it investigates specific 
―subsystem areas.‖  The first step in the process requires a system block diagram, similar 
to that shown in Figure 4.13.  The block diagram shows all relationships between 
different subsystems.  The relationships are placed in a DSM to identify the relationship 




Figure 4.13: System Block Diagram [60]  
The change requests are reviewed to identify if the relationships could have been 
used to predict the change propagation.  Different types of change path are identified 
between each subsystem.  In order to create a map of how changes affected the system, a 
Delta DSM is created [60,125].  An Example of a Delta DSM is shown in Figure 4.14.  
The Delta DSM identifies where change should propagate from one subsystem to 
another.  The purpose of the Delta DSM is to identify what occurred to the subsystems 
after the change.  There were three possible situations described within the study: 
 There were cases when the propagation was predicted and propagation did in 
fact occur. 




 Where a connection was not present, yet propagation was found 
Fundamentally, all scenarios could only fall under those three descriptions 
identified above, except for scenarios where propagation results in the addition of a 
subsystem.  Currently, all propagation techniques cannot complete account for the 
addition of a requirement.  This is primarily due to the inability to predict requirement 
addition due to the lack of relationship with a requirement that has yet to exist. 
 
Figure 4.14: Delta DSM [60] 
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In addition to the Delta DSM populated, each one of the changes came with a 
Change Propagation Index (CPI).  A subsystem area CPI controls whether or not 
propagation is carried through the relationship: 
 If you are a constant or carrier, you are not increasing or decreasing 
propagation, and as a result, your index is 0.   
 If you are a propagation absorber, CPI <1.   
 If you are a multiplier, CPI >1.   
The limitation of this approach is the use of the subsystems, instead of working on 
change propagation in the requirements domain.  This is limited because it requires 
system architecture to be developed and this architecture is not of the resolution of 
requirements.  Where as a single component may have tens or hundreds of requirements, 
a requirement will emphasize on component behavior, feature, or function.  The 
Requirement Change Propagation Prediction Tool presented in this dissertation will 
allow for prediction of change within the requirements domain, allow for greater 
resolution of change propagation, and be suitable for early design use (before a system 
architecture has been defined). 
4.2.2. Change Favorable Representation 
Another change propagation tool is the Change FAvorable Representation (C-
FAR), a new and different methodology of representing design information so that 
changes can be dynamically anticipated and evaluated [7].  Fundamentally, C-FAR uses 
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attributes, elements and relationships to develop its prediction.  It uses a schema that 
defines the entities, their relations between entities; and their attributes.  Figure 4.15 
shows an example C-FAR model of a bottle.  The bottle is the entity of interest here, 
where its attributes are size and material. 
 
Figure 4.15: C-FAR Using EXPRESS Framework [7] 
If this example is expanded to multiple entities, such as the liquid contained 
within the bottle, the C-FAR shown in Figure 4.16 is developed.  This C-FAR illustrated 
the bottle, liquid, their relationship, and their respective relationship with their attributes.  
A C-FAR Matrix is developed to provide links between the attributes of one entity and 
the attributes of another entity. The components used to construct the C-FAR matrix are 
called linkage value [7]. 
 
Figure 4.16: Expanded C-FAR [7] 
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A linkage value is used to represent the relationship between two attributes of 
different entities.  The purpose of this is to identify how a change in one entity attribute 
affects the attribute of another entity.  An example of this is shown in Figure 4.17 where 
the Load Magnitude changes and the affect this has on the length of the element is 
measured. 
  
Figure 4.17: Example Change with C-FAR Schema and Matrix [7] 
C-FAR is effective in computationally measuring the effect of one attribute to 
another using its matrix relationship.  However, C-FAR uses an existing product 
information model to facilitate change representation, propagation, and qualitative 
evaluation.  Unfortunately, product information may not always be available during the 
design process.  Requirements, however, are an initial document generated and will 
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always be available.  While it may constantly change, its existence is nonetheless 
evident. 
4.2.3. Requirement Change Propagation (ReChaP) 
The Requirement Change Propagation (ReChaP) method was developed by 
Ibrahim and colleagues as a means to manage requirement change in software systems.  It 
is important to note that this is not a requirement change propagation prediction method, 
rather a means for managing inevitable requirement change.  Though this type of change 
propagation approach is intended for software systems, it is unique in its use of 
requirements.  This approach was developed to enhance requirement change management 
throughout the volatile software development process [126].  Requirements change 
within the software domain may occur through the following mechanisms: new 
requirements are introduced into an existing system, modifications are performed for 
requirements, and a change in the operating environment of the system [127].  Using this, 
a change propagation model is developed by Ibrahim.  The motivation for this model was 
to better understanding of the realistic process during requirement change propagation, 
resulting from theory to real practices [128].  Requirements are used here because they 
are a more efficient mechanism to maintain the relations and consistencies between 
varying artifact granularity [129].  This is demonstrated through the use of requirements 
relating to class and state diagrams.  Before defining the approach, a brief introduction to 
requirement change propagation in software design is discussed. 
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In software systems, change propagation is defined as ―changes required to other 
entities of the software system to ensure the consistency of assumptions in a software 
system after a particular entity is changed‖ [130,131].  Effectively, it is a process in 
which modifications are implemented to reestablish system consistency by completing a 
set of estimated consequent changes [132,133].  As a result, when a part of the software 
is changed and modified, other parts of the software need to be identified and changed as 
well as they may have been impacted by the original change [130].  Fundamentally, the 
model used here is similar to the proposed model of this research, an initial set of 
requirements affected is analyzed, and subsequent requirements (or artifacts) that need to 
be changed are identified.  Such artifacts include class and state diagrams, as shown in 
Figure 4.18.  As seen from the figure, when a requirement changes, this may propagate to 
other artifacts of the design which can be modeled through class and state diagrams 
[134].  In object oriented systems, it is not uncommon to refer to relationships between 





Figure 4.18: ReChaP Process [134] 
ReChaP was developed to simplify the error prone process of change propagation 
due to requirement change and to provide a means for supporting change throughout the 
software development lifecycle.  ReChaP is developed using two approaches, a product 
metamodel consisting of theoretical specifications and process model consisting of 
implementation specifications. 
In particular, the foundations of ReChaP approach are available in twofold: 
product metamodel (theoretical specification) and process models (implementation 
specification).  Figure 4.19 illustrates the ReChaP approach making use of the two 
models.  The Theoretical specifications are used to better understand the solutions for 
software developers by developing a product metamodel.  The process model is used to 
develop an implementation specification, defining the roles of the designers and activities 
which must be completed within the design process.  Requirement change propagation 
occurs in the product metamodel when changes occur to specific requirements.  
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Subsequently, the process model is when change propagation occurs, as requirements 






















Figure 4.19: ReChaP Approach Framework [114] 
The ReChaP approach is not a predictive approach, simply a requirement change 
propagation method.  This method attempts to alleviate much of the risks involved with 
mismanaged change propagation by providing the designer or engineer with a model that 
assists in determining areas where propagation may occur.  Figure 4.20 shows the 
ReChaP approach used which incorporates a class and state diagram in conjunction with 
the metamodel.  This approach functions by relating the requirements to other parts of the 
product through relations developed by the diagrams used.   
The designer or engineer is to subjectively develop this model through the 
knowledge they have about the system and its design.  The class diagram illustrates a 
static part while the state diagram illustrates the dynamic process of system operation.  
The metamodel identifies the requirement classification which categorizes the 
requirements based on their type: functional or nonfunctional requirements [136].  Also 
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in the metamodel is the change request written and their source, reason, and type of 
change.  The information in the metamodel is used with the diagrams to develop 
connections between the requirements, their change, and the associated class and state 
diagrams. 
 
Figure 4.20: Model for ReChaP Approach [134] 
While this approach does make use of requirements to manage change 
propagation, there are two major limitations.  This approach was developed for software 
systems alone and this approach does not predict requirement change.  The developed 
tool in this research is suitable for other types of products outside of software systems 
and is able to predict change propagation. 
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4.2.4. Requirement Relation Model 
The requirements relationship model developed by Chen is of unique interest to 
this research because it introduces the use of requirement dependencies.  The success of 
the research proposed in this dissertation relies heavily on the dependencies, or 
relationships, developed.  The limitation with the Requirement Relation Model is, as with 
many requirements change tools, intended for use in a software development 
environment.  Similar to other DSM approaches, requirements are placed on a DSM and 
related against one another.  An example of this is shown in Figure 4.21. 
 
Figure 4.21: Requirement Dependency DSM [118]. 
In this model, the author makes use of ―trustworthy‖ requirements which are 
requirements composed by various trustworthy attributes [137].  Trustworthy 
requirements are defined as ―quality requirements of trustworthy software and overall 
quality checks which have back act to functional requirements, and their change can 
produce big impaction to the quality of trustworthy software product‖ [118].  
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Trustworthy requirements have two kinds of influence relations, inherent and non-
inherent [137].  Trustworthy requirements are used here because most requirements based 
methods use only functional requirements, whereas trustworthy requirements have a great 
influence on one or more functional requirements.   
A matrix is developed to correlate the trustworthy requirements to use cases, as 
seen in Figure 4.22.  The use cases are used to describe function requirement, considered 
to be core concerns of the system.  This models finds that there is high correlation 
between trustworthy and function requirements.  While the first DSM, Figure 4.21, shows 
how a change to one trust worthy requirement may affect another, the incident matrix, 
Figure 4.22, illustrates how a change in a trustworthy requirement may cross boundaries 
and affect function requirements. 
 
Figure 4.22: Incident matrix of requirements vs. use cases [118]. 
Relationship matrices, as seen in Figure 4.23 are developed so the results of the 
relationships can be analyzed.  Both matrices are matrix multiplied to develop a 
reachability matrix.  The resultant reachability matrix, seen in Figure 4.24 indicates how 
each trustworthy requirement may reach (or propagate) to another trustworthy 
requirement.  An example interpretation of the reachability matrix, the first column, for 
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trustworthy attribute t1 is related to all relations on that column.  In this example t1 is 
reachable to t3, t4, and t5. 
 
Figure 4.23: Relation Matrices [118] 
 
Figure 4.24: Reachability matrix [118] 
Additional matrix manipulation may be performed on this approach to determine 
other propagation metrics outside of element reachability.  A summation may also be 
taken of each trustworthy attribute to determine which requirement has the most 
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significance on other requirements.  Continuing the example above, trustworthy attribute 
t2 in this case would have the greatest influence as it correlates to every other trustworthy 
attribute. 
The limitation to this model is that only select types of requirements can be used 
in this model.  Further, this model is developed for software systems and may not be 
applicable to electromechanical systems.  In the tool developed in this research, all 
requirements may be used and it is suitable for product development outside of 
software systems. 
4.2.5. Impact Propagation Structure 
The impact propagation structure developed by Lock and colleagues investigates 
change impact.  This model makes use of different relationships between design entities 
to develop impact propagation.  The impact of propagation in complex system 
relationships makes the process of assessing the effect of change tedious and expensive 
[119].  Impact analysis is used in this method because of its previous research use in 
determining the extent and complexity of changes during various stages of a product 
cycle [138,139,140,141,142,143].  However, impact analysis is predominantly used in 
software systems as the relationships and their propagation impact can be determined.   
Impact analysis is a process used to determine how the change in one element 
may affect other, related, elements.  There are many approaches to this, however the 
approach used in the impact propagation structure is that of Moreton’s who makes use of 
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a generalized model relevant for most software systems [144,145].  The stages of 
Moreton’s impact analysis process are illustrated in Figure 4.25.   
 
Figure 4.25: Impact Analysis Process [119] 
The process follows a series of steps, with two chances of rejecting the change.  
The process is as follows [119,121].  The process starts with a review in the change 
request.  This is an initial evaluation of the change request to determine what must be 
performed and implemented.  This is followed by determining the impact of change by 
analyzing the target system and viewing the related constituents which may be affected.  
With an initial change and the affected areas identified, a cost and estimation of the total 
change is calculated.  This includes the potential change propagation from the initial 
change.  This only takes into account the change the designer is certain will propagate.  
Because the total cost of change may be significant, it is important to compare this cost 
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against the benefit of the initial change (if the change was initiated for cost reduction).  In 
some instances, this step is removed as the change must be completed, for instance a 
change in federal regulation.  Once the change and the associated costs are identified, this 
is presented to the customer for negotiations (if needed) and approval.  The customer here 
may reject the change if it is not mandatory.  If approved, the change is documented in 
the appropriate forms, and the changes are implemented.  The stage most critical in this 
process is the accurate determination of the impact.  This is performed subjectively, 
based on the designer’s knowledge of the system.  If a designer rejects the change in the 
early stages, the cost of the change must still be recorded as this information is pertinent 
to subsequent change processes [146].   
As a result, determining impact is crucial to the effectiveness of this model.  
Because many systems are complex in nature, depending on a designer for impact 
information is not sufficient. Further, a balance must be maintained between producing 
analysis results with too much impact and not enough impact for proper appreciation of 
propagation impact [119,121].  Traceability from various sources is used to identify the 
impact of change propagation between entities.  Traceability is effectively a relationship 
between two artifacts (or elements) within the system that may be vulnerable to 
propagation impact.  Any information which may relate to a specific artifact may be a 
relating entity to that artifact.  The traceability links are used to develop an impact 
determination process by which the traces between artifacts are analyzed for their impact 




Figure 4.26: Impact Determination Process [119] 
In using the impact determination process, an understanding of the system, is 
needed.  This is maintained through a database schema of all artifacts (elements) and 
relationships.  The first step in this process is a traceability extraction.  The term 
traceability extraction is defines as an ―extraction of individual traceability relationships 
from the model‖ [119,121].  This is followed by a traceability analysis which makes use 
of the raw traces extracted to produce a representation model of the possible change 
impact.   
The impact analysis and determination process are integrated to develop a model.  
By integrating both processes, their strength are used and limitations are mitigated.  
Because of the subjectivity of traceability extractions, relationships may not be realized.  
To ensure missing relations are not excluded, a multiple layer approach where 
traceability is extracted from multiple models is used.  The models includes: Schema, 
Interaction, and Knowledge base models.   
The first step in the integrated propagation structure, shown in Figure 4.27, is to 
extract traceability information from multiple models.  The Schema model is used for 
performing prerecorded analysis.  The interaction model is used for performing 
dependency analysis.  The knowledge base model makes use of past experience to 
develop traces.  The traces are extracted from each of the models and processed to 
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produce an impact propagation structure.  The structure involves three stages, lateral 
composition, vertical composition, and duplication resolution.   
 
Figure 4.27: Propagation Structure [119] 
The vertical composition of the used to develop the propagation structure is a 
model which considers the cycle of each impact to determine the propagation from one 
entity to another in adjacent cycles [147].  A maximum depth of three cycles is used here.  
An example of the vertical composition is shown in Figure 4.28.  
 
Figure 4.28: Example Vertical Composition [119] 
A lateral composition is used in impact determination to combine the three forms 
of traceability extractions.  Since this model makes use of multiple traceability 
extractions, a means for combining them is needed.  Lateral composition sums the 
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impacts detected by the schema model, interaction model, and knowledge base.  An 
example of this is shown in Figure 4.29. 
 
Figure 4.29: Example Lateral Composition [119] 
The two composition models may result in duplicate propagations path to be 
identified.  The duplicate resolution stage removes all duplicates to ensure this does not 
distort the summation of path developed in the lateral composition.  A final impact 
propagation structure is developed after completing the three stages.  As seen in Figure 
4.30, the structure identifies the total possible consequences of implementing a change on 




Figure 4.30: Example Impact Propagation Structure [119] 
This structure will assist designers in [119]: 
 Determining the accurate cost of change 
 Producing a representation of change, change propagation, and change impact 
 Guide the implementation of change across artifact cycles 
However, this integrated approach maintains limitations similar to its peers.  It is 
again suitable for software systems where relationships are between entities are easily 
realized.  As noted, the relationships here are subjectively developed.  The tool developed 
in this research automatically generates relationships for complex systems where 
relationships may not be apparent. 
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4.3. Higher Order DSMs – Foundation for Proposed Tool 
Change propagation has been predicted using a Design Structure Matrix (DSM) in 
complex systems termed change prediction model (CPM) [60] which makes use of the 
CPI as discussed in Section 4.2.1.  CPM uses the probability of change in a subsystem 
area on others as elicited by experienced engineers. Although this model is capable of 
predicting the likelihood of changes in other subsystem areas, it is not to the resolution of 
engineering requirements, as it investigates specific subsystem areas, whereas 
requirements may be able to identify the specific features of the component.  Therefore, a 
more systematic approach from the requirements paradigm is sought for which higher 
order DSMs are explored for its ability to predict change propagation through 
requirements. 
DSMs have been used to model change propagation before [148,149,150,74,151], 
however it has yet to be performed formally through the use of requirements.  This 
research makes use of DSMs differently as a DSM is used here by analyzing how change 
in one element of a DSM can propagate throughout a system.  This propagation is 
illustrated through a higher order DSM.  The advantage of using requirements is it does 
not depend on the system architecture, allowing designers to use it early in the conceptual 
design phase. 
A higher order DSM is used to develop relationships between subsystems, 
components, or requirements [122,123,152].  In this research, where requirements are 
related, the DSM functions by listing the requirements on both axis and highlighting all 
cells where the requirement on a row is related to a requirement on a column.  DSMs can 
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assist the designer by providing them with a means for modeling, visualizing, and 
clustering relationships between design elements.  Further, DSMs provide a tool for 
identifying the parts of a product or design and the parametric relationships between them 
[124,153].  Each cell in the matrix may contain a numerical or binary representation of 
the link between one in a row to another column heading [18].  A DSM may not 
necessarily be symmetric based on the directionality of the relationships.  In the DSMs 
presented in this section, a cell highlighted in green indicates a relationship exists 
between requirements. 
A DSM here can be considered as a zeroth order DSM as it serves as a baseline 
matrix.  In order to create a map of how changes affected the system, a higher order is 
created.  A higher order DSM may be that of a first, second, or third order depending on 
the complexity, population, and coupling of the requirements.  While a higher order DSM 
is capable of propagating requirement changes, its current limitation is it cannot predict 
the addition of a requirement.  The inability to predict requirement additions is due to the 
lack of relationship with a requirement that has yet to exist.  For example, a requirement 
regulating the use of an electric motor may change to adapt an internal combustion 
engine instead.  This propagation may lead to subsequent changes; however, the addition 
of a requirement to sanction exhaust emissions cannot be predicted. 
First order relationships are those which a requirement is directly related to 
another requirement.  These are highly dependent on how relationships are formed.  For 
example, a requirement may be related to another requirement because they pertain to the 
same component, or they share a similar function.  As seen in Figure 4.31, a DSM is used 
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to represent the relations between five requirements, A through E.  All cells highlight in 
green indicate a relationship between requirements, such as that between C and E.  The 
original DSM may be considered a zeroth order relationship matrix.  If a change is made 
to requirement E, all immediate relations are highlighted in red, as seen in Figure 4.32.  
These relationships are termed first order relationships because of their direct relation 
with the requirement changed.  As seen, requirement E has one first order relation, 
requirement C.  Second order relations are those illustrated in Figure 4.33 where due to 
the potential propagation from requirement C, all requirements related to requirement C 
are highlighted.  This indicates that requirement D is second order related to the 
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Figure 4.33: Example Second Order DSM 
 Higher order DSMs will be implemented in the propagation prediction approach 
developed in this research.  Further, many of the limitations discussed in the existing 
change representations and models will be addressed in the developed tool.  The 
takeaway is to view existing requirement change management solutions and to develop a 
tool which is capable of enhancing change management through predictive capabilities.  
The developed tool is also automated, so designer subjectivity is not involved.  However, 
a manual aspect is available for entering specific keyword based relaters.  The developed 
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tool manages requirement change, predicts change propagation, and addresses the 
limitations of the presented available tools. 
4.4. Complexity Within Requirement Change 
It is important to present a brief discussion on complexity as it has a significant 
effect on the propagation characteristic of the higher order DSM.  This includes, but is 
not limited to, the orders in which relationships should be measured and the types of 
relationships that should be developed.  In practice, the degree to which change 
propagates through a product depends on the complexity of the product itself.  A complex 
system will contain a greater number of requirements with a multiple possible 
relationships avenues (referred to as relater in this research).  The complexity of a 
product can be measured in terms of the relationships between components [154].  This is 
pertinent here because requirements will be used to relate the components when 
predicting engineering changes (the physical domain) using the requirements domain.  
Further, requirements for complex systems are themselves complex information 
structures [155], making the processing of requirements of complex systems a sensitive 
process.    
While complexity is not a focal of this research, it is important to recognize its 
significance during the development of a propagation technique.  Complexity may affect 
this research in two forms: prior to propagation and after propagation.  Complexity may 
make it difficult to develop relationships between requirements and forming weightings 
to requirements.  As a product increases in complexity, there is greater difficulty in 
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identifying the types of relationships that may be important in the analysis of 
propagation.  Further, in completing the propagation analysis, complexity may result in 
much noise in the computation of potential requirements change.  This could come in the 
form of superfluous potential requirements or inaccurate selection of potential 




CREATING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN REQUIREMENTS 
Presented in this chapter are two means for populating the requirement DSMs and 
how each resulting DSM is measured in terms of connectedness.  A scoring algorithm for 
requirement relationships is presented to weigh and rank requirements to narrow the 
highlighted requirements for propagation consideration.  The two methods for DSM 
creation are manual and syntactical.  Manual creation of DSMs represents a traditional 
method of populating DSMs through human decision making and provides a baseline by 
which to compare new methods. This method is initially used in predicting change 
propagation on two industry case study [24,32] .  Syntactically, using an automated part-
of-speech tagger to identify nouns and verbs augmented with manually selected 
keywords for each requirement, is used as the second method to generate requirements 
relationship DSMs. 
The manual method includes a subject based approach where requirements are 
related by the subject and a keyword based approach where five keywords are used.  The 
manual methods were used to determine if propagation prediction is possible [24,32].  
Ultimately, both manual methods are used to develop the foundation for the automated 
syntactical approach.  The manual approaches demonstrated that relationships could be 
developed between requirements to predict requirement change.  Alongside the nouns 
and manually selected keywords, the syntactical approach evaluates the use of 
requirement functions, the verbs, for their ability to predict requirement change 
propagation.   
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In the syntactical approach, five nouns and five verbs are automatically extracted 
from each requirement.  Additionally, five keywords are manually selected for each 
requirement.  The fifteen total nouns, verbs, and keywords and their combination sets are 
evaluated for their ability to predict accurate requirement change.  This required the 
analysis of 32,768 possible relater combination sets for the requirement change 
propagations that occurred in the industry studies.  The three best combinations in all 
studies were then combined to develop a single requirement to requirement DSM.  The 
protocol for identifying the best combinations and their overlaying will be discussed in 
section 5.2.2. 
5.1. Manual Creation Approach 
In the manual method, requirements are related to one another through manually 
identified requirement subjects and keywords, both used in two separate case studies.  
The Toho industry project (see Chapter 7) made use of a subject based relationship, 
relating all requirements which shared a subject.  In most instances, requirements 
pertaining to a specific subsystem or component were identified as relating, as both 
shared a common subject.  The selection of the subject within each requirement is manual 
and may be subjective based on those tagging the subject in the requirement. 
The second manual creation method was developed based on requirement 
keywords, words the designer or engineer selected as pertinent and important to a 
requirement.  This project dealt with the Pierburg industry project (see Chapter 8).  While 
the former manual creation approach demonstrated that a subject relationship between 
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requirements could predict requirement change propagation, there were deficiencies that 
needed to be addressed.  For example, an important requirement needing constant 
consideration may be a federal regulation.  However, such a requirement may not have a 
specific subject; rather it possesses regulation or standard numbers.  As a result, a means 
for relating requirements based on relaters outside of their subject alone was needed.  
Further, in the manual approach subject base study, only one subject could be selected.  
In many requirements, there were several subjects that were important to the requirement.  
Thus, a refinement of the relationship types between requirements is explored where 
keywords are used.   
Keywords were selected by reviewing and interpreting the semantics of the 
requirements rather than their syntactical subject.  This was performed by studying the 
requirements document and understanding how each requirement specifically affected the 
system design or which keywords may be pertinent to the requirement.  Upon studying 
the requirements document, each requirement was tagged with five keywords which the 
requirements document reviewer felt were relevant to the requirement and the overall 
system.  While the selection of keywords is subjective, a set of common words were 
identified after investigating the requirements that might be used as ―seed keywords‖ in 
future projects to reduce subjectivity.  
5.1.1. Assumptions of Manual Creation 
Inherent within this method is the subjectivity of the relations created.  In the 
subject based relationship, it is assumed all requirements are related through a single 
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subject.  Though this is found to be a limitation as requirements may pertain to multiple 
subjects, it is addressed in the syntactical creation approach.  It is assumed the keywords 
selected are sufficient in representing the important artifacts of the requirement.  Further, 
it is also assumed that each requirement can support the needed number of keywords to 
build relationships.  The variation of keyword selection due to the subjectivity of their 
selection is tested and detailed in Section 5.1.4.  This is performed to ensure keyword 
selection is not discounted due to the variation that may be presented between engineers. 
5.1.2. Subject Based Manual Creation Protocol 
The subject based approach required the designer or engineer to review the 
requirements document and manually select the first subject, be it a subsystem or 
component pertaining to the specific requirement.  An example of this can be extracted 
from one of the engineering change notices used in this study.  Requirements 9.3.9 and 
9.3.10 of the Toho project state:  
9.3.9:  A Yarn Comb for (22) ends shall be provided for each layer of 
bobbins. 
9.3.10: A Yarn Comb for (220) ends shall be provided for each of the two 
(2) PAN sheets. 
Highlighted in bold are the subjects selected for each requirements.  Due to the 
shared subject, yarn combs, both requirements are related.  Once this is identified for 
each requirement, a DSM is created for shared subjects relationships.  The DSM is binary 
(identifying whether the subjects match or not) and symmetric (the relationships cannot 
be unidirectional as both subjects have to match).  An extract of the subject based study 
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DSM is shown in Figure 5.1, where relating requirements are highlighted in green and 
blue indicates the DSM diagonal.  The final DSM generated for the Toho project’s 
subject based DSM is shown in Figure 5.2.  The clustering seen in the figure is as a result 
of the manner in which the requirements were documented.  The requirements here are 
listed in a hierarchical manner where requirements with similar subjects are written 
adjacently. 
 




Figure 5.2: Toho Subject Based Manual Creation Study DSM 
5.1.3. Keyword Based Manual Creation Protocol 
The purpose of keywords is to allow designers or engineers to manually select 
words they feel are pertinent to a design.  A keyword is a single word (sometimes defined 
as a unigram), or a grouping words [156].  Keywords are very common in most text and 
their purpose is to give a brief description of the text [157].  Within this approach, the 
designer must tag each requirement with a set of keywords.  Keyword tagging is defined 
as the act of associating a term with an information object so that the term is a description 
of the information object [158]. 
Keywords serve to summarize the text into a predefined set of words [159,160], 
where requirements are the text here.  The keyword selection protocol is subjective, 
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requiring the engineer or designer to be familiar with the requirements document.  Every 
requirement is reviewed at least once to understand the overall goal of the system and the 
major subsystem and component involved.  After the initial review, the requirements are 
analyzed for potential keywords.  To demonstrate the keyword selection process, 
consider requirement 2.1.12 from the Pierburg project:   
2.1.12: Vibration dampening level pads will be provided with a +/- 2-inch 
height adjustment capability. 
When reviewing this requirement for keywords, it is important to identify what 
terms may cause this requirement to be related to another requirement.  Further, it is 
important to recognize which parts of the requirement may change in the occurrence of a 
requirement change.  The keywords selected for this requirement are:  vibration, level 
pads, dampening, height, and adjustment.  Vibration is selected as any system, 
subsystem, or component which experiences vibration could require dampening pads.  
Further, level pads were selected as this requirement affects this specific component and 
other components which may also use level pads.  Dampening was selected as a keyword 
addressing the working principle of the level pads as there may be other dampening 
mechanism which relate to this due to their shared objectives.  Height is selected as a 
keyword because of its overall dimensional effects on the system because of other spatial 
constraints that may be placed within other requirements.  Adjustment is selected as a 
keyword because it was important this system afford adjustability to satisfy the 
requirement.   
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Initially, each requirement is tagged with five keywords as it was difficult to 
select an additional keyword when examining the requirements document as a whole.    A 
total 1070 keywords (407 unique) were selected from the requirements of the Pierburg 
project, which entailed 214 requirements.   
The goal is to reduce the number of requirements the designer or engineer has to 
review after propagation analysis.  The greater the number of relationships, the more 
reviewing the designer or engineer has to perform before implementing the change.  
Though in this manual study, three keywords are used, the syntactical approach uses five 
keywords in evaluating the highest performing noun, verb, and keyword combinations. 
Initially, five keywords were selected, though the appropriate number was not yet 
determined.  These five keywords were sorted from highest to lease frequency keywords.  
For example a requirement may state ―All Mechanical drive components shall have 
timing marks to verify alignment.‖ The keywords within this requirement are: 
mechanical, drive, component, timing, alignment.  The keywords are listed in their 
sequence of syntactical position.  However, these keywords are then rearranged based on 
the frequency of keyword appearance of each word.  In this scenario, the keyword list 
would be as follows: component, drive, alignment, mechanical, and timing.  To identify 
the correct number of keywords to use, the number of relationships generated per 
keyword is analyzed. 
The propagation analysis was performed with each possible number of keywords 
to identify how many keywords were needed to develop the relationships needed to 
predict change propagation.  It was identified that using 3, 4, or 5 keywords would yield a 
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propagation analysis which required the designer and engineer to review the requirements 
which changed.  As a result, investigation of the keywords and their propagation 
sensitivity revealed that the minimum number of keywords needed to propagate to the 
appropriate requirements was three.  Figure 5.3 illustrates the number of relationships vs. 
the number of keywords used.  As the number of keywords increased beyond three, a 
fourth keyword would increase the number of relationships by approximately 4% while a 
fifth keyword would increase 6% over that of three keywords.  Over populating the DSM 
would require the designer or engineer to evaluate multiple false positive propagation 
results.   
 
Figure 5.3: Percentage Number of Relations per Keyword w.r.t. Three Keywords 
The Pierburg made use of three keywords during the analysis of the change 
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Relationships vs Keyword Count 
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while too few may result in missed relationships.  To systematically reduce the five 
identified keywords to three keywords for relationship generation, a frequency approach 
is used.  The three keywords for each requirement that occur most frequently in the 
collection of keywords (1070) are used.  This is to ensure the keywords most likely to 
possess relationships due to their high frequency, and therefore potentially more 
meaningful, are selected.   
For each requirement, the identified keywords are compared against the complete 
text of all other requirements.  If a match is found, then the two requirements are related.  
In contrast to the subject based relationship, the relationships are not all bidirectional and 
the developed DSM is asymmetric.  For instance, the requirements 2.2.1 and 2.9.14 from 
the Toho project may have the keywords: 
2.2.1:  Tooling or fixtures switched during changeover shall attach to a 
sub-plate in accordance with “single minute exchange die” (SMED) 
design philosophies.  
Keywords: Tooling, Fixtures, Changeover 
2.9.14:  Fragile Parts (Sensors, plastic parts, plastic gears etc..) or parts 
touching fragile parts (e.g. gear to gear assembly) must be assembled with 
tooling incorporating force control (and/or spring loaded mechanisms) to 
prevent part damage during the assembly.  
Keywords: Fragile, Touching, Force Control 
These keywords cause a relationship from requirement 2.2.1 to 2.9.14 because 
requirement 2.9.14 has the word ―tooling‖ within its requirement text.  However, this 
relationship is not bidirectional as none of the keywords belonging to requirement 2.9.14 
are located within the text of requirement 2.2.1.  Figure 5.4 shows an extract of the 




Figure 5.4: Extract of DSM for Keyword Based Study 
 
Figure 5.5: Pierburg Keyword Based Manual Creation Study DSM 
Both subject and keyword DSM creation methods result in a binary DSM which 
identifies if a match exist between requirements.  An additional DSM that can be 
generated with the keyword creation is the degree of freedom (DoF) DSM which 
represents the density of relationships.  With the keyword selection, a requirement may 
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possess anything from zero to up to three keyword relaters.  To differentiate between the 
relationship strength, a DoF DSM is developed.  The DoF DSM generated for the 
keyword based manual creation is shown in Figure 5.6.  In the figure, the color blue 
indicates a single keyword match, yellow indicates two keywords and red indicates all 
three keywords match.  As seen, there are very few requirements (with the exception of 
the diagonal) where all three keywords match. 
 
Figure 5.6: Excel Matrix Graphic 
The number of keywords and the types of words selected may vary depending on 
the type of project and breadth of requirements.  Further, the format in which 
requirements are written may also have an impact on this.  For example, paragraph type 
requirements may possess a greater number of keywords than sentence form 
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requirements.  Keywords function by relating with any other requirement which possess 
that keyword in its entire requirement syntax.  This results in an asymmetric DSM, in 
contrast to a subject based relationship DSM.  The types of keywords selected will have 
an impact on the relationships developed and the accuracy of those relationships to 
predict subsequent change propagation. 
Though keyword selection, in its current state is subjective, may be automatically 
selected as previous research has investigated the use of models to summarize text into 
specific words.  Several keyword selection algorithms make use of word frequency.  
Terms are extract and if a term appears with a particular subset of frequent terms, the 
term is likely to have a meaning [75]. 
5.1.4. Statistical Validation of Keyword Selection 
The selection of keywords is subjective, and to some degree may require a level 
of expertise with the system or familiarity with the requirements document.  The goal of 
the developed syntactical tool is to be capable of functioning with a robust set of 
requirements documents and be independent of the user expertise.  As a result, it is 
important to measure how consistently keywords are selected from a requirements 
document.  To test this, segments of each of the three requirements document was given 
to graduate students in mechanical engineering at Clemson University.  The students 
were asked to read through each requirement and select five words that they felt were 
significant or pertinent to the requirement.  In total, there were 37 requirements used from 
the Toho, Pierburg, and EVRAZ project. Thirteen students completed the study by 
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selecting five keywords for each requirement.  The test subjects were not given specific 
instructions on the selection of the keywords.  They were allowed to read the entire 
document before selecting keywords while others selected the keywords as each 
requirement was read. 
It was important separate projects be used here as each requirement was written 
by a different customer, ensuring a variety of requirements document.  Further, the 
individuals completing the study were not familiar with the system.  If consistency could 
be shown between requirement selection in such a conservative case, confidence could be 
placed on keyword selection when used in industrial practice.   
The purpose of the test was to identify if there was consistency between how 
keywords were selected.  This indicated that for a specific group of people, the same set 
of keywords should be selected if keyword selection is consistent, meaning that there was 
association between how individuals selected keywords.  Association here indicates that 
the selection of keywords is (1) not random and (2) similar to that of others.  
To test the selection of keywords, a chi square test is used.  The test is used 
because if the selection of keywords was completely random, it is known which words 
are selected and how many times their selection would occur throughout the data points 
(individuals who completed the study).  For example, reviewing requirement 2.2.1 in the 
Pierburg projects states: 
Tooling or fixtures switched during changeover shall attach to a sub-plate 





The possible words that could be selected as keywords here are: tooling, fixture, 
switch, changeover, attach, sub-plate, SMED, design, and philosophies.  Since thirteen 
data points are observed, each data point will select five keywords.  The results of the 
keyword selection for this requirement are shown in Figure 5.7.  As seen in the figure, of 
the thirteen individuals, all selected the work tooling, while 92% (12 of the 13) selected 
fixture and SMED.  Ten of the thirteen selected the word subplate while about half 
selected the word attach.  The remaining selections were distributed amongst switch and 
changeover. 
 
Figure 5.7: Example Keyword Selection Result 
If the selection of keywords was completely random, each word would have an 
equal opportunity to be selected.  Since there are a total of nine possible keywords and 
each of the thirteen data points will select five, then a normally distributed random 













Req. 2.2.1. Keyword Selection 
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times.  This there is an observed amount of selections for each word which can be tested 
against the theoretical amount.  The hypothesis tested here are: 
H0 = Selection of keywords is random and lacks any association between 
data points 
HA = The selection of keywords is not random and there is an association 
between how keywords are selected 
 
Since an observed and theoretical selection of words is identified, a chi square test 
is performed to identify if it is random and lacking association.  An α = 0.001 is used here 
as it is an aggressive statistical significance but is needed to ensure quality in the 
research.  The results of the chi square test are shown in Table 5.1.  As seen, a p-value of 
0.00138 is observed which concludes there is sufficient evidence that the selection of 
keywords is not random and there is association involved in how keywords are selected. 




31.05 0.000138 Reject H0 
Though the chi square test identified that the selection of keywords is not random 
and there is association involved, this does not necessarily indicate that the same 
keywords will be selected each time.  A binomial test is performed to identify if in fact 
there is association involved and what this association means.  For instance, the 
association may be that users are consistent in not selecting a specific set of words for 
keywords, which would not contribute to analyzing the consistency of the selected words.  
As a result, another statistical test is needed to identify if this association is with respect 
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to the selected keywords.  To address this, a binomial test is performed to investigate the 
selection of the keywords between data points.   
 The purpose of the binomial test is to identify if this association is the selection 
of keywords between each user.  Since only five keywords are used in the syntactical 
analysis, the test is used to determine the consistency of selection amongst data points.  
The binomial test results indicate that users have a greater probability of selecting the 
same keywords to a significance of p-value of 1.467e-05. 
The results of the statistical analysis reveal that the selection of keywords is not 
random and there is association between data points.  Further, there is statistical evidence 
to suggest that data points selected the same keywords consistently. 
5.2. Development of Syntactical Approach 
The syntactical creation approach builds on the success of the previous approach 
by automating the process, seeking to increase objectivity.  The manual creation method 
and previous study recognized the potential for subjects and keywords to relate 
requirements in a manner conducive to predicting change propagation.  However, the 
selection was manual, tedious, and was prone to subjectivity related discrepancies.  An 
automated manner for selecting words such as nouns and verbs, while offering the 
selection of keywords was required.  Further, a major limitation of the manual creation 
process was the lack of granularity between requirements highlighted as potentially 
propagating and the number of requirements which needed review.  A weighting and 
ranking system is employed in this approach to incorporate strength of relationship 
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between requirements and is used to rank the requirement relationships in order of most 
likely to change as a result of propagation. 
The syntactical protocol, which is detailed in Section 5.3.2, follows a four step 
process, as seen in Figure 1.1.  This process includes (1) parsing the requirements to 
extract pertinent POS tagging and selection of keywords, (2) identify requirement 
relationships based on the relaters selected, (3) highlighting the potentially propagated 
requirements, and (4) perform post propagation analysis to determine ranking of 
requirements which may propagate.  This section will detail the research and analysis 
performed to ultimately develop this method.  Alongside the detailed description of the 
analysis performed, the program code run on MATLAB will be referred to, located in 
APPENDIX B, APPENDIX C, and APPENDIX D. 
5.2.1. Development of POS and Keyword Relater Combinations 
Each requirement is tagged with a POS as illustrated in Figure 5.8, and keywords 
are manually selected within each requirement that a designer or engineer may wish to 
incorporate in addition to the POS.  Parsing is performed through the Stanford POS 
tagger and passed into a MATLAB code to use the nouns and verbs for analysis.  Upon 
parsing, each requirement will have five nouns, five verbs, and five keywords.  Using the 
example shown in the previous approach, the following requirement and its POS output 
are examined: 
2.2.1:  Tooling or fixtures switched during changeover shall attach to a sub-plate 
in accordance with “single minute exchange die” (SMED) design philosophies.  




POS Output: Tooling/NN or/CC fixtures/NNS switched/VBN during/IN 
changeover/NN shall/MD attach/VB to/TO a/DT sub-plate/JJ in/IN 
accordance/NN with/IN ``/`` single/JJ minute/NN exchange/NN die/VB ''/'' -LRB-
/-LRB- SMED/NNP -RRB-/-RRB- design/NN philosophies/NNS 
 
As seen from the example, the first five nouns selected by the POS tagger are 
tooling, fixtures, changeover, accordance, and minute.  Tooling, changeover, accordance, 
and minute were denoted as NN (singular noun) while fixtures was denoted as NNS 
(plural noun). 
 
Figure 5.8: Example POS Requirement Tagging 
Shown in APPENDIX B is the MATLAB code used to extract noun, verbs and 
keywords (manually) from each requirement.  Since the code was process intensive, a 
multicore system was used and it is recommended a parallel configuration be used.  A 
progress bar is inserted into the program as well as to monitor the progress and 
approximate time remaining for the program.  These two steps are of significance here as 
running the program takes approximately two to five days on requirements documents 
varying from 150 to 214 requirements.   
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The first step was to load the requirements, keywords, and engineering change 
item numbers.  The requirements document is first loaded into MATLAB.  The 
requirements, which are in excel form, are placed in a matrix so they may be called at a 
later time.  It is important to note that the manner in which requirements are written will 
have no effect on the performance of the program.  MATLAB here must input the 
requirements through an excel document.  Each row on the excel document represents a 
specific requirement.  In this section, requirements may be referred to as ―line items‖ as 
each requirement will be a line item on a row.  The manually elicited keywords are also 
placed into a matrix for later use.  An engineering change (EC) matrix file is created at an 
earlier point and opened in the program for later use in evaluating the performance of 
each combination.  The EC Matrix file contacts an n x n matrix, where n is the number of 
propagations that we wish to predict.  Each cell in the matrix contacts an array of line 
items used to evaluate the combinations performance at predicting requirement change 
propagation.  The EC Matrix file for the Toho and Pierburg projects are tabulated in 
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 respectively.  As an example, consider the EC Matrix file for the 
Pierburg project shown in Figure 5.1.  The first column indicates the specific line items 
which changed and the second column views the propagation which may have occurred 
due to the changes in the first column of that row.  In this case, the first engineering 
change made changes to requirement line items [2,17,138] which could have caused a 
change to the second engineering change (requirement line item [17,25]).  The second 
row represents all previous change, the first and second engineering change, and its 
propagation to the third engineering change, requirement line item 85.  
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Table 5.2: Toho EC Matrix 
 Prior Changes Propagated Changes 
Predicting Second Engineering Change {91} 110,111 
Predicting third Engineering Change {91}, {110, 111} 113 
Total Requirement Changes Predicted 3 
Table 5.3: Pierburg EC Matrix 
 Prior Changes Propagated Changes 
Predicting Second Engineering Change {2, 17, 138} 17,25 
Predicting Third Engineering Change {2, 17, 138}, {5} 97 
Total Requirement Changes Predicted 3 
An empty DSM is created with an empty matrix of r x r where r is the number of 
requirements.  Further, the number of keyword is defined by determining the number of 
keywords written for each line item in the keyword excel document.  The POS function is 
run, which is listed in Appendix B.2.  Within this function, the nouns, verbs, and 
keywords for each requirement are extracted.  Beforehand, each requirement is manually 
run through the Stanford parser and the results are listed as line items in an excel sheet.  
The POS.m function removes any duplicate nouns and verb and develops a matrix for 
each POS.   
The requirements document is placed in a matrix and each of the relater (nouns, 
verbs, and keywords) have a matrix with five POS for each requirement.  An example of 
this is shown in Figure 5.9 for line item 37.  As seen in the example, not every 
requirement will always have five nouns and verbs.  This will depend on the syntactical 
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structure of the requirement.  This tool was developed to accommodate this by skipping 
blanks in relaters.  Every requirement had up to fifteen possible relaters (five nouns, 
verbs, and keywords). 
 
Figure 5.9: Example Line Item 
There are multiple possible relationships which can be made from the relaters.  To 
identify all possible permutations of relationships, a combination matrix is developed.  
This combination matrix identifies all possible combinations of the fifteen possible 




 = 32,768.  
A combination matrix is developed (extracts shown in Table 5.4).  As seen in the 
extracts, combination 39 makes use of verbs 5, keyword 3, and keyword 4 as relaters.  A 
DSM for each relater combination is developed.  The DSMs are later evaluated for their 
effectiveness in predicting change propagation.   
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Four DSMs are developed for each of the combinations.  A binary DSM is 
developed to determine if a relationship between the two relationships exists.  This can be 
measured at a specified depth, such as first or second order.  A relationship order DSM is 
developed to measure the order at which two requirements are related, also termed 
shortest path.  A path count DSM is generated to determine the number of possible 
relationships at a specific order between two requirements A maximum flow DSM is 
created to determine all the possible path of relationship between two requirements.  Each 
DSM is evaluated in order to identify those combinations which are consistently 
performing well, while outputting minimal number of requirements for review (those 
requirements which a designer has to review for propagation).  Each combination and its 
respective DSMs are filtered to determine the optimal combinations based on their 
prediction performance.  This performance analyzed how both Pierburg and both Toho 
changes, a total of four changes, spanning the propagation of five requirement changes. 
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In total, three DSMs (binary, relationship order, path count, and maximum flow) 
are developed for each of the 32,768 combinations.  Since this tool was tested against two 
heterogeneous projects, different DSMs had to be created for each requirements 
document.  Six total requirement changes are predicted using this tool.  In total 655,360 
DSMs are analyzed for their ability to predict the 5 requirement changes (32,768 
combinations x 4 DSMs x 5 changes). 
5.2.2. Identifying Optimal Combinations 
Each combination was evaluated based on its ability to accurately predict the 
requirement changes and to provide the least noise or superfluous relationships.  The 
program code used to identify the optimal combinations is shown in APPENDIX C.  This 
code used the results from the code discussed in section 5.2.1 and filtered the 
combinations based on their performance to propagate the five requirement changes from 
the four engineering changes of both industry studies.  Three filters are used in 
identifying the optimal combinations.  The filter MATLAB codes are presented in 
Appendix C.2, C.3, and C.4.  It is important to note that each project had its own set of 
32.768 combinations which both, in parallel, ran through these filters.  After running 
through the final filter, the combinations for both projects are intersected to identify 
which combinations performed effectively on both projects and their respective 
requirement changes. 
The first filter (change identification and depth:  filter1.m) is used to determine, 
first, if the known subsequent changing requirement is related to the initiating 
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requirements and, second, if the changing requirement is found within a path length of 
four steps.  This target of four steps was not initially fixed in the study as different cutoffs 
were created to analyze the sensitivity in comparison with other filters.  The path length 
of four was the longest path length that still yielded suitable results.  Less than 1% of all 
combinations were eliminated due to this filter.  This would increase if the relationship 
order threshold were made shorter.  However, for research purposes, one wants to 
consider as many possible options in order to ensure that the best performing 
combinations are captured.  Therefore, a conservative filter of path length of four is 
maintained.  A second filter is used to evaluate the false and true positives of the 
requirement change propagation prediction. 
The second filter (true positive minus false positive = filter2.m) evaluates the 
number of requirements the designer or engineer has review for propagation based on the 
results of the combination.  Since only five requirement change propagations occurred, 
ideally a tool which offered those five and none other would be preferred.  The metric 
used in the second filter compares the true positive to false positive returned requirements 






    Equation 1 
 
Where:  TP = Average True Positive Relationship Order or Path length 
 FP = Average False Positive Relationship Order of Path length 
 F2 = Filter 2 Scoring 
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The multiplicative inverse of the relationship orders are used to keep the numbers 
between 0 and 1.  As an example, the first change propagation for the Pierburg project 
was requirements 17 and 25.  If, for a specific combination, the average relationship 
order between requirements 17 and 25 and the previous requirements changed (2, 17, 
138) is 1.67, the inverse of this is 0.599.  The false positives that the previous 
requirements changed (2, 17, 138) identified for possible propagation are similarly 
analyzed to determine their scoring.  Continuing the example, if the average relationship 
of the false positives is 2.2, the inverse of this is 0.455.  As a result, the difference 
between the two values is 0.144.  A high F2 score indicates a difference between the true 
positive and false positive relationship depth, which is a more effective combination at 
determining the true positives at a shorter depth than false positives.   
A histogram of the F2 scores distribution for the Toho and Pierburg studies are 
shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 respectively.  As seen from the figures, most of the 
F2 scores have a central tendency near the 0.03-0.05 range.  The initial filtration was 
those values less than zero, which indicated the combination, was identifying false 
positives at a shortest path length than the true positive relationships.  Since higher scores 
were an indication of a more effective combination at predicting requirement change 
propagation, while minimizing the occurrence of false positives (or increasing 
relationship order), the top 10% of scores were selected while the remaining were cut in 
this filter.  While this number is arbitrary selected, multiple thresholds were evaluated 









Figure 5.11: Histogram of Pierburg F2 Scores 
The histograms developed for the Toho and Pierburg study revealed an interesting 
observation.  Both histograms which are separate distributions from two different projects 
indicate words have a higher tendency to relate requirements in a manner conducive to 
requirement change because their central tendency sits greater than one.  Before 
analyzing both populations, it is important to recognize that both are separate 
distributions, an indication of the heterogeneity of the projects.  Though they may appear 
as normal distributions, this is due to the large number of data points presented [161].  As 
discovered by the central limit theorem, any population with a large number of data 
points will have an approximate normal distribution [162,163].  As a result, testing was 
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needed to view how the distributions for the Toho and Pierburg varied.  Further, proving 
the studies are heterogeneous will reveal the system is capable of functioning on 
requirements documents which may vary in how nouns, verbs, and keywords are used in 
a sentence.   
The first step is to perform a Wilcoxon test used to analyze data from studies with 
repeated matches’ subjects [164,165].  The goal of this is to determine whether the 
scoring of F2 changed significantly between requirements documents.  The results of the 
Wilcoxon resulted with a test statistic value of 380,922,959 and a p-value of 2.2e-16.  
The p-value of 2.2e-16 is not exact but is used because the lowest tabulated p-value 
available for this test is 2.2e-16. 
The test identifies that both histograms are statistically different from one another.  
The advantage to having different distributions is to identify that the tool was (1) not 
generalized through two similar projects and (2) the developed tool is capable of 
supporting varying requirements documents.  The only difference between the Toho and 
Pierburg from a protocol standpoint is the types of nouns, verbs, and keywords selected 
for both projects, which is a reflection of the requirements document. 
Further, another interesting observation is their similar appearance and tendency.  
Another statistical test was performed to identify if using POS were relaters conducive to 
change propagation.  As noted, the F2 is a score of the combinations to yield a shorter 
path length with the true positive propagation relationships minus the path length with the 
false positive propagation relationships.  A positive score indicates the words can be used 
to identify change propagation at a shorter path length while a negative score indicates 
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the opposite.  If POS are not effective relaters between requirements where change 
propagation occurred, there would be a central tendency around a score of 0.  Effectively, 
this would be a random distribution, centralized around the score of zero.  However, it is 
hypothesized that the POS can in fact, for two statistically heterogeneous requirements 
document, be used as relaters to predict change propagation. 
To reveal this, a statistical hypothesis test is performed to test if the F2 scores of 
both studies equal to zero.  The results of the test, shown in Table 5.5, indicate that there 
is high statistical evidence the F2 score for both the Toho and Pierburg are not equal to 
zero, and since they both sit above zero, the mean for both studies is greater than zero. 
Table 5.5: T-Test (Ho: µ = 0) 
 N Mean Std. Dev. Min Max P – value 
Pierburg 
F2 Scores 
32768 0.0536 0.0388 -0.1653 0.2058 2.2 e-16 
Toho F2 
Scores 
32768 0.0297 0.0306 -0.0998 0.1920 2.2 e-16 
The statistical tests performed here reveal that the F2 score distribution for both 
studies are different, which is a residual of the type of requirements document.  Further, 
another statistical test identified that the use of a requirements noun and verb POS and 
the manually selected keywords are an effective relater to predict change propagation. 
The third filter (true positive over false positive = filter3.m) makes use of a 
similar metric using the true and false positives values calculated for each combination.  
This filter removes yet another set of combinations based on the true positive over false 









   
    
Equation 2 
Where:  F3 = Filter 3 Scoring 
Equation 2 used a subtraction approach between the true and false positive to 
determine which combinations yielded a great difference between the true positive and 
false positive relationship order.  Another filter was needed because a subtraction lacks 
enough information regarding the combination score.  For instance, combinations 100 
may have the following scores: TP=0.5 and FP = 0.4.  Combination 200 may have the 
following scores: TP = 0.8 and FP=0.7.  While both combinations yield the same 
difference in true positive to false positives, they vary in the order of the relationships.  
As a result, a ratio is taken to evaluate the separation in relationship order between the 
two values. 
Filter 3 also used a threshold that was iteratively developed for each of the 
distributions.  Shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 are the Toho and Pierburg F3 
scorings respectively.  The central tendencies for both graphs are above a score of one.  
Likewise to the F2 scoring, this indicates that the true positive relationship path length 








Figure 5.13: Histogram of Pierburg F3 Scores 
The second and third filter use thresholds to cut combinations from the 
combination set.  Thresholds are developed based on a statistical method using graphical 
models [166] of the sorted scores of the second and third filter to determine a cut off for 
both.  Through iterations, it is observed the appropriate cutoff value to be approximately 
the top 5% of scores for each filter.  Since this approach will vary between the Toho and 
Pierburg combinations as each one yielded different filter scores, the thresholds varied 
slightly.   
Using the thresholds developed and after filtration, Pierburg maintained 134 
combinations (0.4%) and Toho maintained 96 combinations (0.3%).  The results yielded 
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revealed three combinations which overlapped between both Pierburg’s and Toho’s 
filtered combinations.  The combinations are tabulated in Table 5.6. 
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The three combinations were overlaid to develop a single DSM.  A weighting was 
incorporated within the combination to account for relationship order.  The overlaying 
process combines the three DSMs formed by each combination and combines them into a 
single, summed DSM.  The order of each relationship is weighted based and the scores 
are summed to develop one overlaid DSM. 
5.2.3. Post Propagation Weighting and Scoring 
Recognizing the importance of requirement relationship order from the manual 
creation study, the syntactical approach extended requirement order analysis by 
incorporating weightings.  A weighting is developed based on the results of the Pierburg 
and Toho studies.  A 9-3-0 scoring system was found to yield the most accurate results in 
both studies, where a first order relationship had a score of 9 and a second order a score 
of 3.  Third order and beyond were not score because of their inability to assist in 
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predicting change propagation in the study.  Further, at an order of 3, the DSM was 
highly saturated with superfluous relationships which distorted the propagation data.   
It is important to note that this scaling may be altered for systems of varying 
complexity; however this was not investigated in this research.  It is hypothesized system 
of high complexity will require greater relationship orders.  An overlay DSM is created 
by summing the relationship order weighting for each requirement relationship in the 
DSMs generated by the three combinations.  The MATLAB code used to perform the 
overlaying is detailed in D.2.  An example extract of the three combinations combined to 
form an overlay DSM is shown in Figure 5.14, where 9-3-0 are used to indicate a first, 
second and third order relationship respectively. 
 
Figure 5.14: Example of Overlay DSM 













 Binary Overlay DSM: A binary summation of where relationships existed in 
each combination. 
 DoF DSM: Sum all the possible relaters used in each combination 
 Relationship order (shortest path) DSM: Sum of the shortest path between all 
combinations.  Example shown in Figure 5.14 
 Max flow DSM: Summing all the possible avenues for simultaneous data flow 
between requirements in all three combinations.   
An example of all the DSMs discussed is shown in the EVRAZ study DSMs 
shown in APPENDIX H.  This extensive way of building relationships through Overlay 
DSMs was explored for their utility in predicting requirement change propagation.  It was 
identified that the Relationship Order Overlay DSM was most consistent and simplest to 
explain as it was clear as to how propagation occurred through using this type of DSM.  
An overlay DSM simple sums the cell values for each combination DSM into a single 




Figure 5.15: Pierburg Overlay DSM 
The syntactical approach predicts requirement change propagation using all 
previous requirement changes, cumulatively.  Whereas one change instance may cause 
another change instance to occur, it is important to predict change propagation that occurs 
from multiple previous changes.  In doing this, propagated changes are analyzed by 
predicting change resulting from all previous changes up to that point.  As a result, a 
change may be propagated from all previous engineering changes and their associated 
requirements.  Consider the following example: The BMW X6 suspension system is 
designed to support a given weight.  A change is made to the rear seat requirement, 
supporting three passengers in the rear seat, as oppose to the existing two rear passenger 
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configuration.  This change alone, with the addition of another passenger, does not merit 
a change in the suspension of the vehicle.  Another change, changing the fuel tank 
capacity from 16.0 gallons to 22.5 gallons is made to support greater vehicle range.  This 
change alone will not merit a change in the suspension capability of the vehicle.  
However, both changes combined, will require a change to the suspension because of the 
cumulative additional weight.  This must be accounted for in the change propagation to 
ensure change stemming directly from one requirement, a set of requirements, or separate 
requirements at different times is accounted for. 
To ensure the significance of the requirement which caused the change is 
amplified (as to not treat equally with other requirements) in the analysis, a root mean 
square (RMS) approach is taken.  RMS is a fundamental measurement of magnitude in 
most fields such as statistics [167] and physics and is often termed the quadratic mean of 
data [168]  The quadratic mean is the square root of the arithmetic mean of squared 
values [169,170].  It is primarily used as a variation from the arithmetic mean when 
weighting must be considered and are of great importance between values, such as in this 
study.  RMS is used here to maximize the significance of first order relationships 
between previously changed requirements while incorporating the other requirements 
which may not be of great significance but must be maintained for cumulative 
propagation.  The scoring for this propagation is calculated as followed in Equation 3.  
Each previous requirement changed is RMS summed to find a propagation score.  As 
noted, the weighting is based on the relationship order with the previous requirement, 
which is based on a 9-3-0 scale.  Effectively, scores which share any first order 
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relationships with previous requirements changed will have a high propagation score 
without neglecting the effect of second order relationships as well. 
               
   
      
      
         
 
 
 Equation 3 
 
Where: S = Propagation Score for potentially propagated requirement 
 WRi = Weighting of previous requirements i  based on relationship order 
n = number of previous requirements 
The MATLAB code used to develop a score for each requirement relationship is 
detailed in APPENDIX D.  During propagation analysis, every requirement is scored 
using Equation 3.  This scoring is performed to each of the requirements to identify 
which requirements, based on the RMS score, has the highest chance of propagating 
forward because of their relationship with the requirements changed.  This scoring will 
incorporate self-propagated requirements as well, meaning requirements which were 
changed, may change again at a later time.  The result of the propagation analysis on each 
requirement is ranked amongst the remaining requirements.  The result is a ranking of 
requirements, based on their score, which high the greatest likelihood to propagate due to 
their relationship with the changed requirements.   
A depth of review term is introduced which determines how much of the 
requirements document must be reviewed before reaching the requirement which did in 
fact propagate.  For instance, during a retrospective study, if a requirements document 
has 200 requirements and the propagated requirement scored as the 18 highest, this 
means the designer or engineer has to review a depth of 9% of the requirements before 
finding the requirement which did in fact change.  The goal is to decrease the depth of 
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search a designer or engineer has to perform before identifying the requirements which 
propagate forward. 
5.3. Syntactical Creation Approach 
The syntactical approach makes use of a POS tagger to identify specific nouns 
and verbs within the requirement.  Since not all the nouns and verbs can be used as they 
would result in overpopulating of the relationships, only the first five nouns and verbs are 
selected for subsequent processing.  Five nouns and verbs were initially selected, 
however it was identified through subsequent analysis that two would suffice and any 
additional POS would be overpopulating the DSM [76].  The manual selection of 
keywords is maintained in this study to include words that would not naturally be tagged 
as nouns and verbs.  The syntactical approach makes use of the POS tagger developed by 
the Stanford Natural Language Processing Group [171,172]. 
The syntactical approach is taken here because requirement sentences are not 
structurally different than other sentences, following the same grammatical rules 
[173,174], allowing for a robust syntactical analysis.  Though grammar has multiple parts 
of speech, such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, and adverbs, this approach is only 
concerned with nouns and verbs.  Nouns were selected to maintain the subject based 
approach from the previous study and enhance it by implementing it in an automated 
manner.  Verbs were introduced to identify if the function of the requirement was of 




Only five nouns and verbs are used from the POS tagger.  The nouns and verbs 
selected are the first five to appear in a sentence.  As a result, it is assumed the nouns 
pertinent to a requirement are those which are more likely to appear in the beginning of a 
sentence.  Though the sequence of the set of nouns may not be important, the set of nouns 
used in the analysis are of significance.  Though the use of manual keywords prevent the 
system from being completely automated, they assist in selecting those words, which may 
include additional nouns and verbs, that were not selected in the POS tagging.  For 
instance, a pertinent noun may be of importance but resides as the eighth noun in the 
sentence.  Since only five nouns are used, it is important this one is included through 
another avenue, such as keywords.  
5.3.2. Syntactical Creation Protocol 
The development of the syntactical tool allows for a systematic approach for 
inputting requirements and chance instances to output requirements which may 
propagate.  The syntactical approach followed a systematic, partially automated method 
for developing relationships between requirements.  This process is partially automated 
because the designer or engineer is required to manually develop keywords for each 
requirement.  The implemented tool of the approach is shown in Figure 1.1, which 
operates by (1) parsing requirements to prepare them for analysis, (2) performs 
relationship matching based on POS tagging and keywords, (3) selects potentially 
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propagating requirements, and (4) performs propagation analysis to identify potential 
requirements changed due to propagation in ranked order.  
The input of the tool is a requirements document of any format, acceptable in any 
textual form.  It is important the tool is robust enough to accept different types, both 
contextually and format, of requirements to ensure it is appropriate in all design 
applications.  The requirements are parsed to extract all nouns and verbs and keywords 
are selected for each requirement.  Using the optimal combinations found and detailed in 
Section 5.2.2, an Overlay DSM is generated.  The scoring metric algorithm is used to 
determine which requirements are most likely to propagate due to their relationship order.  
The scores are ranked to identify to the engineer or designer which requirements to 
review. 
5.4. Measures and Evaluation of Connectedness 
When evaluating the approaches presented, graph theoretic can be used to 
understand how requirements relationships are evaluated.  Figure 5.16 is used as a 
reference in this section.  Each requirement is interpreted as a node within the graph 
defined by the DSM.  The edges between nodes represent the relationship between 
requirements.  Some nodes are uni-relationship, such as between nodes A and B, while 
others are bi-relational such as C and D. 
Graph theory offers several avenues for exploring the relationship between two 
requirements and how they can be evaluated, however the term path is most popular.  
Path is defined as a sequence of connected nodes and edges between two points such that 
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no node or edge is repeated [175].  Three measurements on the path properties between 
nodes are addressed in this research:  shortest path length, path count, and maximum flow 
capacity.  Since graph theoretic will be used to evaluate connectedness between 
requirements.  Each node is related to other nodes through edges.   
 
Figure 5.16: Example Graph [33] 
The shortest path length between two nodes is a measure of the minimum number 
of edges that must be traversed to travel from one node to another [176,177].  For 
example, in Figure 5.16 nodes A and B have a shortest path length of one as they are 
directly connected, through a single edge.  Examining another example, nodes B and D 
have a path length of three: B to N, N to C, and C to D must be traversed.  Shortest path 
may also be termed relationship order in the context of this research.  The relationship 
between A and B here is first order related, whereas the relationship between B and C is 
second order related. 
The second measurement used is path count, which is the combinatorial 
evaluation of the number of possible paths between any two nodes [175].  Returning to 
















and B, while between B and D there are as many possible paths as there are nodes in 
layer N that act as intermediaries.    
The last measure, maximum flow capacity, is a network property on the amount 
of information that can flow between two nodes at any one time [178].  It is the measure 
of the maximum number of paths that may be simultaneously active between the two 
nodes.  Returning to Figure 5.16, while there are N possible paths between A and C, only 
one can function at any given time because of the single edge between A and B.  Whereas 
nodes B and C can have up to N number of flows at any given time. 
Not all the metrics discussed in this section will be used in evaluating requirement 
change propagation.  The manual approach is limited in using some of the graph theoretic 
approach while syntactical approach is able to use them.  
5.4.1. Manual 
The initial manual creation method used a simple evaluation of relationship order 
(path length) to identify if requirements related, regardless of relationship order.  In this 
approach, the relationship order and path count were both considered.  As a preliminary 
study, it was important to identify if change propagation could be predicted using a 
relationship between the initial requirement and the subsequently changed requirement.  
If a relationship did exist, the order of this relationship was noted.  The manual creation 
approach output was a simple relationship order.  Further, to differentiate between 
potential requirements for propagation, path count rankings are developed and such 
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requirements are sorted.  For added granularity, requirements with high path counts have 
a higher chance of propagation than those of low path counts. 
5.4.2. Syntactical 
A scoring system is used in the syntactical approach alongside weighted 
relationship orders to identify change propagation.  This scoring system is developed 
through the relationship order DSM which identifies the order of relationship between 
requirements (shortest path) and weights each based on a 9-3-0 system.  A RMS scoring 
algorithm is then used to differentiate between requirements and develop a scoring 
system which may then be ranked.  These rankings are evaluated against observed 





INDUSTRY CASE STUDY BACKGROUND 
This need to manage requirement change is apparent in industry.  Within design, 
it is known requirements change over the span of a project [18,60].  Most design 
processes will accommodate this through requirement iterations within the requirements 
elicitation and management.  Sequent Computer Systems Company investigated five 
hundred managers and found 76% had experienced project failure as a result of 
requirement change [28,179].  Many of the costs involved with managing requirements 
are a result of change that occurs and the lack of preparing for such change earlier.  The 
greatest proportion of affecting requirement costs can be traced to change management 
[180,28].   
It is assumed, in this research, that all engineering change may be related back to 
a requirement or set of requirements that are affected by this change.  For instance, a 
change in suspension travel may affect all requirements relating to the suspension and 
spatial boundaries.  Further, because a requirement is affected does not mean a 
requirement must change, as a requirement may be able to absorb change.  Referring to 
the example, a requirement relating to the mounting of the suspension is affected because 
of the change, but does not necessarily warrant a change as this requirement can still be 
satisfied. 
This research will present three industry projects in which nine change instances 
causing ten requirement change propagations.  The key takeaway is to view how this 
change could have been predicted, managed and handled with a tool such as that 
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proposed by this research.  The first two studies presented, Toho and Pierburg, analyzed 
using a manual based approach.  The results of the approach motivated the need to 
develop an automated tool.  A syntactical approach was developed through the Toho and 
Pierburg changes which is validated against a third industry project, EVRAZ.  Further, 
Toho and Pierburg were later analyzed using the syntactical approach to compare against 
the manual approach.  
An introduction to the case study approach and background on the corporation 
where the study was performed is presented.  A method is presented for which the 
prediction approach is able to transition from the physical to requirements domain where 
the propagation and prediction is performed. 
6.1. Case Study Research and Questions 
The objectives of this study align closer with those of case study analysis than 
user studies in which patterns are sought that might be suggestive and foundations for 
subsequent experimental studies [181,182,183].  Case study research is an empirical 
inquiry that investigates a phenomenon within its practical context [184]  Case studies 
also examine the behavior of designers and engineers with a system [185], an important 
component of this research.  This research began as an exploratory study into the use of 
requirements as change propagation mediums and has led to the development of a tool 
used to predict change propagation.  Further, an instrumental approach was taken as the 
research sought to understand beyond what was obvious in change propagation [186] and 
develop an advance understanding of the phenomenon [187].  As a result, case study 
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research was ideal because it pertained to research which required a holistic in depth 
investigation [188]. 
The specific question of importance here was to explore if the requirements 
domain could be used to predict change propagation in both other requirements and the 
physical domain.  If so, can engineering change propagation be predicted systematically 
through the use of a requirements change propagation prediction tool? 
6.2. Corporation Background and Change Protocol 
The study was performed on Automation Engineering Corporation’s (AEC) 
design process to identify the potential of requirement as change predictors.  An initial 
study of their in house data management system was performed to view the operation of 
the system and identify if deficiencies existed.  This system contains files stored for each 
project and any information that may be relevant to the project such as initiation 
documentation, requirement specifications, vendor information, task and activity 
allocations, and budget updates.  AEC stores all of the project files within a designated 
file directory where multiple users may access the system to input, revise, and update 
information.  The case study focused on the means in which project requirements are 
managed and analyzed the propagation of requirement change.  A preliminary analysis of 
the system was reported in a conference proceeding [23].  The results were used on a 
subsequent study which analyzed the requirement change propagation of the project and 
is reported in a separate proceeding [24]. 
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An important observation identified through the preliminary analysis of the 
system was the lack of requirements linking.  Requirement linking here describes the link 
between requirements and information within the project files.  This may be directly, 
linking immediately back to the requirements, or indirectly, linking back to the 
requirements through other data in between.  The lack of requirements linking becomes 
problematic as there exists no means of measuring change propagation.  Requirement 
linking is important for this study as all design activity and tasks are in place to address a 
specific requirement.  Without identifying this specific relationship, propagation is 
difficult to analyze.  All reengineering changes documented within AEC is found in a 
engineering change notification document, which was of significant interest to this 
research as it contained much of the information and data needed to perform the 
propagation analysis. 
AEC is an appropriate target for this type of study because they offered 
heterogeneous projects which could be investigated and the projects were large, yet 
manageable.  As this tool is intended to assist designers and engineers in industry, it was 
important to ensure it was developed through and validated against industrial 
applications.  The potential benefit and readily available information at AEC made it an 
ideal industrial source for case studies.  Multiple studies pertaining to this research and 
from AEC have been published in conference proceedings and journals. 
The current AEC requirements change process entails completing an engineering 
change notification (ECN) form which contains metadata concerning the change and the 
associated requirement.  The change notification form is seen in Figure 6.1.  All data 
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pertaining to engineering change was localized within ECN forms documented by the 
engineers.  There is external information located in emails between the client and 
corporation where discussion of the change takes place.  When a change is initialized, the 
corporation collects this information from the client and summarizes it in an ECN.  This 
ECN form is exchanged and negotiated with the client until a final change is approved by 
both parties.  The changes in this study were all initiated by the customer. 
In order to study change propagation, the documents which pertain to engineering 
change are sought.  The specific detail that is analyzed within each ECN is the cause, 
date, and requirements effected by each change.  A change is initiated when a manager 
within the corporation or the client identifies a change required in the system.  For 
example, the client may wish for their manufacturing equipment to carry more pallets on 
its line.  The change starts through an exchange of conversation between the corporation 
and the client.  At this time, an ECN form is documented which details the change 
information and all related monetary and time delays.  If this is approved by the client, a 
permanent design is developed to address the change in the final design of the system.  
The ECNs must be documented by the project or operations manager of the project who 
is responsible for contacting the client to ensure ECN completeness and approval.  
Though the ECNs are accessible to all associates for viewing, the initiator of the ECN is 
the only associate allowed to make any changes to it. 
This form is authored by the project manager, and approved by upper 
management within AEC and the client.  As seen in Figure 6.1, within this form is 
pertinent information such as the date the ECN was initiated, the client or customer, and 
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the specific project.  Each ECN has an ECN# associated with it so it may be easily 
tracked.  Further, an ECN does not require approval to be documented.  Many ECNs are 
initiated but never implemented.  Each form has a designation to indicate whether this 
ECN has been approved or rejected.  This specifically documents the personnel involved 
when initiating this ECN.  The type of change that took place is also documented; 
however in all instances it was found that a ―change in customer requirements‖ was the 
condition for change.  A description of the change is written in the form that explains the 
specifics of the change so it may be implemented by the engineers.  This description is a 
brief of what must take place to satisfy this ECN.  A section titled ―Impact on 
Engineering‖ is located within the form that entails the delays and expenses that will 
result from this ECN.  The delay may come in the form of time required to completing a 
specific sub system or developing a component.  Another type of impact documented 
within the form is the engineering expenses incurred.  This includes expenses such as 
additional manufacturing, assembling, clerical, or programming.  A similar category is 
the equipment and installation expenses which details additional expenses such as 
material or fabrication.  Each ECN indicates a total cost for the change.  When AEC 
completes this form, it is sent to the client so it may be approved before any changes can 




Figure 6.1: AEC’s Engineering Change Notification (ECN) Form 
The ECN is analyzed to identify which requirements this change effects.  This 
required viewing the client requirements and identifying where a requirement may be 
influenced by this type of engineering change.  The author of the research familiarized 
himself with the requirements as to correlate each ECN to a requirement or set of 
requirements.  The requirements are written in a hierarchical format making the 
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identification of relevant requirements convenient.  For example, a change relating to 
wiring would be located within the electrical controls grouping of the requirements 
document; however this was not the case for all ECNs.   
A typical change propagation that occurred at the corporation is illustrated in 
Figure 6.2 along with the proposed method to predict change propagation. Currently there 
were instances where change propagation did occur unnoticed and an ECN is 
implemented at a later time. In the proposed method, the DSMs are used to predict the 
subsequent changes that may occur.  It is important to note not all ECNs are due to 
propagation, some may come in the form of a change independent of any prior changes 
[74,189].  
 
Figure 6.2: Proposed ECN Prediction Method 
If the ECN results in a change in requirements, these requirements are processed 
through the change propagation tool.  This method includes propagating the requirements 
using a DSM for each affected requirement to predict subsequent changes. From this 
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change is identified.  As this study is of a historical nature, subsequent ECNs are 
analyzed to view if they have affected requirements which were predicted by the DSM. 
The ECN forms are used to extract information from the Toho, Pierburg, and 
EVRAZ project.  The first project investigated was the Toho, which made use of a 
subject based relationship.  The Pierburg project advanced the ability to predict 
requirement change propagation through the use of manually selected keywords.  Using 
both manual approaches, a syntactical approach was developed to which incorporated 
both the Toho and Pierburg project.  The syntactical approach was validated against the 
EVRAZ project. 
It is important to note that not every engineering change can be predicted as some 
changes are independent of all previous changes.  Only the changes which were 
propagated will be analyzed.  It is known which of the requirements are propagating from 
feedback from the client, AEC, and documentation in the project.  This documentation is 
dependent on the project and the associates involved with the project.  However, when an 
ECN is completed and is revisited at a later time, this is an indication of change 
propagation due to a change that was not recognized at the time the ECN was developed.  
Each project varies in documentation and will be described in more detail during each 
study.   
It is equally important to note that some changes propagate without the 
corporation’s recognition.  Though this will not be specifically studies, it is apparent in 
some of the change prediction that there was a relationship between the initial and 
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propagated requirement.  An example of this is the prediction of ECN03 presented in 
Section 7.1.1. 
6.3. Manual Approach Prediction 
Two projects are studied in the manual approach, the Toho subject based and 
Pierburg keyword based study.  Both studies make use of a manually developed set of 
words which are used as relaters between requirements.  The results of both studies aid in 
the development of the syntactical tool.  The goal of both studies is to determine if 
requirements can be used to predict change propagation.  Both projects are heterogeneous 
as they pertain to the development of a different system for different customers.  Further, 
the requirements documents are written by the customer and not changed by AEC.  
6.4. Syntactical Approach Prediction 
Developed by the Toho and Pierburg project, The EVRAZ project is used to 
validate the syntactical approach.  Further, the syntactical approach is used to analyze the 
Toho and Pierburg projects.  The protocol for analyzing change propagation using the 
syntactical analysis is described in Section 5.3.2.  The results of the syntactical approach 




REQUIREMENT CHANGE PROPAGATION PREDICTION: TOHO 
The Toho project dealt with the creation of yarns on a spool through an automated 
creel system.  This spool is commonly referred to as combs in the textile industry.  A full 
comb of yarn is shown in Figure 7.1.  A creel is used to hold all of the combs as the 
textile yarn fill each one of them simultaneously.  The yarn comb sits on a spindle as it 
collects yarn.  An example of a full creel system is shown in Figure 7.2. 
 




Figure 7.2: Example Creel System [191] 
The project duration of the initial study spanned approximately fifteen month and 
included fifteen managers, engineers, and business associates.  The total cost of the 
project was over two million dollars.  The engineers were responsible for working on a 
specific subsystem of the product.  The project client provided the corporation a contract 
detailing 160 requirements.   
7.1. Toho Engineering Changes 
Though multiple ECNs were proposed throughout the span of the project, only 
three were implemented.  Table 7.1 shows each ECN, their description, the date they 
were implemented and the requirements affected by this change.  Each ECN has a 
specific ECN# associated with it, for instance ECN01 relates to the replacement of the 
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manual tool which occurred on January 16, 2008, affecting requirement 9.2.3.1.  The 
requirement numbering scheme was taken from that of the requirements document. 







Replacement of manual tool for opening and 
closing of core locks with automated air 




Fabricate additional combs.  Fabrication 




Design, fabricate and install mounting 
brackets for combs 
11/7/08 9.3.10 
7.1.1. ECN03 Background 
ECN01 made changes to the core locks.  The core locks were originally manual 
and this was changed to an automated set of locks.  These locks are used to grab the creel, 
and hold them in the spindle.  Further, a change was made to the five lower spindles to 
allow for independent control.  It is unknown why this change was made, however the 
customer requested the change.  The requirement affected by this change is requirement 
9.2.3.1 which states:  
Spindle design shall incorporate a means to lock bobbin spools in place 
during unwinding operation. Self-locking core chuck or similar design 
shall be used to allow freedom of movement when loading and unloading 
bobbins without requiring manual locking or releasing 
 
The feedback meeting with AEC did not indicate this change could have affected 
the subsequent requirement to fabricate additional yarn combs as the primarily concern 
was the propagation from ECN03 to ECN04.  As a result, this was not investigated 
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thoroughly during the manual approach analysis.  However, this change was returned to 
during the syntactical analysis to identify if this could have been a change not recognized 
by the AEC associates as potentially propagating to ECN03.   
7.1.2. ECN04 Background 
The feedback from AEC and documentation from the data management system 
supported the change propagation from ECN03 to ECN04.  ECN03 made a change to 
fabricate additional combs for the ends of the bobbin.  This change occurred on October 
2nd 2008, describing a need to fabricate additional combs for the machine.  There are 
different bobbin sizes and each required the fabrication of a greater number of combs.  
Analyzing this, this change was related back to requirement 9.3.7. which relate to the 
number of combs in the system.  The requirements stated:  
A Yarn Comb for (22) ends shall be provided for each layer of bobbins. 
 
Reviewing subsequent change notifications revealed that on November 7
th
, 2008, 
33 days after original requirement change, ECN04 was implemented, stating ―design, 
fabricate and install mounting brackets for combs.‖  The requirement this ECN affected 
was requirement 9.3.10 due to their relevance to the mounting of the combs.  The 
requirements stated: 
Yarn Rollers shall be mounted a) at the end of each layer of bobbins and b) at 
the production line infeed. The yarn rollers shall be positioned to set the yarn 
elevation before entering combs. Rollers shall be 80 mm diameter by 500 mm 
long. Rollers shall be 120 mm diameter by 2200 mm long. 
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Feedback from AEC indicated this was a change that could have propagated as 
the need to install mounting brackets was not recognized during the request to develop a 
greater number of combs.  As a result, this was analyzed during the propagation analysis 
to determine if this change could have been predicted. 
7.2. Manual Approach Prediction 
The first step of the study was to complete a DSM of the requirements, based on a 
component to component relationship between requirements.  Using this relationship, the 
DSM seen in Figure 7.3 was created.  The DSM represents a requirements vs. 
requirements mapping.  The DSM is color coded for interpretation where all cell shaded a 
color green indicates a relationship exist between the requirements.  Since all 
relationships are based on their subject, this DSM is symmetric.  A small segment of the 
DSM is shown in Figure 7.4 for visibility.  The remaining DSMs generated for the Toho 




Figure 7.3: DSM for AEC Toho Study 
 
Figure 7.4: Extract of DSM for AEC Toho Study 
The DSM shows the relationship between requirements based on their subject, 
which in this case was usually the component or subsystem of the requirement.  The 
requirements in the DSM are listed in the order they were written by the client.  The 
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client contract documented the requirements in a hierarchical manner.  For example, all 
requirements under 9.0 are ―creel design.‖  The creel design requirements are further 
separated into subsystems as all requirements under 9.1 refer the ―bobbin and 
packaging‖.  This type of requirements documentation is apparent in the DSM as there 
are many large clusters because of the hierarchy.   
The higher order DSM, shown in Figure 7.5, illustrated the propagating effect of 
the requirement change.  Furthermore, Figure 7.5 only shows the first order propagation, 
indicated by red shading in the higher order DSM.  This is referring to the propagation 
that occurs to requirements directly relating to the changed requirements.  The second 
order DSM shows the changes that could occur due first order requirement change 
propagation.  This second order propagation of the AEC study is shown in Figure 7.6, 





Figure 7.5: First Order Delta DSM for AEC Toho Study 
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3.11.2 3.11.2 1 1 1 1 l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.11.3 3.11.3 1 1 1 1 l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.11.4 3.11.4 1 1 1 1 l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




5 5.1 5.1 1
5.2 5.2 1 l 1 l 1
6 6.1 6.1 l 1 l 1
6.2 6.2 l l l 1 l l l l l l l
6.3 6.3 1 l l 1
6.4 6.4 l l l 1 l l l l l l l
7 7 1 l 1 l
8 8.1 8.1.1 8.1.1
8.1.2 8.1.2
8.1.3 8.1.3
8.2 8.2.1 8.2.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.2.2 8.2.2 1 1 1 1
8.2.3 8.2.3 1 1 1 1
8.2.4 8.2.4 1 1 1 1
8.2.5 8.2.5 1 1
8.2.6 8.2.6.1 8.2.6.1 1 1
8.2.6.2 8.2.6.2 1 1
8.2.6.3 8.2.6.3 1 1
8.2.6.4 8.2.6.4 1 1
8.2.7 8.2.7 1 1 1 1
8.3 8.3 1 l 1 l
8.4 8.4.1 8.4.1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.2 8.4.2 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.3 8.4.3 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.4 8.4.4 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.5 8.4.5 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.6 8.4.6 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.7 8.4.7 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.8 8.4.8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.9 8.4.9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




9 9.1 9.1.1 9.1.1
9.1.2 9.1.2 1 l 1 l 1 1 1
9.1.3 9.1.3 1 l 1 l 1 1 1
9.1.4 9.1.4 1 1 l 1 l 1 1 1
9.1.5 9.1.5 l 1 l 1 1 1





9.2.3 9.2.3.1 9.2.3.1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.2 9.2.3.2 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.3 9.2.3.3 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.4 9.2.3.4 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.5 9.2.3.5 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.6 9.2.3.6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.7 9.2.3.7 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.4 9.2.4.1 9.2.4.1 l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.2.4.2 9.2.4.2 1 1 1 1 1 l l 1 1 1 l
9.2.4.3 9.2.4.3 l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.2.4.4 9.2.4.4 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 l 1 1 1
9.2.4.5 9.2.4.5 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 l 1 1 1
9.2.4.6 9.2.4.6 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 l 1 1 1
9.3 9.3.1 9.3.1 l 1 l 1 1 1 1
9.3.2 9.3.2
9.3.3 9.3.3 1 1
9.3.4 9.3.4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.3.5 9.3.5 l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.3.6 9.3.6 l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.3.7 9.3.7 l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.3.8 9.3.8 l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.3.9 9.3.9 l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.3.10 9.3.10 l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.3.11 9.3.11 l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.3.12 9.3.12 l l l l l l l l
9.3.13 9.3.13 1 1
9.4 9.4.1 9.4.1 1 1
9.4.2 9.4.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.4.3 9.4.3 1 1
9.4.4 9.4.4 1 1 1
10 10.1 10.1.1 10.1.1 1 1 1
10.1.2 10.1.2 1 1 1
10.2 10.2 1
11 11.1 11.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11.2 11.2
11.3 11.3 1 1 1
11.4 11.4
11.5 11.5 1 1 1 1
11.6 11.6 1
11.7 11.7 1
12 12.1 12.1 1 1
12.2 12.2 1 1
12.3 12.3 1 1 1
12.4 12.4 1
12.5 12.5.1 12.5.1 1
12.5.2 12.5.2 1
12.6 12.6
12.7 12.7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 13.1 13.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13.2 13.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13.3 13.3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13.4 13.4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13.5 13.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13.6 13.6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
14 14.1 14.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
14.2 14.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
14.3 14.3 1 1 1 1 1
15 15
16 16.1 16.1
16.2 16.2 1 1 1 1
16.3 16.3
16.4 16.4
17 17.1 17.1 1 1
17.2 17.2 1 1
17.3 17.3 1 1








Figure 7.6: Second Order Delta DSM for AEC Toho Study 
A third order DSM could be developed to further view possibilities of 
requirement propagation, however this seems to dilute the propagating impact of 
requirement change.  Using the information from Figure 7.6, possibilities for further 
requirement change is seen.   
The DSM revealed that this change could have been propagated as a second order 
relationship did exist between the changed requirement and those which propagated.  
This study did not provide further granularity to differentiate between those requirements 
which had second order relationships.  Rather, it was used to identify if a relationship, 
regardless of order, did exist. 
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1 1.1 1.1
2 2.1 2.1.1 2.1.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.2 2.1.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.3 2.1.3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.4 2.1.4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.5 2.1.5 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
2.1.6 2.1.6 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
2.1.7 2.1.7 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T 1
2.1.8 2.1.8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.9 2.1.9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.10 2.1.10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.11 2.1.11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.12 2.1.12.1 2.1.12.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.12.2 2.1.12.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.12.3 2.1.12.3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.12.4 2.1.12.4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.12.5 2.1.12.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.12.6 2.1.12.6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.12.7 2.1.12.7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.12.8 2.1.12.8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2.1.13 2.1.13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1








3 3.1 3.1 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.2 3.2 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.3 3.3 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.4 3.4 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.5 3.5 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.6 3.6 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.7 3.7 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.8 3.8 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.9 3.9 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.1 3.1 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.11 3.11.1 3.11.1 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.11.2 3.11.2 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.11.3 3.11.3 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3.11.4 3.11.4 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 2T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




5 5.1 5.1 1
5.2 5.2 1 2T 1 2T 1
6 6.1 6.1 2T 1 2T 1
6.2 6.2 2T 2T 2T 1 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
6.3 6.3 1 2T 2T 1
6.4 6.4 2T 2T 2T 1 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
7 7 1 2T 1 2T
8 8.1 8.1.1 8.1.1
8.1.2 8.1.2
8.1.3 8.1.3
8.2 8.2.1 8.2.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.2.2 8.2.2 1 1 1 1
8.2.3 8.2.3 1 1 1 1
8.2.4 8.2.4 1 1 1 1
8.2.5 8.2.5 1 1
8.2.6 8.2.6.1 8.2.6.1 1 1
8.2.6.2 8.2.6.2 1 1
8.2.6.3 8.2.6.3 1 1
8.2.6.4 8.2.6.4 1 1
8.2.7 8.2.7 1 1 1 1
8.3 8.3 1 2T 1 2T
8.4 8.4.1 8.4.1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.2 8.4.2 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.3 8.4.3 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.4 8.4.4 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.5 8.4.5 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.6 8.4.6 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.7 8.4.7 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.8 8.4.8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8.4.9 8.4.9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




9 9.1 9.1.1 9.1.1
9.1.2 9.1.2 1 2T 1 2T 1 1 1
9.1.3 9.1.3 1 2T 1 2T 1 1 1
9.1.4 9.1.4 1 1 2T 1 2T 1 1 1
9.1.5 9.1.5 2T 1 2T 1 1 1





9.2.3 9.2.3.1 9.2.3.1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.2 9.2.3.2 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.3 9.2.3.3 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.4 9.2.3.4 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.5 9.2.3.5 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.6 9.2.3.6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.3.7 9.2.3.7 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.2.4 9.2.4.1 9.2.4.1 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
9.2.4.2 9.2.4.2 1 1 1 1 1 2T 2T 1 1 1 2T
9.2.4.3 9.2.4.3 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
9.2.4.4 9.2.4.4 1 1 1 1 1 2T 1 2T 1 1 1
9.2.4.5 9.2.4.5 1 1 1 1 1 2T 1 2T 1 1 1
9.2.4.6 9.2.4.6 1 1 1 1 1 2T 1 2T 1 1 1
9.3 9.3.1 9.3.1 2T 1 2T 1 1 1 1
9.3.2 9.3.2
9.3.3 9.3.3 1 1
9.3.4 9.3.4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.3.5 9.3.5 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
9.3.6 9.3.6 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
9.3.7 9.3.7 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
9.3.8 9.3.8 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
9.3.9 9.3.9 l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.3.10 9.3.10 l l l l l l l l l l l l l
9.3.11 9.3.11 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T 2T l l 2T
9.3.12 9.3.12 2T 2T 2T 2T l 2T 2T 2T
9.3.13 9.3.13 1 1
9.4 9.4.1 9.4.1 1 1
9.4.2 9.4.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9.4.3 9.4.3 1 1
9.4.4 9.4.4 1 1 1
10 10.1 10.1.1 10.1.1 1 1 1
10.1.2 10.1.2 1 1 1
10.2 10.2 1
11 11.1 11.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11.2 11.2
11.3 11.3 1 1 1
11.4 11.4
11.5 11.5 1 1 1 1
11.6 11.6 1
11.7 11.7 1
12 12.1 12.1 1 1
12.2 12.2 1 1
12.3 12.3 1 1 1
12.4 12.4 1
12.5 12.5.1 12.5.1 1
12.5.2 12.5.2 1
12.6 12.6
12.7 12.7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 13.1 13.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13.2 13.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13.3 13.3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13.4 13.4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13.5 13.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13.6 13.6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
14 14.1 14.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
14.2 14.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
14.3 14.3 1 1 1 1 1
15 15
16 16.1 16.1
16.2 16.2 1 1 1 1
16.3 16.3
16.4 16.4
17 17.1 17.1 1 1
17.2 17.2 1 1
17.3 17.3 1 1







7.3. Syntactical Approach Prediction 
An overlay DSM was developed for the Toho project, as shown in Figure 7.7.  
During change propagation analysis, all previous changes were inputted into the 
propagation scoring algorithm introduced in section 5.2.3.  The results of the analysis are 
shown in Table 7.2.  The first propagation analyzed was from ECN01 to ECN03, 
requirement 9.2.3.1 to requirement 9.3.7.  After a change in requirement 9.2.3.1, the 
scoring system ranked requirement 9.3.7 as the 16
th
 ranked requirement to change.  It is 
important to note in the case of a scoring tie, the ranking system assumes it is the last 
requirement reviewed in that series of numbers.  This yields a worst case, conservative 
scenario.  This meant the designer or engineer would need to review a depth of ten 
percent of the requirements document to address this propagation.   
The second change occurred to ECN04, affecting requirement 9.3.10.  Using the 
information gathered from previous changes (ECN01 and ECN03) results in a 
propagation scoring ranked 5
th
.  At such a ranking a designer or engineer would need to 




Figure 7.7: Toho Syntactical Creation DSM 







ECN03 9.3.7 21 16
th
 10.0% 
ECN04 9.3.10 27 5
th
 3.1% 
The syntactical method and scoring system used for the Toho project would 
require an engineer or designer to review, at most, 10% of the requirements document to 




REQUIREMENT CHANGE PROPAGATION PREDICTION: PIERBURG 
The Pierburg project dealt with an assembly line design for the development of an 
exhaust gas recirculation bypass flap, as shown in Figure 8.1.  The requirements 
document was developed in a manner pertinent to each assembly station.  Alongside the 
fabrication of each station, the transportation of the bypass flap from station to station 
was important.  Further, change over for different bypass flap models, as shown in Figure 
8.2 was important to the design of the assembly line.  The Pierburg project included 214 
total requirements, approximately a third more than the Toho project.  The budget of this 
project was approximately one million and spanned nearly one year. 
 




Figure 8.2: Pierburg Exhaust Gas Flap Models [193] 
8.1. Pierburg Engineering Changes 
A list of ECNs were collected from the project and summarized in Table 8.1.  The 
ECNs were used in identifying which requirements they affected as this was not 
documented in the ECN documents.  The ECNs simply stated ―change in customer 
requirements‖ without specifically stating which requirement or set of requirements 
changed.   
The ECNs were sorted based on their documentation date and their status.  All the 
implemented ECNs, noted as ―approved‖ were analyzed. A total of 16 ECNs are 
documented, of which six are approved.  It is not documented why the remaining 10 were 
not approved and therefore they were not addressed in this study.  However, it is 
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important to note that the rejection was not due to change propagation.  Changed 
requirements and date of change were extracted from each ECN.  A description of the 
change is detailed so this may be understood by those involved with the project. 
Of the six approved ECNs, only three ECNs were analyzed for the requirements 
they affected.  This is due to the available information documented in the ECN to assist 
in identifying the changed requirement.  While interviews may help expose the missing 
information, not all engineers associated with this project are still employed within the 
corporation.  However, the president of the corporation did recognize the conflict 
between ECN01 and ECN07, which will be discussed.  Additionally, the Pierburg project 
documentation is used to identify where propagation may have occurred.  The three 
jettisoned changes are not used because the research must ensure that proper 
documentation is available to validate the results of the analysis.   
Ultimately, ECN01, ECN07, and ECN11 are studied to determine the 
predictability of requirement change based on the keyword based DSM.  Identifying the 
affected, or changed, requirements was performed by viewing the initial set of 
requirements to identify which requirement could have been effected or changed as a 
result of the change noted in the ECN.  For example, ECN01 states ―Remove additional 
PLCs‖.  Any requirement pertaining to the PLC could also be considered as affected 
requirements.  A list of the affected requirements for the three ECNs investigated is seen 
in Table 8.1.  As seen in the table, some ECNs affected multiple requirements.   
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1. Removed additional PLCs, Substituted 
C-More HMI for A/B Panel View 
2. Design labor and material reductions 
due to line layout changes associated with 
increasing machine cycle time from 25s to 
50s.  The cycle time increase reduced the 
number of operators from ~10 to ~6, 
eliminating tooling nests 
3. Gasket And Housing Assembly (screw 
driver stations) - Removed pallets and 
pallet return conveyor and replaced with 
fixed tooling nests for Scorpian and Griffin 
tolling plates. 
4. Added storage shelves under stations to 
hold unused tooling nests 
6/10/08 2.5.8 - 2.1.2 - 
2.9.2 - 2.1.14 
ECN07 Tool Changer at Station 3 08/15/08 2.1.14 - 2.2.6 
ECN11 Stack Lights at Each Station 08/15/08 2.7 
8.1.1. ECN07 Background 
Examining ECN07, it could be inferred the change of requirement 2.9.2 during 
ECN01 influenced and propagated the change of requirement 2.1.14.  Requirement 2.9.2 
states: 
Transport pallets shall be used to transport the product. Pallets will not be 
used as fixtures for critical operations. Client must approval deviations 
from this specification.  If pallets are used as fixtures then each 
measurement must have a capability (Cpk) > 1.33. The measurement 
report has to be provided to client. 
It is important that this requirement was highlighted through the propagation as an 
immediate conflict is recognized.  ECN01 states ―removed pallets and pallet return 
conveyor and replaced with fixed tooling nests.‖  While the requirement states ―pallets 
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will not be used as fixtures,‖ this change specifically states to place a fixed tooling nest 
on a pallet return conveyor while the requirement stated this should not occur.  
Nonetheless, reviewing the requirement affected in ECN07, requirement 2.1.14 states: 
The entire base plate where tooling and fixtures are mounted must be 
completely removable for each process in such a manner that a new base 
plate with new tooling can be interchanged. 
Again, it is seen that this requirement states that tooling and fixtures which are 
mounted must be completely removable.  This is in direct conflict with ECN01 as it 
called for the addition of a fixed tooling nest.  This change was imminent as it directly 
conflicted with requirement 2.1.14.  Consequently, requirement 2.1.14 was changed 
during both ECN01 and ECN07 to address this.  Feedback from AEC during a review 
stated that this was in fact a conflict that was not recognized when the change was made.  
Both documentation and feedback from the client support the propagation of this change 
due to the conflict. 
The second ECN07 affected requirement, requirement 2.2.6 states:  
Supplier will design equipment for fast change over time (5 minutes or less 
total line change overtime) using quick change out tooling and fixtures. 
It could be inferred requirement 2.9.2 or 2.1.2 propagated to requirement 2.2.6 
because those requirements again relate to the design of tooling and fixtures, a set of 
components which changed during ECN01.  The second requirement from ECN01 which 




Tooling or fixtures switched during change over shall attach to a sub-
plate in accordance with “single minute exchange die” (SMED) design 
philosophies 
Attaching a sub-plate to a fixture may have influenced the ability for the fast 
change over time stated in requirement 2.2.6 as it introduces a new process (changing of 
sub plate) to the changeover process.   
8.1.2. ECN11 Background 
Reviewing the final change, ECN11 affected requirement 2.7 which pertains to 
station lights, stating.  This requirement states: 
Status lighting at every station must be mounted for good visibility (Top 
down: Red-Yellow-Green).  Module Status Indicator lighting will be as 
follows: 
 Green Light (Solid): No Faults present on Module 
 Green (Flashing): Quality Check is switched off 
 Yellow (Solid): Manual Mode – Not in automatic 
 Yellow (Flashing): Parts Bin out of parts 
 Red and Yellow (Flashing): Station out of parts 
 Red (Solid): Station is faulted 
 Red (Flashing): Station Stopped - Part failed caused by % 
counter of faults 
 Green and Yellow and Red (Solid): Station is deactivated 
 Green (solid) Yellow (flashing): no faults, cycle time above     
 Limit 
In this ECN, requirement 2.7 was selected as the affected requirement because of 
its significance to the lighting over each station.  This was important because ECN11 
states to make a change in which lights will be stacked at each station.  This is a potential 
indicator that the change to requirement 2.5.8 propagated to requirement 2.7.  
Requirements 2.5.8 states: 
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Individual Module and/or system operations can be PLC controlled as 
long as the data transfer, collection, and management is PC based and 
does not slow down the speed of the system. 
Initially examining those requirements directly, one does not immediately identify 
a relationship with the status lighting stations.  Unlike the previous examples where the 
relationship was apparent, the strength of using a change propagation prediction tool is 
realized in situations such as this. 
8.2. Manual Approach Prediction 
In developing relationships, requirement keywords were compared against the 
text of other requirements to identify if the text included those keywords.  A requirement 
may only be related to another requirement if at least one its keywords exist within the 
text of the related requirement.  In this manner, the relationships are not bidirectional and 
the resulting DSM is asymmetric.   
The DSM shown in Figure 8.3 was developed based on keyword based 
requirement relationships.  An extract from the complete DSM is illustrated in Figure 8.4.  
Since up to three keywords can be used to relate requirements here, this allows for the 
development of a DoF DSM which identifies how many of the keywords matched in the 
text of a requirement.  This goes beyond the typical binary relationship DSM.  A DoF 
DSM is shown in Figure 8.5 where blue indicates relationships where one keyword 
matches, yellow indicates the relationship of two keywords, and red indicates all three 
keywords.  While it may be noted that multiple keyword matches would suggest a 




Figure 8.3: DSM for Keyword Based Study 
 
Figure 8.4: Extract of DSM for Keyword Based Study 
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Figure 8.5: Pierburg Keyword DoF DSM 
The DSM modeled 2,839 relationships between the 214 requirements.  On 
average, each requirement had 13.3 relations with one requirement relating to 51 other 
requirements and other requirements being completely independent with zero relations.   
A higher order DSM, allowing the user to view the changes that propagate 
through the requirements based on keyword relations, was created for each of the 
requirements affected by an ECN.  A total of five higher order DSMs, for requirements 
2.5.8, 2.1.2, 2.9.2, 2.1.14, and 2.2.6, are developed to address and model the requirements 
affected from ECN01 and ECN07.  A higher order DSM is not developed for the 
requirements affected in ECN11 as it is the last ECN in the study and is not useful for 
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predicting subsequent change.  The developed higher order DSMs for the Pierburg 
manual keyword based study can be found in APPENDIX G.  The higher order DSM 
uses the requirement relationship in the original DSM to propagate the requirement 
changes.  Using this change propagation, the requirements changed in subsequent ECNs 
will be analyzed to identify if their change could have been predicted.  All cells shaded in 
red indicate are first order propagation, while those shaded in yellow indicate a second 
order.   
 
Figure 8.6: Example higher order DSM for Keyword Based Study 
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Figure 8.7: Extract of higher order DSM for Keyword Based Study 
The three requirements, from ECN07 and ECN11, could be predicted in this 
study.  The ECNs analyzed were ECN07 which comprised of changes to requirement 
2.1.14 and 2.2.6 followed by ECN11 which comprised of changes to requirement 2.7.   
To highlight high potential requirements, defined as those requirements 
possessing a great number of relationships, a relationship ranking is developed.  This is 
used to sort the relationships in comparison to the remaining requirements which also 
share a relationship.  The ranking gives insight as to the strength of relationship, based on 
the number of relationships, compared to other requirements. 
As seen from the propagation results in Table 8.2, many requirements shared a 
great number of relationships with the requirements affected by ECN07 (requirement 
2.1.14 and 2.2.6).  The results indicated a relationship did exist as each of ECN07’s 
affected requirements could have been predicted through a previous ECN’s affected 
requirement.  The total number of first and second order relationships for each of the 
previous ECNs is shown in the second and third primary column of Table 8.2 and Table 
8.3 respectively.   
The first order relationship pathways are all first order path that a requirement has 
with related requirements.  Since first order relations are direct relationships, each path is 
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to an individual requirement.  For instance, requirement 2.5.8 had thirty one first order 
relations through thirty one separate pathways.  Second order pathways are those possible 
pathways of connection to second order relations.  A requirement may be related to 
another requirement in the second order through multiple intermediate requirements, 
increasing the number of second order relationship paths.  For example, requirement 
2.9.2 had 487 second order relationship pathways, of which twenty were to requirement 
2.1.14, meaning there are twenty requirements which have a relation to both requirement 
2.9.2 and 2.1.14.  To further understand this, twenty of requirement 2.9.2’s thirty eight 
first order relations are first order related to requirement 2.1.14. 
ECN07’s requirement 2.1.14 possessed a first order and twenty second order 
relationships with requirement 2.9.2.  There exist no ranking for first order relations as it 
is binary and the second order relationship ranked 13
th
 amongst all other requirements.  
As ECN01 influenced requirement 2.9.2 and 2.1.2, both of which address the use 
of fixtures and their attachment, the higher order DSM could have assisted in predicting 
an influence such change would have had on requirement 2.2.6 which relates to the 
change out of tooling and fixtures.  Neglecting requirement 2.1.2, the lowest ranking 
requirement relationship with that between 2.1.14 and 2.26, ranked as the 16
th
 highest.  
At this ranking, a search depth of 7.5% of the requirements document is needed to predict 
the change propagation.  This was recognized by the higher order DSM as a critical 
requirement.  Further, this was recognized by AEC after their review. 
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Table 8.2: ECN07 Propagation Analysis 
Total Relationship Pathways 















2.5.8 31 249 - - - 
2.1.2 37 539 - 2 56 
2.9.2 38 487 1 20 13 
2.1.14     N/A N/A N/A 
Total Relationships Pathways 















2.5.8 31 249 - - - 
2.1.2 37 539 1 29 6 
2.9.2 38 487 1 40 3 
2.1.14 22  375 - 18 16 
The last change occurred during ECN11.  In analyzing this change, all previous 
engineering changes are considered.  Finally, ECN11 is examined with the results 
illustrated in Table 8.3. Reviewing the final change, ECN11 affected requirement 2.7 
which pertains to station lights, stating: 
This change was incorporated into the higher order DSM for analysis and it was 
found that the subsequent requirement change with the greatest influence was 
requirement 2.5.8, as seen in Table 8.3.  Requirement 2.5.8 had a first order relation with 
requirement 2.7 and also had twenty eight second order relationships, more than any 
other requirement.   
Within the ranking, numbers in parenthesis represent the number of requirements 
tied for this rank.  For instance, requirement 2.1.2 has 4 second order relationships, which 
ranks as a tie for thirty first with 11 other requirements. 
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Table 8.3: ECN11 Propagation Analysis 
Total Relationships Pathways 















2.5.8 31 249 1 28 1 
2.1.2 37 539 - 4 31(12) 
2.9.2 38 487 - 4 31(12) 
2.1.14 22 375 - - - 
ECN07           
2.2.6 42 889 - 3 50(10) 
In subsequent review with the automation corporation, they recognize that there is 
perhaps a relation between these requirements, but readily admit that this relation is not 
apparent.  Nonetheless, with a functioning tool, it is difficult to consider this relationship 
as coincidental because of the high number of relationships and ranking of relationships 
between requirement 2.5.8 and their potential propagated requirement 2.7. 
8.3. Syntactical Approach Prediction 
An overlay DSM was generated for the Pierburg study based on the syntactical 
analysis performed.  The DSM, shown in Figure 8.8, is used to score requirements based 
on the propagation scoring algorithm.  The results of the scoring algorithm are shown in 
Table 8.4.  The first Pierburg engineering change caused a change in four requirements.  
A subsequent change occurred two month later related to two requirements.  The 
propagated requirements, 2.1.14 and 2.2.6, were scored based on the previous changes.  
Requirement 2.1.14 was found to score 7
th
 highest amongst all requirements while 
requirement 2.2.6 was scored as the highest, indicating it was the most likely to change.  
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For this specific change, an engineer is required to review at least 7 requirements, 3.3% 
of the requirements document.  The next engineering change affected a single 
requirement, requirement 2.7.  Using the six previous requirements changed (from both 
ECNs), this requirement was found to score the 23
rd
 highest score amongst other 
requirements.  At this score, an engineer or designer would need to review at least 11% of 
the requirements document.   




















Figure 8.8: Pierburg Syntactical Creation DSM 
Overall, for the entirety of a project, the syntactical approach and scoring method 





REQUIREMENT CHANGE PROPAGATION PREDICTION: EVRAZ 
The EVRAZ project was a project that lasted approximately one year and ended 
during the end of October 2011.  This project pertained to the development of a threading 
station to be used for pipes.  The project was for customer EVRAZ, in the Red Deer 
division who makes pipes.  The EVRAZ Red Deer facility has an annual capacity of 150 
ktons of pipe.  Threading, as seen in Figure 9.1, is required on some of the pipes and 
AEC was tasked with developing the automation line to place such threads on the pipe.  
The pipes are laid on a ―Skid‖ table where they are threaded and inspected.  This process 
of threading is referred to as ―Pin End‖ processing.  The pipes ranged from 4.5‖ to 13.5‖ 
diameter and 25’ to 45’ in length made of varying material grades.   
 
Figure 9.1: EVRAZ Pipe Threading [194] 
The EVRAZ project entailed 186 requirements and multiple requirement changes.  
EVRAZ was a volatile project, encountering multiple changes throughout.  However, this 
project was very well documented and document revisions were maintained.  Many of the 
changes were not formally recorded as ECNs as they were performed without requiring 
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authorization from the client.  Documentation indicates many of such changes were done 
to correct or address previous changes, potential requirement change propagation. 
9.1. EVRAZ Engineering Changes 
Table 9.1 lists all of the changes that took place during the project span.  The 
associated date with every change is listed and the changes are sorted in this order.  It was 
noticed within EVRAZ that not all changes were documented as ECNs.  As a result, 
some of the changes were found in other locations, such as emails and meeting minutes.  
To address this, they are noted as change instances.  A change instance is when a set of 
changes occur on the same date.  The ECNs which were documented are also recorded 
and noted as an ECN alongside its change instance.  Some of the ECNs, such as ECN01, 
perform multiple changes on varying dates, causing different instances for the same ECN.  
The requirement number changed is also noted in the table.  
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Section 1 & 8 Table slope to be 













6/13/11 3 Motors IP66 with synthetic oil ECN01 70 
6/20/11 4 
Use 2HP gear motors on threading 




Place order for spare Nook electric 
cylinder ECN01 34 
6/23/11 5 Place order for 6 spare v-rollers ECN01 34 
6/23/11 5 
Place order for 2 spare steady rest 
rolls ECN01 34 
7/7/11 6 
Clearance requirement for electrical 
cubicle: 1m clearance North 4m 




Section 1 & 8 Load and Unload 




Positional feedback required to 




Index stops to select one pipe at a 
time into the threading table 
 
119 
7/15/11 7 Centering Roll Mechanism 
 
133 
7/21/11 8 Add encoders to Steady Rests ECN02 89 
7/21/11 8 
Replace Static V nest with Static V 
rollers and motors to coupling 
stations ECN03 98 
7/21/11 8 
Add 6th pivot V roller without 
motor at pin inspections ECN04 89 
8/8//11 9 
Motors changed to higher voltage 
(600v) ECN05 70 
9/19/11 10 
Fabricate and Supply Shipping 
Fixtures ECN06 131 
10/13/1
1 11 
Provide additional field supervision 
for installation ECN07 127 
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Though all of the changes are used in the tool, not all of the changes presented 
were documented well enough to determine if the change was due to propagation.  As a 
result, only a select few of the changes are analyzed for propagation if the available 
documentation supports propagation may have occurred.  For example, the change takes 
place during Instance01 replaces the Eurodrive motors with the Nord motors.  After 
analyzing the documentation, it is identified that this change required a change in the type 
of motor oil used, affecting this requirement.  This change was not recognized during the 
change of motors and, as a result, required another change instance.  An example of a 
change which did not propagate is the purchase of spare v-rollers in Instance05.  It is 
important to note that analysis was not performed before deciding which requirements to 
use for propagation, rather the requirements which the documents identified as potential 
propagators were used in the analysis to determine the tool’s ability to predict changes. 
The changes shown in Table 9.2 are those which are analyzed for change 
propagation.  Most of the changes experienced and propagated are due to the motor 
changes that were encountered multiple times throughout the process.  Motors where 
changed twice, once from Eurodrive to Nord motors and then changed again to upcharge 
them from 450 to 600 volts.  This resulted in many parts associated with the motors to be 
affected.  In total, there were eleven unique motors which changed at least once some 
point to accommodate these engineering changes. 
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Description ECN # 
Requirement 
Changed 
6/13/11 3 Motors IP66 with synthetic oil ECN01 70 
7/15/11 7 Centering Roll Mechanism -- 133 
7/21/11 8 
Replace Static V nest with Static V 
rollers and motors to coupling stations ECN03 98 
7/21/11 8 
Add 6th pivot V roller without motor at 
pin inspections ECN04 89 
8/8//11 9 
Motors changed to higher voltage 
(600v) ECN05 70 
9.1.1. Instance03 and Instance09 Background 
Instance03 and Instance09 are coupled here because both are a result of the initial 
change to the motors occurring in Instance01. Change Instance03 resulted in the 
documenting of an engineering change.  This change dealt with the oil used in the motors 
used on the assembly line.  The motors were changed during change Instance01, 
changing the motors from Eurodrive to Nord.  This changing of the motors required a 
reconsideration of the oil used as the Nord motors needed synthetic oil.  This change 
occurred in an email from the customer which stated that a change to the oil must be 
performed because of the previous changes. 
During Instance09, the motors were once again changed to a motor of higher 
voltage.  Eleven motors (two turning roll, four steady rest, two centering roll, and three 
kick out motors), placed throughout the assembly line were changed to upcharge the 
voltage from 450 to 600 volts.  This change again was made due to the initial change to 
change the motors.  In this scenario, multiple propagations occurred that were addressed 
at a later time.  Both Instance03 and Instance09 stemmed from the initial change of the 
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motors.  However, it is important to note that other, previous changes in between the 
initial motor change at Instance01 and the subsequent instances could have contributed to 
the propagation. 
9.1.2. Instance07 Background 
Instance07 deals with the centering rolls of the threading station.  Specifically, a 
centering roll mechanism was required for this part of the threading station.  The 
requirement affected by this change is requirement 133 which states: 
centering rolls for both pin end and box end threading stations. allows 
handling time to be optimized (faster cycle time) by guiding pipe into lathe 
at high speed with minimal risk of interference and chuck damage. 
The centering rolls of the threading station operate with a centering roll motor.  
This motor was changed during the motor change of Instance01.  It is interesting to note 
here that the effects of second order propagation are apparent as the requirement does not 
list the word motor, yet it is the motor change that required a different centering roll 
mechanism for this part of the threading station.  Further, because of the changes to the 
centering roll mechanism, an electric drive was eventually used here.  A pneumatic 
cylinder was also considered for this change at one point. 
9.1.3. Instance08 Background 
Instance08 pertain to two separate ECNs.  The two ECNs are marked as 
Instance08 because they occurred on the same date.  Both ECN03 and ECN04 dealt with 
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the V rollers and V nests of the assembly line.  The two requirements affected by ECN03 
and ECN04 are requirements 89 and 98 respectively, which state:  
89: The box end and pin end threader require five v rollers w/ individual 
gear motors, height adjusting feature with a common electric drive, 
pneumatic shaft brake 
98: box end and pin end inspection four (4) turning roll units that rotate 
pipe, mechanically linked, gear motor 
This change occurred once again to the box and pin end threader which had 
previously experienced the change in Instance07 when the centering rolls and the box end 
and pin station motors were changed.  Requirement 89 experienced a change in the 
increase of the number of v rollers, without increasing the number of motors on that 
roller.  Requirement 98 specifically states to make a change to the V rollers and motors, 
which again was due to the propagation of the previous motor changes.   
Requirements 89 and 98 both pertain to the gear motors used on the threading 
line.  This was selected as a potential propagation because of the multiple changes which 
occurred to the motors on the line.   
9.2. Syntactical Approach Prediction 
Binary, relationship order, and maximum flow DSMs were generated for the 
EVRAZ study, as shown in APPENDIX H.  The DSM shown in Figure 9.2 shows the 
Overlay DSM for the EVRAZ project with the Propagation score incorporated.  Five 
requirements were propagated in the EVRAZ study.  The results are shown in Table 9.3 
which indicate the largest depth of review is 13% of the requirements document for 
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requirement 70 in instance09.  As noted, all previous changes are used to propagate 
forward to the next change.  
 
Figure 9.2: EVRAZ Syntactical Creation DSM 
The first instance of change of requirement 70 was ranked as the seventh highest, 
with a score of 15.6.  Requirement 133 during instance07 had a relatively high 
propagation score of 31.8, yet ranked as the sixteenth highest score.  The high score is an 
indication that the previous changes were highly related, causing high scores amongst all 
the changes.  Instance08 were related to the previous changes through a score of 16.1 and 
16.8 for requirement 98 and 89 respectively.  Those two requirements where ranked as 
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the fourth and first highest, yielding a low requirement document search depth.  Instance 
09 had the highest requirement depth, with a score of 12.5, ranking twenty fourth. 
In the EVRAZ project, the designers and engineers would need to review 13% of 
the requirements document during each change to ensure they address all propagation. 







Instance03 70 15.6 7 3.8% 
Instance07 133 31.8 16 8.6% 
Instance08 – ECN03 98 16.1 4 2.2% 
Instance08 – ECN04  89 16.8 1 0.5% 





Two approaches, manual and syntactical are analyzed based on the protocol given 
for each approach in Sections 5.1 and 5.3 respectively.  The result of each approach is 
detailed and a comparison for each approach is discussed to compare the different means 
for developing requirement relationships capable of predicting change propagation.  Nine 
change instances causing ten requirement changes, from three separate industry projects 
are evaluated against a syntactical approach.  Two of the projects, Toho and Pierburg, are 
also evaluated in a preliminary manual approach.  The results are given in terms of search 
depth required to identify the subsequent changes.  The search depth is determined from 
the propagation scoring algorithm developed.  This scoring is ranked and the depth is 
given in the form of a percentage, measuring the percentage of the requirements 
document that must be searched to address the propagated requirement.  As it is possible 
that a propagated requirement change may have the same propagation score as other 
requirements, the search depth reported is the depth of the last element of the same 
ranking. 
Three industry case studies are presented in this dissertation, all presenting a 
requirement change propagation tool exploring different types of requirement 
relationships.  The relationships are based on different word relaters between the 
requirements.  The finest resolution of relaters is the syntactical words of requirements as 
individual letters cannot be used.  As a result, different permutations for word selection 
are explored in an attempt to determine those which are most conducive to building 
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requirement relationships accurate for predicting change propagation.  The manual 
approach made use of two separate types of relaters, (1) subjects and (2) keywords while 
the syntactical approach made use of a POS tagging and manual keyword selection. 
The results of the manual and syntactical approach are discussed in this section.  
A comparison is also provided to compare between the manual and syntactical approach.  
Included in this comparison are the limitations of both approaches.  As this tool was 
motivated and developed for industry, its implication on design and requirements 
management practice is presented.  Additional findings pertinent to requirement change 
propagation are presented. 
Four research questions are addressed in this research.  The research questions 
and their results are shown in Table 10.1.  The questions are all addressed through the 
studies performed in this research.  Requirements were found to be capable of predicting 
change propagation.  This is with the assumption that components may be translated over 
to the requirements domain where propagation analysis may be performed.  An analysis 
of requirement relationships is performed by first exploring subjects and keywords 
through a manual based approach.  A syntactical approach is used where 32,768 
permutations of nouns, verbs, and keywords are analyzed for their propagation 
capabilities.  The results of the requirements analysis is narrowed through scoring metrics 
provided by graph theoretic and a scoring algorithm developed to use all previous 
changes to propagate to subsequent changes. 
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Table 10.1: Research Questions Results 
Research 
Question 
Question Results Section 
I Can requirements be used 
to predict change 
propagation? 
The requirements domain is 









Relationship permutations are 
explored to identify 
relationships that are most 
accurate predictors of change 
propagation. 
Chapter 5 
III Can the propagation tool be 
tuned to narrow the 
selection of potential 
requirement for 
propagation? 
Graph theoretic metrics are 
used to analyze the 
relationships as to identify 
which are most likely to 
propagate. 
Section 5.4 
IV Can a scoring system be 
used so potentially 
propagated requirements 
are ranked in order of 
review? 
A scoring algorithm is 
developed that is capable of 







The first relationship technique of the manual approach made use of the subject 
relationship of requirements.  This resulted in a symmetric DSM and gave general insight 
as to the propagation of requirement and their use in predicting engineering change 
through requirement propagation.  The first study indicated that change most often goes 
unnoticed during second order propagation.  Designers and engineers are able to identify 
first order propagation with relative ease, however second order propagations may go 
unaddressed.  This is specially the case there are many second order relationships to 
another requirement.  There were limitations with the manual, subject based approach as 
it missed on some important words between requirements.  As a result, an approach was 
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needed that was less constrictive than the subject only approach, and allow for a greater 
number of relaters.  
A subsequent study was performed to explore different types of requirement 
relationships, through keywords.  The study was able to confirm that the propagation of 
requirements can be used to predict future engineering change requests.  The keyword 
approach was found to be of great benefit as it allowed the user to identify the words 
pertinent to a requirement and use those as relaters.  Through two change propagation 
scenarios, it was found that using a requirements change propagation prediction tool 
could have given the designers and engineers an indication of the potential propagation 
due to an initial requirement change.  The use of a tool in this instance could have saved 
time lost between ECNs, prevented inaccurate estimation of change cost, and reduced the 
risk involved in approving changes.   
The manual creation metrics measured the order at which requirements were 
related, such as first and second order relationships, and the number of such relationships 
(path count).  A discussion on the Toho and Pierburg study results are presented here to 
identify findings and performance.  Overall, following these manual studies, the tool was 
found to allow designers and engineers to taking into considerations requirements 
otherwise neglected.  While the higher order DSM does provide the designer insight as to 
the change which may occur due to propagation, all affected requirements may not 
necessarily change.  A requirement may be affected by a change to a related requirement; 




The Toho industry study revealed, through use higher order DSMs, that 
requirements change propagation may be predicted.  The use of the DSM in the Toho 
project (ECN04) change instance could have saved over a month of time and the cost 
associated with the subsequent ECN needed.   
The results of the Toho manual creation study indicated through the 160 
requirements, all engineering changes could be predicted through a maximum 
relationship order of two (second order).  At a second order relation, 43 requirements 
must be evaluated for possible change propagation.  Though it was found that second 
order was the greatest relationship order needed to predict propagation, this indicated a 
designer or engineer would have to review 27% of the requirements document.  There 
was no further granularity evaluated for this approach on the Toho project.  Though it 
was accurate in predicting change propagation, the return of 27% was too high to make 
the approach useful.  Further, there was no difference between requirements that could 
propagate.  The Pierburg project added this granularity by incorporating relationship 
order path count ranking. 
As the first study taken in using requirements to predict change propagation, it 
was successful as it answered the first research question.  It was also realized that words 
could be used to relate requirements so they may be used for change propagation.  
Though only subjects were used here, other syntactical elements are explored in the 




A DSM and subsequent set of higher order DSMs were developed for the 
Pierburg project.  To propagate the requirement change, a different type of relationship 
was developed than that of the Toho.  The Toho project used subject to subject 
relationships in relating requirements together, effectively relating all requirements 
relating to the same subsystem or component.  Realizing the influence of requirement 
relaters on requirements propagation prediction, the Pierburg project used a multiple 
keyword based relationship.  The use of keywords allows a less restrictive and multiple 
relaters. 
The DSM was developed based on keyword requirement relationships, where 
requirements may be related if there is a keyword match.  Keywords were selected by 
reviewing and interpreting the semantics of the requirements rather than simply the 
syntactical information.  Though different engineers or designers may select different 
keywords, a statistical analysis was performed to validate the consistency of keyword 
selection, as shown in Section 5.1.4.  The keywords are selected by studying the 
requirements document and understanding how each requirement specifically affected the 
system design.  Though it is a manual process, it allows for the selection of words not 
automatically selected by a syntactical POS tagger.  This added flexibility in the relater 
selection process. 
To separate between requirements which are potential to requirements 
propagation, relationship ranking is developed.  The Pierburg requirements document 
contained 214 requirements and this ranking was developed to compare the results of 
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change propagation between the multiple requirements highlighted.  The ranking gives 
insight as to the strength of relationship, based on the path count, compared to other 
requirements.  Second order relationships are important here as it was identified through 
the initial study (Toho subject based manual approach) that second order relationships are 
a contributor to change propagation.  
Four requirements changed during the first engineering change, ECN01.  Two 
requirements changed during ECN07, requirement 2.1.14 and 2.2.6.  The propagated 
requirement, 2.2.6, was ranked as the 13
th
 highest relationship path count.  With this 
propagation approach a designer would have to review at least 13 of the 214 requirements 
to address the propagated requirements, a depth of 6%.   
To propagate to the final engineering change, ECN11, all previous requirement 
change is evaluated to identify if change could have predicted.  The final requirement 
which changes is requirement 2.7.  Due to previous changes, requirement 2.7 has the 16
th
 
highest path count from previous changes.  With this approach, to identify the propagated 
change in Requirement 2.7, an engineer or designer would have to review at least 16 
requirements.  This requires searching a depth of 7.5% of the requirements document. 
 Immediate advantages were realized through the use of keywords.  Multiple 
syntactical elements could be used to develop relationships between requirements and a 
ranking is introduced.  This approach was able to predict requirement change propagation 
at a maximum search depth of 7.5%.  The enhancements of the Pierburg study made for 
significant improvements from the initial Toho study.  However, limitations existed 
which could only be addressed through an automated system. 
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10.1.3. Advantages and Limitations  
There are four primary takeaways from the manual approach that were used in the 
development of the syntactical approach.  The takeaways are: 
1. A requirement change management tool (higher order DSMs) can be used to 
propagate requirement change with a high degree of certainty. 
2. The importance of second order propagation within requirements is critical to 
the success of effectively predicting requirement change 
3. The recognized importance of requirement relationship types on the ability to 
propagate requirement change. 
4. The needed ability to weight, rank or narrow the list of propagated 
requirements into a list of high potential requirements the designer is able to 
use. 
It was identified that words could be used to relate requirements in a manner 
conducive to predicting requirement change propagation.  Further, it was identified that 
second order propagation, though it may not be as strong as first order propagation, must 
be considered in as they go unaddressed.  Because two types and varying quantities of 
relaters are used here, the manual study provided insight to the development of 
subsequent relaters.  The ranking used in the Pierburg study also yielded a lower search 
depth for engineers or designers. 
A limitation of the manual approach was the sheer number of requirements that an 
engineer or designer would have to review.  As a result, the syntactical approach needed 
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a means for scoring and/or ranking the requirements to narrow down the list of reviewed 
requirements and provide a sequence of review based on those most likely to change.  To 
reduce the number of relations, the quantity of relaters must also be addressed.  As a 
result, a thorough investigation of relaters was needed in the syntactical approach as such 
only those relaters which hare significant to requirement change propagation are used.  
This is performed to avoid superfluous relationships.  
A limitation to this tool is it cannot predict self-propagation, which is an instance 
when a requirement continues to change at a later time, as seen with Requirement 2.1.14 
in the Pierburg industry study.  The inability to self-propagate is addressed in the 
syntactical approach. 
10.2. Syntactical 
A syntactical approach was developed which made use of requirement POS and 
used the nouns and keywords.  The syntactical approach also incorporated a propagation 
scoring algorithm to add granularity between requirements and develop a means for 
ranking requirements based on the scoring outcome.  This method was generalized 
through both the Toho and Pierburg industry projects and validated against a volatile 
third industry project, EVRAZ.  Toho and Pierburg were also evaluated against the 
syntactical approach to provide a means for comparison between both approaches.   
The syntactical approach was developed through a thorough investigation of POS 
tagging and graph theoretic metrics.  The development of the tool is detailed in section 0.  
Three combinations were found to be accurate based on the filters described in section 
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5.2.2.  The combinations were combined into a combination set to relate requirements.  
The syntactical approach also incorporated a scoring metric, described in section 5.2.3.  
Each propagated requirement was scored with consideration to the all the previous 
requirement changes.  The score was developed using an RMS approach to add 
significance to those requirements related in the first while incorporating second order 
relationships.  This score was ranked amongst the rest of the requirements document 
similarly scored.  A search depth, based on the score ranking, is given to evaluate the 
capability of the approach to predict change propagation. 
10.2.1. Toho 
The syntactical approach was capable of predicting the change propagation 
experienced in the Toho industry project.  This approach could have saved the 
corporation the time and monetary losses suffered due to the unanticipated change 
propagation. 
The syntactical approach in the Toho industry study identified change propagation 
to ECN03 within a search depth of 10% and ECN04 at a search depth of 3.1%.  The 
syntactical approach was able to make use of a score ranking, a feature not available in 
the subject based manual approach.  Using the two data points in this project, a maximum 
search depth of 10% is needed to evaluate the requirement change propagation. 
The syntactical approach was able to outperform the manual approach through the 
results and the input of data.  The manual approach was time consuming and required an 
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engineer or designer review the document to identify subjects.  The syntactical approach 
made use of the combination set to develop relationships between requirements.   
10.2.2. Pierburg 
The syntactical approach was used to analyze the Pierburg industry project and 
was capable of predicting all engineering changes.  Pierburg made use of the same 
relaters as the Toho project in the syntactical analysis.  Keywords were still used in the 
syntactical approach of the Pierburg industry study.  However, nouns were included in 
the relater combination set.  The results of the study indicated that at most, 11% of the 
requirements document would need to be reviewed to predict change propagation. 
The performance of the Pierburg industry study on the known propagation was 
very high.  Predicting the search depth for requirement 2.1.14 of ECN07 was only 3.3% 
of the requirements document.  This was the 7
th
 highest scoring requirement based on the 
scoring algorithm.  The second requirement change in ECN07, requirement 2.2.6 had the 
highest ranking propagation score.  This propagation was also noted through the 
corporation and the syntactical tool was able to identify this change with high strength.  
ECN11, which affected requirement 2.1.14, was a questionable propagation that was 
included in the study to identify if this propagation could be one that went unnoticed by 
the client and customer.  This caused the performance of the Pierburg industry study to 
weaken as the score ranked as the 23
rd
 highest.  As a result, the depth of search was 
10.7% of the requirements document. 
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The syntactical approach performed admirably on the Pierburg project as it was a 
very strong relater in those change propagations that were sure to be propagations and did 
well in those changes that are believed to be propagating with low certainty. 
10.2.3. EVRAZ 
The EVRAZ industry study syntactical analysis was the first analysis performed 
through the syntactical approach after its development.  The Toho and Pierburg 
syntactical analysis were formed after the tool was generalized.  The EVRAZ industry 
study was a suitable study for the syntactical approach as it was a volatile project with 
many instances of change of which the tool could be evaluated upon.  A total of five 
requirement change propagations are predicted within EVRAZ, with a requirement 
changing twice.  This is of interest because the syntactical approach allows for self-
propagation and this was an opportunity to test this capability. 
The first change occurred during instance03 to requirement 70.  The results of the 
study indicated a depth of 3.8% would need to be reviewed to identify the requirement 
change propagated.  The next change occurred to requirement 133 at change instance07 
which yielded a search depth of 8.6%.  During change instance08, two changes took 
place and are both recorded as separate ECNs, ECN03 and ECN04.  Both could be found 
within a search depth of 2.2%, with one ranking as the highest score.  Up to this point in 
the analysis, the maximum search depth is 8.6%.  This was an admirable search depth and 
the tool revealed its possible utility in industry practice. 
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The final change is of great interest here as it is a self-propagation, an added 
feature of the syntactical approach.  Though self-propagation operates by relating the 
requirement to itself, hence inflating its score, it does not rank the requirement as high as 
it should.  This is both a positive and negative attribute.  The positive here is that the 
ranking will not always rank the previous requirement changes ahead of all other 
requirements.  The negative to this is that self-propagation, while a beneficial utility, may 
be difficult to predict.  As noted in the EVRAZ industry study, the self-propagation was 
found at a rank of twenty four, yielding a search depth of 13%. 
10.2.4. Advantages and Limitation 
The advantages of the syntactical analysis are the immediate benefits of 
predicting change propagation.  The existing requirements modeling and managing tools 
in industry and research were presented in this dissertation.  The tool developed in this 
research offers a distinct advantage in its ability to manage requirement change 
propagation in an automated manner.  The tool is accurate, as shown through the multiple 
studies, and can address various forms of change propagation.  Based on the studies 
performed and the existing resources, the tool provides an innovative and unmatched 
approach to predicting requirement change propagation. 
A consideration when using such a system is the time and effort required to 
maintain the tool.  An associate, usually the designer or engineer, at all times must 
maintain such a system to ensure all requirements, and their relationships are up to date.  
This requires time as requirements are continuously changing and new requirements are 
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introduced thereby resulting in changes in relationships.  However, the cost benefit of 
using and maintaining a requirements change propagation prediction tool could prove to 
be financially sound as it may reduce losses resulting from mismanagement of changes.  
A specific example of this is seen in the initial study where the corporation lost nearly a 
month of time and thousands of dollars due to their inability to predict requirement 
change, based on interviews.  The president of the corporation stated ―this tool could 
have saved us a $100,000 because of unanticipated changes,‖ indicating its industrial 
potential. 
10.3. Comparison and Findings 
A tabulated comparison of both approaches is shown in Table 10.2.  The manual 
approach yields a search depth of 27% and 7.5% for the Toho and Pierburg industry 
studies respectively.  The syntactical approach performed more consistently through all 
three industry studies, yielding a 10%, 11% and 13.0% search depth for the Toho, 
Pierburg, and EVRAZ industry projects respectively. 
A comparison of the Toho industry studies for both approaches reveals the 
syntactical approach is able to predict requirement change propagation at an earlier 
search depth.  This is a significant difference between the manual creation.  The 
comparison of the Pierburg industry study for the manual and syntactical is of interest 
because both made use of multiple keywords.  As seen, the manual approach is slightly 
better in predicting change propagation.  However, the manual keyword approach is not 
suitable for the self-propagation experienced with requirement 2.1.14.  As seen in Table 
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8.2, this requirement could not be analyzed for propagation.  Nonetheless, the slight 
increase in performance of the manual over the syntactical approach does not offset the 
amount of time and effort needed to develop manual keywords for the manual based 
approach.  Though the syntactical approach makes use of keywords, they are not always 
needed and keywords may be deactivated. 




Toho Pierburg EVRAZ 
Manual 27% 7.5% - 
Syntactical 10% 11% 13.0% 
A total of ten requirements are predicted through the syntactical approach.  The 
results of the studies indicate that all can be identified within 13% search depth.  A 
graphical representation of the search depth vs. all ten changes predicted I shown in 
Figure 10.1.  As seen from the results, an engineer or designer may not have to review all 
the requirement change propagation.  Reviewing 13% of the requirement text will ensure 
all of the requirements propagated are predicted.  However, as seen in the graph, 60% of 
the requirements predicted were predicted within a search depth of 4%.  If an engineer or 
designer is satisfied with reviewing most of the change propagation that may occur, a 




Figure 10.1: Search Depth of Syntactical Studies 
From an effort perspective, the manual approach requires great effort into 
developing the relationships.  This requires reviewing the document, gaining familiarity 
with the word frequency and significance of the words within each sentence and 
developing relaters based on this.  Further, the syntactical approach was developed on 
MATLAB, an efficient program in processing the code script of the propagation.  The 
manual approach is performed in Microsoft Excel, which is not efficient for processing 
large quantities of data.   
Though keywords are needed in the syntactical approach, their use may be 
deactivated to make it a fully automated system.  However, the deactivation of keywords 
has not been investigated.  It can be hypothesized that the deactivation of keywords will 























selected in the optimal combinations were keywords 3 and 5.  Since the keywords were 
listed in order of frequency in the keyword bank, keywords three and five may not 
possess many relationships with other requirement text.  As seen in the keyword analysis 
shown in section 5.1.3, the fifth keyword only adds 6% more relationships past that of 3 
keywords. 
The syntactical approach showed more consistency in results than the manual 
based approach.  Though the manual approach varied in relaters, the use of a manual 
based approach indicated much deviation in the propagation results.  The syntactical 
approach results indicated a search depth within relative range of one another. 
The syntactical analysis is also preferred here because it allows for cumulative 
propagation analysis.  Both manual based approaches only consider the propagation due 
to a single previous requirement change.  The syntactical approach is able to address a 
dynamic of change propagation that the manual approach is not.  This is a significant 
benefit of the syntactical approach that is needed to function as a change propagation 
tool. 
There were two important findings in the studies.  It was found that second order 
relationships appear to be the key to predicting requirement change propagation.  While 
first order relationships have the greatest impact on change propagation, they are often 
anticipated and addressed early.  Second order relationships are of great interest because 
most designers and engineers cannot predict the propagation of changes to such length.  
In feedback with the corporation clients, the first order subject based relationships were 
recognized as generally easy to predict.  For example, if a change is made to the spindle 
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on the machine, the machine spindle may affect the bearing holding the spindle.  
However, a second order relation arises when the bearing, in turn, has an effect on an 
adjacent snap ring.  As a result, while the spindle is not directly related to the snap ring, 
there is a second order relationship there that may cause a change in the snap ring.  It is 
difficult for designers to intuitively predict changes in the second order, especially for 
complex systems which may have hundreds or thousands of requirements.  Rarely was 
unforeseen propagation occurring in first order form, rather it was occurring in second 
order, as seen in some of the study results.  This introduces an interesting dynamic to 
propagating requirements that cannot be recognized by simple designer attentiveness to 
change; rather the use of a requirement change propagation prediction tools is needed. 
In all three studies, a third order relationship was deemed inadequate.  At the third 
order, nearly 95% of all the requirements are related, making it difficult to accurately 
predict changes due to the superfluous relationships.  This was also identified during the 
iterations weighting each relationship order, when a 9-3-0 weighting was selected.  If 
weighted, third order relationships distorted the results because of the number of 
requirements related at that path length.  
10.4. Statistical Validation 
Though the syntactical tool was capable of predicting requirement change 
propagation in every instance, statistical validation is needed to ensure this test is of 
significance.  A binomial test to measure the statistical significance of the finding is 
presented.  The purpose of performing a binomial test is to identify what is the 
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probability the syntactical tool predicted propagated requirements by chance.  As a result, 
the hypothesis tested here are: 
H0 = The tool cannot predict the requirements which propagated (p-value 
= normal probability) 
HA = The tool is can predict the requirements which propagated (p-value < 
normal probability) 
 
The hypothesis tests if the tool is capable, to an α = 0.001, predict change 
propagation.  As noted previously, though α = 0.001 is a stringent alpha for rejecting the 
null hypothesis, it is used here to ensure quality research is performed.  Further, it is 
important in this research to avoid Type I statistical errors, which is reduced when alpha 
is low.  A Type I statistical error occurs when the null hypothesis is wrongfully rejected, 
effectively resulting in a false positive test.  It is important to show that this tool is 
capable of predicting requirement change propagation and as a result, a very low alpha is 
used to support this claim and reduce the chance of a Type I error.  The chance of a Type 
I error here is simply alpha, which is 0.1%. 
The statistical validation on the syntactical analysis for each of the requirement 
change propagation prediction instance is presented in Table 10.3.  This hypothesis is 
tested against the normal probability which is effectively the chance of selecting the 
correct requirement from the number of trials needed.  The trials here are the ranking of 
the requirement during the scoring.  For instance, the prediction of requirement 9.3.7 
from the Toho project was the 16
th
 highest requirement scored.  The designer or engineer 
must review at least sixteen requirements to identify the propagated requirement.  In this 
instance, there are sixteen trials needed before the successful change is identified.  
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Predicting ECN07, which affected two requirements, is predicted through seven trials in 
which two successes are identified.  
Each prediction has an individual p-value for that prediction.  A cumulative 
prediction is noted which identifies the probability of all the propagations to be predicted.  
Since this is tested against an α = 0.001, the cumulative p-value is 2.2e-16, which rejects 
the null hypothesis.  The p-value of 2.2e-16 is not exact but is used because the lowest 
tabulated p-value available for this test is 2.2e-16.  The conclusion from this statistical 
analysis is there is sufficient statistical evidence that the tool is able to predict 
requirement change propagation. 








9.3.7 16 0.09545 





2.7 23 0.10210 
EVRAZ 
70 7 0.03703 
133 16 0.08264 
98 4 0.02133 
89 1 0.00538 
70 24 0.12140 
Cumulative p-value 2.2e-16 
10.5. Implications and Impact of Tool 
The motivation for the development of a requirement change propagation tool is 
the possible advantages it can offer both industry and research interest in the field of 
requirements and change management.  The tool was developed and validated against 
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industry studies, to prove its potential to serve as a viable design tool for designers and 
engineers to use throughout the design process.  Further, important findings relating 
requirements, POS tagging, and graph theoretic are made to enhance the field of 
requirements research. 
10.5.1. Industrial Design and Engineering Practice 
This study identified that it is possible for an automated tool to predict 
engineering change through requirement change propagation.  Such a tool could have an 
immediate impact on how engineering changes are handled, modeled, and analyzed.  
Many monetary and time losses are involved with change propagation, as was identified 
when performing the study.  Currently, no tool exists to mitigating the issues involved 
with change propagation.  An automated tool could have an immediate impact on change 
practice and how system requirements are handled throughout the design process. 
Pierburg was a project of interest as many requirements where changed 
throughout the process.  One of the documents of the Pierburg project specifically stated: 
 “Beginning of project very bumpy, many ECNs, proposals and confusion 
up front”  
 
This is an indication of the volatile nature of projects such as this.  A requirements 
change propagation prediction tool can assist in nearly all domains of design.  On another 
project, a document stated:  
“Automotive job, changes will happen.  Lots of ECNs” 
 
The possibilities for this tool in industry are broad and can assist in many of the 
facets described in Section 1.2.  Feedback from the corporation has indicated that this 
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tool could have assisted in many of the changes propagated.  Many of the changes 
resulted in monetary losses due to inaccurate cost estimations of the change. 
10.5.2. Engineering Design Research 
Requirements play the most critical role within the design process, yet they are 
the least utilized for their ability to manage the design process.  While arguably the most 
important document within a design process and late in the design process to ensure 
satisfaction, but are generally not used outside of the initial design phases.  While they 
are one of the first documents generated, they are also one of the last documents 
completed.  Throughout this evolution, it is analyzed that more than half of a systems 
requirements will be changed before it is completed [58,59].  This change is important as 
it can have significance on the cost of the final part.  Engineering changes occur 
frequently and can at times determine as much as 70 to 80% of the final cost of a product 
[195]. 
Design research focuses on finding and developing tools that aid the designer, 
increase collaboration, or make the design process more efficient.  This research will 
assist in understanding how requirements, specifically their change, can be managed 
through an automated tool and assist designers and engineers make management 
decisions.  Additionally, a resource which predicts change propagation can be an 
invaluable tool to any design process.  This will increase research in the domain of 
requirements, requirements management, and change management.  From an industrial 
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standpoint, this research will benefit designers by minimize the effect of requirement 
change on the design and product costs. 
A contribution of this research is revealing how requirements can be related.  A 
major requirement research is known as requirements linking, where requirements are 
related to other requirements or elements of the design process.  While this research 
makes use of relaters for change propagation prediction purposes, it introduces an 
innovative means for relating requirements.  This innovative means can also be 
automated, reducing the effort and expertise required to develop relationship.   
It is important to note the DSMs created here are intentionally not created by 
system experts who worked on the design.  The aim of this tool is to be robust enough to 
operate with less experienced designers and engineers, making it usable by anyone.  
Research has been performed to view comparison between a requirement based DSM and 
an expert generated DSM and revealed those developed by experts have less relations 
between requirements, however additional relations do not adversely affect the approach 




CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The broader impact of this research exists within the research and industrial 
application domain.  Requirement research within the electromechanical domain is 
limited and is a relatively new area of research that has recently introduced itself into the 
realm of engineering design.  Further requirement change has been recognized as an area 
of potential need, yet few methods exists to address many of the issues of mismanaged 
requirements.  Change management has been addressed through models and tools which 
require, at the minimum, component architecture developed.  As a result, designers and 
engineers are left to manage change propagation with minimal assistance, vulnerability in 
the design process. 
The purpose of this research was to develop a requirements change management 
tool designers can use to assist managing the volatile nature of requirements.  Further, the 
ability of predicting changes, both within the physical and requirements domain, was 
explored through the use of requirement relaters.  Requirements were related through the 
use of specific syntactical elements (subjects, keywords, and POS).  Two studies were 
performed to identify if subjects and keywords could be used to relate requirements in a 
manner conducive to predicting change propagation.  The results indicated that 
requirements could be used; however there were many limitations in a manual approach.  
A syntactical approach was developed, generalized through the Toho and Pierburg 
industry studies, and validated against an EVRAZ industry study. 
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The tool was developed by investigating 32,768 permutations of relater 
combinations of nouns, verbs, and manually selected keywords, referred to as a 
syntactical approach.  Three combinations where selected and overlaid to develop an 
optimal combination set.  Using the combination set, requirement relationship order, 
which were found to be of significance during the manual approach studies, are weighted.  
An RMS approach is taken to add significance to first order relationships.  Using the 
scoring algorithm, all forms of requirements propagation can be propagated forward.  
This includes propagation from a single requirement or cumulative changes of 
requirements which happen at different instances. 
The manual creation approach yielded results that indicated an engineer would 
have to search a depth of 27% if no ranking system is used and all first and second order 
relationships are addressed.  When a scoring system is introduced, ranking the path count 
for each requirement, the Pierburg keyword based study search depth is decreased to 
7.5%. 
The syntactical approach makes use of a more intricate scoring system which 
amplifies first order relationships without sacrificing second order relationships.  Further, 
an automatic approach is presented for developing requirement relationships, with the 
option of incorporating manually selected keywords.  Using this approach, favorable 
results are achieved as the maximum search depth for the Toho, Pierburg, and EVRAZ 
projects are 10%, 11%, and 13% respectively. 
This research develops a means of using requirements documentation, regardless 
of the phase of the design process to assess requirement change propagation.  The 
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benefits of such a tool will provide the designer to ability to assess the value of making 
design changes by viewing its potential propagation effect.  When change is needed, a 
requirements change propagation tool can assist in determining the impact of this change.  
The designer is able to view what other requirements must be revisited to ensure the 
change does not adversely affect other requirements or facets within the design.  External 
to propagation, this tool will help alerting the designer of the critical requirements within 
the design of a system.  These requirements are those which have the greatest sensitivity 
due to their number or strength of relationships with other requirements.  By viewing this, 
a designer can continuously ensure such requirements are satisfied.  The benefit of this 
tool is to assist the designer throughout the design process, specifically during times of 
change.   
Change will occur, as with any design process, and the ability to properly 
anticipate and manage this change can relieve the designer of monetary losses and 
inefficiencies within the design process.  Designers and engineers are not equipped to 
handle such change due to their limited ability to reason change propagation.  It was 
noted that most change propagation that occurred were due to two reasons: (1) too many 
first order propagations or (2) unforeseen second order propagations.  A designer or 
engineer can only reason so many elements of a design in parallel.  When a change is 
made to a single or multiple, in complex changes, requirements it is difficult to 
cognitively reason all the possible path of propagation and the depth at which this 
propagation will travel.  
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The development of a computational tool to address and mitigate the risks of 
requirement change propagation can be immediately implemented into design practice.  
A computational tool allows for the use of this tool with minimal user effort as 
relationships are automatically developed and does not require a specific level of 
expertise.  The tool is also robust to accept any form of requirement change documents.  
A tool such as this could be an add-on feature on other requirement management systems 
to incorporate a change propagation prediction component or function as a standalone 
system.  For this reason, AEC is considering adoption of the predictive strategy to help 
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Specifically, different types of requirements change are identified to acknowledge 
the different types of requirement changes that may be encountered.  This is performed 
by surveying research performed in the realm of requirement change to construct a 
unique, all-encompassing taxonomy of types of changes.  These requirement changes will 
be termed localized changes as the specific change within a single requirement statement 
is of interest.   
Preliminary research has been performed in identifying types of change within 
individual requirements.  This addresses the localized changes requirements experience.  
After identifying the types of requirement changes, a syntactical representation is 
developed so every specific syntax change may be correlated with its associated 
requirement change.  The localized changes introduced here are preliminary in nature and 
identified through research surveying.  It is outside the scope of this research to validate 
these types of changes; rather the purpose is to identify what types of changes may be 
experienced.  The core contribution of the research lies within the global requirement 





















Introduction of system or subsystem
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Correction
Updating







Figure 11.1: Common Localized Requirement Changes 
The types of change encountered during with requirements evolution must be 
investigated so that such occurrence is understood and identified.  This is a critical stage 
within the research as this will be the foundation for future investigation of requirements 
change, as described in the future works section of this dissertation (Chapter 11).  Future 
work will entail developing correlation between requirement localized and global 
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requirement changes in an attempt to identify if localized changes can assist in the 
accuracy of global requirement change prediction.  
Localized changes will be evaluated by surveying requirements research, both in 
electromechanical and software systems.  A taxonomy of requirement change types will 
be listed and the specific POS that change during each localized change will be 
determined.  This will be used to enhance the understanding of requirement changes, 
within the syntactical domain, for single changes.  Though this dissertation will not 
address correlations between localized changes and global changes, it is recognized as a 
future work.   
Localized requirement changes occur specifically to a single requirement, 
investigating the POS changes within the requirement.  This includes changes to a 
requirements noun such as system, subsystem, or component and changes to its verb such 
as function or behavior.  These changes are important as they help in determining the 
type of changes that occur and how we these types of changes can be used at the global 
level.  For example, it may be found that a specific type of localized changes results in 
specific global changes characteristics.  The localized requirement changes presented in 
this dissertation will be represented by the POS changes of the sentence.  This is the 
finest resolution of requirement change possible within requirements, evaluating the POS 
change of each requirement.  Once the change encountered to a single requirement is well 
understood, this may lend itself to understanding how requirements, at globally change.  
This will be discussed in the future works chapter of this dissertation, Chapter 11. 
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A.1 - Identifying Types of Changes 
The majority of the work performed with regard to engineering change has been 
to define and characterize engineering change propagation [68].  However, much work is 
needed in order to fully understand the mechanics of requirement change.  Specifically, 
their localized changes must be analyzed.  The first task in anticipating and evaluating 
change consequences is to represent them [7].  In representing requirement change, the 
localized changes are first examined.  This is performed by identifying the types of 
changes encountered within design practice.  Table 11.1 details the types of design 
changes that have been identified through research.  The table lists the specific columns: 
 Change: The change that is encountered with a requirement.  For 
example, ―Focus‖ refers to a change in the focus of the requirement. 
 Ref: Reference where this requirements change was retrieved. 
 Example: Example providing this change in requirement.  Examples 
are accompanied with before and after requirements viewing the 
occurrence of the specific change. 
 Change Issue: Issue that arises due to this type of micro level 
requirement change. 
 Syntax Change: The specific change in syntax during the occurrence 
of the requirement change.  The syntax change can occur to the 
System, Behavior/Characteristic, and/or Condition.  The change may 
occur to multiple syntax elements. 
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The information contained within Table 11.1 was populated through a survey of 
research on requirement change.  Though this table may not be complete, few researchers 
have attempted to formally define all types of requirement changes.  Further, none 
attempt to identify this change in the syntactical domain.  The changes listed in the table 
were noted with their specific reference.  An example, rooting from experience, of each 
type of change was recorded in the table.  A description of the change issue is also 
presented to explain the phenomenon of that type of change.  As this research also 
supports the creation of a representation, a syntax change is identified for each type of 
requirement change.   
A specific syntax representation is shown in Table 11.2.  This is shown to indicate 
specifically what changes within the syntactical structure of a sentence.  This is the first 
step in defining and formally identifying localized requirement changes through their 
syntactical structure.  By identifying the syntactical changes, any change that can occur to 
a requirement can be identified as a specific change type.  Table 11.2 is color coded to 
identify the specific syntax which changed.  Yellow shading indicates the syntax which 
changed while orange shadings represent those syntactical parts which change to support 
the primary, syntactical change depending on the nature of the change. 
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Table 11.1: Types of Micro Level Requirement Changes 




[197] Before:  Changes in system excitement must 
stay within +/- 15% of operational frequency 
Changes that occur in 
requirements ambiguity 
or uncertainty must be 
noted. 
Condition 
After:  Changes in system excitement must 




Before:  Headlamp must output 2000 lumen 
when in high beam 
Changes in vocabulary, 
units or terminology 





After:  Headlight must output 2000 lumen 
when in high beams 
Decomposition 
(Atomic) 
[197] Before: Drill must operate, without failure, 
for 5 hours 
Changes in system 
composition or 







Motor must operate for 5 hours. 
Battery must last 5 hours. 
Transmission must operate for 5 hours. 
Splitting 
[198] Before: Power train must output at least 350 
horsepower at a consumption not less than 
20mpg 
Allow for the merging 





Condition After:  
Req.1: Engine must output at least 350 
horsepower 
Req.2: Engine must provide gas 
consumption of at least 20mpg 





Table 11.1: Types of Micro Level Requirement Changes (continued) 
Merging 
[198] Before: 
Req.1: Phone must input audible data 
Req.2: Phone must output audible data 
Allow for the merging 





 After: Phone must transfer audible data 
Specificity 
[197] Before:  Weight of wheelchair must not 
exceed 30 lbs 
Specificity changes that 
occur within 






After:  Weight of wheelchair must not 
exceed 30.5 lbs 
Measurability / 
Testing 
[197] Before: Beam weight must not exceed 50lbs Changes in 
measurability of a 





After: Beam must have strength to weight 
ratio greater than 100 
Application 
[199] Before: Metal foam must be used as a heat 
transferring medium 
Any changes with the 
application of a part 
must be noted. 
Behavior / 
Characteristic 
Condition After: Metal foam must be used as a 
structural member 





Before: Device must extract customer 
information 
The introduction of a 
component or part 
within the requirement 
must be accounted for. 
System 
 
After: Device must use secondary scanner to 





Before: Vehicle must be powered by internal 
combustion engine 
Any replacement in 
component or part 
within requirement must 
be accounted for 
System 
Condition  











Before: Headrest must provide passenger 
head support 
Any withdrawal or 
removal in component 
or part within 




After: System must provide passenger head 
support 
Correction 
[199] Before: Structure must support 10 kpsi at 
120 degrees C 
Any corrections must be 










Before: Testing mechanism must be built no 
later than 5/30/08 
Any updates that result 
in a changed 






After: Testing mechanism must be built no 




[199] Before: Trunk must have automatic closing 
mechanism 
While the raw data of a 
requirement may not 
change, the requirement 
interpretation may 






After: Trunk must be light enough to close 
with one hand 
Focus / Scope 




Before: All devices must go through 
nondestructive testing before release 
The scope of any 
requirement must be 





After: At least 10% of all devices must go 






Table 11.1: Types of Micro Level Requirement Changes (continued) 
Relationship 
[198] Requirement:  Vehicle must make use a 
manual or automatic transmission. 
 
Before: If automatic transmission, vehicle 
must achieve a 0-60 acceleration within 7 
seconds 
If a relationship exists, 
where a requirement 
shows dependency on 
another requirement, 
this relationship must be 
monitored. If 
relationship is dispelled, 
it must be monitored. 
System 
 
After: Vehicle must achieve a 0-60 
acceleration within 7 seconds 
Moving 
[198] Before: Engine must be seated forward of 
center of gravity. 
Any movement of a 
requirement’s subject 
environment must be 
accounted for. 
Condition 
After: Engine must be seated behind center 
of gravity 
Associated User 
[203] Before: Casting must be inspected for 
defects after cooling 
Changes in the 
individuals associated 






After: Casting must be inspected for defects 
after secondary operations 
Importance 
[197] Before: System must allow for multiple 
users. (Importance Rating: 2/5) 
Changes in importance 
rating of each 
requirement must be 
noted. 
 
After: System must allow for multiple users. 
(Importance Rating: 4/5) 
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Table 11.2: Micro Level Requirement Change Analysis 







Object Condition 2 
Uncertainty 
 










Headlamp  Must Output When in 
high beam 
2000 lumen  
Headlight  Must Output When in 
high beam 
2000 lumen  
Consistency  
(Type 2) 
Tweel  Must Support  200 kgs  





Drill  Must Operate Without 
failure  
For 5 hours  
Motor  Must Rotate Without 
failure  
For 5 hours  
Battery  Must Supply Without 
failure  
For 5 hours  
Transmission  Must Transmit Without 
failure  















Engine  Must Output At least 350 
horsepower 
 
Engine  Must Consume Less than 20mpg  
Transmission  Must Deliver  350 
horsepower 
 
Merging Microphone   Must Input  Audible data  
Speaker  Must Output  Audible data  
Phone  Must Cancel  Noise 
Distortion 
 
Phone  Must Transfer Without 
distortion 
Audible data  
Specificity  
(Type 1) 
Wheelchair Weight Must Exceed Not 30lbs  
Wheelchair Weight Must Exceed Not 30.55 lbs  
Specificity  
(Type 2) 























Weight Must Exceed Not 50lbs  
Support 
Beam 
Weight Must Less than  50lbs  
Application Metal foam  Must Transfer  Thermal 
energy 
 
Metal foam  Must Support  LEDs  
Introduction of 
new system  













of new system  
(Type 1) 
Device  Must Extract  Customer 
information 
 








of new system  
(Type 2) 













 Must Provide In case of 
crash 
Body support  
System  Must Provide In case of 
crash 




Table 11.2: Micro Level Requirement Change Analysis (continued) 











 Must Built No later 5/30/08  
Merry-go-
round 
 Must Designed No later 4/30/08  
Incorrect data 
interpretation 




Trunk   Must Be Light 
enough 







Must Exceed Not 90 degrees C  
LED 
Substrate  
temperature Must Exceed Not 90 degrees C  
Focus  
(Type 2) 
Vehicle   Must  Produce  65 horsepower  
Engine  Must  Produce  90 horsepower  
Focus  
(Type 3) 
All devices  Must Go through  Nondestructive 
testing 
 




















Table 11.2: Micro Level Requirement Change Analysis (continued) 
Relationship 
(Type 2) 
Engine  Must Seat Forward Center of 
Gravity 
 





Casting  Must Inspected After 
cooling 
For defects  
Casting  Must Inspected After 
secondary 
operation 





Refraction Must Not exceed  10%  
Headlamp 
reflector 





A.2 - Localized Changes 
In summarizing the results of the review, Table 11.3 details each type of change 
identified in Table 11.1 and segments its syntactical representation so the exact change 
may be identified.  This is used to identify the localized change of requirements when a 
change occurs.  Additionally, some of the changes identified were further separated into 
different forms of that change.  For instance, a focus change may occur in multiple 
manners, a modifier or subject change.   
The results of this review could contribute to the future work of this research by 
developing correlation between localized and global changes.  The localized changes 
assisted in understanding how requirements change and if this change could be 
represented.  The ability to represent requirement change through its syntax lends itself 
for evaluation of localized changes at the global level.  For instance, if a subject is 
changed during a Specificity change, it could be hypothesized that all other requirements 
pertaining to this subject are vulnerable for change propagation. As a result, global 
change propagation is thoroughly investigated to identify if (1) change propagation can 
be predicted and (2) if this can be performed through the syntax of a requirement, such as 
its POS.  This research identifies that this is in fact possible and an accurate way to relate 
requirements, however much analysis is performed to identify how requirements may be 
related through their POS and if a manual element (such as manually selected keywords) 
is of benefit.  Though not in the scope of this research dissertation, there may be a 
causality that is realized between the change type and the type of global change 
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experience.  If this causality exists, localized changed may be used to further enhance the 
global requirement change propagation predictive abilities. 
Table 11.3: Syntactical Change of Micro level Changes 
Change Specific Syntactical  - Change 
Focus (Type 1) Modifier 




Splitting Subject, T-verb, Object, Condition 
Merging T-verb 
Specificity Object 
Measurability Modifier, Object 
Application Object 
Introduction of new system T-verb, Object, Condition 
Replacement of system (Type 1) Object 
Replacement of system (Type 2) Subject 
Withdrawal of system Subject, Condition 
Correction Condition 
Updating T-verb, Object 




Associated User Condition 
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A.3 - Relating Localized to Global Changes 
By first understanding the changes at the localized level, this research will assist 
in determining what specifically occurs to a requirement at the syntactical level during 
change.  The end goal is to develop a means for correlating these micro level changes to 
macro level changes.  Understanding the macro level changes will assist in determining 
requirements that may change due to propagation.  The micro level changes tie in by 
further assisting in determining the type of change that may be encountered.  For 
instance, if a requirement experience a micro level change in the condition it must satisfy, 
from supporting 500lbs to 750lbs, this requirement change will be propagated at the 
macro scale to identify potential requirement change.  After identifying potential 
requirement change and further narrowing that selection down to a manageable amount 
through use of weightings, the micro level changes are once again related to the 
requirement.  The condition on a potential requirement may require changing to support 













% %Just in Case you're using the bigbox - Optimize Parallel Configuration 
% cpus = str2num(getenv('NUMBER_OF_PROCESSORS')); 
% if MATLABpool('size') ~= (cpus-1) 




progressbar %opens progress bar 
%Loading Requirements 
[~,Req]= xlsread('PierburgReq.xlsx'); 
[~,KW] = xlsread('Keywords.xlsx'); 
load('Pierburg_ECN.mat') 
  
%Preparing the DSM 
r = length(Req); %number of requirements 
DSM = zeros(r); 
kw = length(KW(1,:)); % number of Keywords 
  
%Running the needed functions 
[Nouns,Verbs,numnouns,numverbs,wordlength] = POS(r); %Runs the Part of Speech 
function 
[ComMat,relators]=ComMat(kw,numnouns,numverbs); %Runs the Combination Matrix 
function 
c= length(ComMat); 
Results = zeros(c,44); 
  
%% 
%This is the large loop covering all the possible Combination Matrix 
%Series.  This will create a Degrees of Freedom DSM, Binary DSM, 
%Relationship Order DSM, and Flowpath DSM (Optional) 
for a=1:length(c) %Typically a=1:c 
z=0; 
for i=1:r  
    R=Req{i,1}; %i is the requirement number (single column requirement list) 
    %For requirement R, check against every other requirement j 
    for j=1:r %typically j=1:r 
    z=0; 
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        %NOUNS 
        for nn = 1:length(Nouns{j}) 
            if ComMat(a,nn)== 1 
            x=findstr(R,Nouns{j}{nn}); %requirement number i tested for KW in j,k 
                if x>=1; 
                x=1; 
                else 
                x=0; 
                end 
            z=z+x; 
            x=0; 
            end 
        end 
     
        %VERBS 
        for vv = 1:length(Verbs{j}) 
            if ComMat(a,vv+numnouns)== 1 
            x=findstr(R,Verbs{j}{vv}); %requirement number i tested for KW in j,k 
                if x>=1; 
                x=1; 
                else 
                x=0; 
                end 
            z=z+x; 
            x=0; 
            end 
         end 
         
        %KEYWORDS 
        for kk = 1:length(KW(j,:)) 
            if ComMat(a,kk+numnouns+numverbs)== 1 
            x=findstr(R,KW{j,kk}); %requirement number i tested for KW in j,k 
                if x>=1; 
                x=1; 
                else 
                x=0; 
                end 
            z=z+x; 
            x=0; 
            end 
            DSM(j,i)=z; 
        end 
         







%Creates the Binary DSM. Identifies if a relationship exists. 
BiDSM = DSM; 
BiDSM(BiDSM>0)=1; 
  
% Determines which Order Relationship Exists in (Shortest Path) 
RelOrderDSM=iterative_spath(BiDSM); %you can try this one. 
RelOrderDSM(find(eye(r)))=1; 
% OrderDSM = all_shortest_paths(sparse(BiDSM)); 
PierburgSet{a} = RelOrderDSM; 
  
%Finding the Postives Ratios 
[results] = changePerf2(RelOrderDSM,Pierburg_ECN); 
Results(a,45) = results.true_positive; 
Results(a,46) = results.false_positive; 
Results(a,47) = Results(a,45)/Results(a,46); 
  
% Determines number of possible relationships to the nth level 
% MultiOrder_Rel=par_max_flow(sparse(BiDSM),r); 
  
%Results for Propgatoin of ECN01 to ECN07 (Req 2.1.14) 
    %Degrees of Freedom 
    Results(a,1) = DSM(76,17); 
    Results(a,2) = DSM(22,17); 
    Results(a,3) = DSM(2,17); 
    Results(a,4) = DSM(138,17); 
    Results(a,5) = DSM(176,17); 
  
    %Relationship Order 
    Results(a,19) = RelOrderDSM(76,17); 
    Results(a,20) = RelOrderDSM(22,17); 
    Results(a,21) = RelOrderDSM(2,17); 
    Results(a,22) = RelOrderDSM(138,17); 
    Results(a,23) = RelOrderDSM(176,17); 
  
%Results for Propgatoin of ECN01 to ECN07 (Req 2.2.6) 
    %Degrees of Freedom 
    Results(a,6) = DSM(76,25); 
    Results(a,7) = DSM(22,25); 
    Results(a,8) = DSM(2,25); 
    Results(a,9) = DSM(138,25); 
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    Results(a,10) = DSM(176,25); 
    Results(a,11) = DSM(17,25); 
     
    %Relationship Order 
    Results(a,24) = RelOrderDSM(76,25); 
    Results(a,25) = RelOrderDSM(22,25); 
    Results(a,26) = RelOrderDSM(2,25); 
    Results(a,27) = RelOrderDSM(138,25); 
    Results(a,28) = RelOrderDSM(176,25); 
    Results(a,29) = RelOrderDSM(17,25); 
  
%Results for Propgatoin of ECN01 and ECN07 to ECN11(Req 2.5.13.3.3) 
    %Degrees of Freedom 
    Results(a,12) = DSM(76,85); 
    Results(a,13) = DSM(22,85); 
    Results(a,14) = DSM(2,85); 
    Results(a,15) = DSM(138,85); 
    Results(a,16) = DSM(176,85); 
    Results(a,17) = DSM(17,85); 
    Results(a,18) = DSM(25,85); 
     
    %Relationship Order 
    Results(a,30) = RelOrderDSM(76,85); 
    Results(a,31) = RelOrderDSM(22,85); 
    Results(a,32) = RelOrderDSM(2,85); 
    Results(a,33) = RelOrderDSM(138,85); 
    Results(a,34) = RelOrderDSM(176,85); 
    Results(a,35) = RelOrderDSM(17,85); 
    Results(a,36) = RelOrderDSM(25,85); 
  
%Total Relationships 
    TotalRelationships = numel(BiDSM(BiDSM==1)); 
    Results(a,37) = TotalRelationships; 
  
    Results(a,38) = numel(DSM(DSM(76,:)>0)); 
    Results(a,39) = numel(DSM(DSM(22,:)>0)); 
    Results(a,40) = numel(DSM(DSM(2,:)>0)); 
    Results(a,41) = numel(DSM(DSM(138,:)>0)); 
    Results(a,42) = numel(DSM(DSM(176,:)>0)); 
    Results(a,43) = numel(DSM(DSM(17,:)>0)); 
    Results(a,44) = numel(DSM(DSM(25,:)>0)); 
  




     
%For the stop bar 
stopBar= progressbar(a/c); 





B.2 - POS.m function 
function[Nouns,Verbs,numnouns,numverbs,wordlength]=POS(r) 
[~,Words] = xlsread('WordsPOS2.xlsx'); 
numnouns = 5; %maximum of nouns I want to evaluate after cleaning 
numverbs = 5; %maximum of nouns I want to evaluate after cleaning 
Nouns=cell(r,1); %typically this is set to r since it will be pulled up in the 
Morkos_DSM.m file 
Verbs=cell(r,1); %typically this is set to r since it will be pulled up in the 
Morkos_DSM.m file 
wordlength = length(Words); 
  
%Develop a list of nouns 
for a=1:r %typically 1:number of requirements.  col 1 is word, col 2 is tag 
    k=1; 
    for i=1:length(Words(:,1)) 
    x = strfind(Words{i,a*2},'nn'); %Because WordsPOS2 is all in lower case, we have to 
use 'nn' 
        if x>0    
        Nouns{a}{k} = Words{i,a*2-1}; 
        k = k+1; 
        else 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Clean the nouns for duplicates and only show me a max of numnouns 
Nouns = cellfun(@(c) unique(c),Nouns,'UniformOutput',false); 
Nouns = cellfun(@(c) c(1:min(length(c),numnouns)),Nouns,'UniformOutput',false); 
  
%Develop a list of verbs 
for a=1:r %typically 1:number of requirements.  col 1 is word, col 2 is tag 
    k=1; 
    for i=1:length(Words(:,1)) 
    x = strfind(Words{i,a*2},'vb'); %Because WordsPOS2 is all in lower case, we have to 
use 'vb' 
        if x>0    
        Verbs{a}{k} = Words{i,a*2-1}; 
        k = k+1; 
        else 
        end 





%Clean the verbs for duplicates and only show me a max of numvers 
Verbs = cellfun(@(c) unique(c),Verbs,'UniformOutput',false); 




OPTIMAL COMBINATION EVALUATION CODE 
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% Just in Case you're using the bigbox - Optimize Parallel Configuration 
cpus = str2num(getenv('NUMBER_OF_PROCESSORS')); 
if MATLABpool('size') ~= (cpus-1) 
    MATLABpool(cpus-1) 
end 
%% 
%Threshold and number of iteration passes values 
%these may not be needed however.  Depending on the filtration 
order = 5; %cut off relationship order 
%% 
%opens progress bar 
progressbar  
%Loading the results file 
Pierburg = xlsread('Result.Pierburg.xlsx'); 
Toho = xlsread('Result.Toho.xlsx'); 
EVRAZ = xlsread('Result.EVRAZ.xlsx'); 
  
%% FIRST FILTER 
%Runs the filter1 function 
%functions remove all false negative combinations 
[Toho, Pierburg] = filter1(Toho,Pierburg ,order);  
  
%% SECOND FILTER 
%Finding the difference between TP and FP 
%Removing all differences greater than set values 
[Toho, Pierburg, EVRAZ] = filter2(Toho, Pierburg , EVRAZ); 
  
%% THIRD FILTER 
%Runs the filter3 function 
%Removing all TP/FP ratios above a set value 
[Toho, Pierburg, EVRAZ] = filter3(Toho, Pierburg, EVRAZ); 
  
%% 




















Matches1 = [] 
k=1 
for i=1:length(Pierburg) 
    if any(Toho(:,1)==Pierburg(i,1)) == 1 
        Matches1(k,1)=Pierburg(i,1) 
        k=k+1 
    else 
    end 
end 
  
Matches2 = [] 
k=1 
for i=1:length(EVRAZ) 
    if any(Pierburg(:,1)==EVRAZ(i,1)) == 1 
        Matches2(k,1)= EVRAZ(i,1) 
        k=k+1 
    else 
    end 
end 
  
MatchesFinal = [] 
k=1 
for i=1:length(Matches2) 
    if any(Matches1(:,1)==Matches2(i,1)) == 1 
        MatchesFinal(k,1)= Matches2(i,1) 
        k=k+1 
    else 




C.2 - filter1.m function 
function[Toho, Pierburg]=filter1(Toho,Pierburg, order) 
  





    z=0; 
    for j=23:43 %checking to see if there is a Relation Order between the 
requirements 
        if Toho(i-k,j)== 0 | Toho(i-k,j) >= order; %first column is the row heading 
        z=z+1; 
        else 
        end  
    end 
    if z>0 
    Toho(i-k,:)=[]; 
    k=k+1; 






    z=0; 
    for j=20:37 %checking to see if there is a Relation Order between the 
requirements 
        if Pierburg(i-k,j)== 0; %first column is the row heading 
        z=z+1; 
        else 
        end  
    end 
    if z>0 
    Pierburg(i-k,:)=[]; 
    k=k+1; 




C.3 - filter2.m function 
function[Toho, Pierburg, EVRAZ]=filter2(Toho, Pierburg, EVRAZ) 
  





%Identifying the Difference between True Positive and False Positive 
for i=1:length(Toho); 





    if Toho(i-k,54)<.1; %if TP - FP is less than 0 
    z=1; 
    else 
    z=0; 
    end 
    if z>0 
    Toho(i-k,:)=[]; 
    k=k+1; 
    else 




%Identifying the Difference between True Positive and False Positive 
for i=1:length(Pierburg); 





    if Pierburg(i-k,49)<.15; %if TP - FP is less than 0 
    z=1; 
    else 
    z=0; 
    end 
    if z>0 
    Pierburg(i-k,:)=[]; 
    k=k+1; 
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    else 




%Identifying the Difference between True Positive and False Positive 
for i=1:length(EVRAZ); 





    if EVRAZ(i-k,6)<0.17; %if TP - FP is less than 0 
    z=1; 
    else 
    z=0; 
    end 
    if z>0 
    EVRAZ(i-k,:)=[]; 
    k=k+1; 
    else 






C.4 - filter3.m function 
function[Toho, Pierburg, EVRAZ]=filter3(Toho,Pierburg, EVRAZ) 
  






    if Toho(i-k,53)<1.1; %if TP/FP is less than 1 
    z=1; 
    else 
    z=0; 
    end 
    if z>0 
    Toho(i-k,:)=[]; 
    k=k+1; 
    else 






    if Pierburg(i-k,48)<1.15; %if TP/FP is less than 1 
    z=1; 
    else 
    z=0; 
    end 
    if z>0 
    Pierburg(i-k,:)=[]; 
    k=k+1; 
    else 






    if EVRAZ(i-k,5)<1.3; %if TP/FP is less than 1 
    z=1; 
    else 
    z=0; 
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    end 
    if z>0 
    EVRAZ(i-k,:)=[]; 
    k=k+1; 
    else 







PROPAGATION ANALYSIS & PREDICTION CODE 
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FO = 9  %First Order Scoring 
SO = 3   %Second Order Scoring 
TO = 0   %Third Order Scoring 
  
[TohoAvg, PierburgAvg, EVRAZAvg] = Overlay(FO, SO, TO);  
[TReview, PReview, EReview] = Depth(TohoAvg, PierburgAvg, EVRAZAvg) 
  
TDepth = max(TReview(:,1))/159 




MaxDepth = max([TDepth,PDepth,EDepth]) 
  
% %To Instance04 
% for i = 1:length(EVRAZAvg); 
% EVRAZAvgEC(1,i) = EVRAZAvg(70,i); 
% EVRAZAvgEC(2,i) = EVRAZAvg(39,i); 
% EVRAZAvgEC(3,i) = EVRAZAvg(75,i); 
% EVRAZAvgEC(4,i) = sum(EVRAZAvgEC(:,i)); 
% end 
% EScores = EVRAZAvgEC(4,:); 
% EReview(2,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(70))); 
% EReview(3,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(70))); 
% EReview(4,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(88))); 
% EReview(4,2) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(89))); 
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D.2 - Overlay.m function 







for a= 1:length(TohoSet); 
TohoSet{a}(TohoSet{a} >= 4) = 0; 
TohoSet{a}(TohoSet{a} == 3) = TO; 
TohoSet{a}(TohoSet{a} == 2) = SO; 
TohoSet{a}(TohoSet{a} == 1) = FO; 
end 
  
%Overlay and Sum all the Rel Order Scores DSMs from each combination 
TohoAvg = []; 
for i=1:length(TohoSet{1}); 
    for j=1:length(TohoSet{1}); 
        A = [TohoSet{1}(i,j) TohoSet{2}(i,j) TohoSet{3}(i,j)]; 
        A(A==0)=[]; 
        TohoAvg(i,j)=sum(A); 




for a= 1:length(PierburgSet); 
PierburgSet{a}(PierburgSet{a} >= 4) = 0; 
PierburgSet{a}(PierburgSet{a} == 3) = TO; 
PierburgSet{a}(PierburgSet{a} == 2) = SO; 
PierburgSet{a}(PierburgSet{a} == 1) = FO; 
end 
  
%Overlay and Sum all the Rel Order DSMs from each combination 
PierburgAvg = []; 
for i=1:length(PierburgSet{1}); 
    for j=1:length(PierburgSet{1}); 
        A = [PierburgSet{1}(i,j) PierburgSet{2}(i,j) PierburgSet{3}(i,j)]; 
        A(A==0)=[]; 
        PierburgAvg(i,j)=sum(A); 






for a= 1:length(EVRAZSet); 
EVRAZSet{a}(EVRAZSet{a} >= 4) = 0; 
EVRAZSet{a}(EVRAZSet{a} == 3) = TO; 
EVRAZSet{a}(EVRAZSet{a} == 2) = SO; 
EVRAZSet{a}(EVRAZSet{a} == 1) = FO; 
end 
  
%Overlay and Sum all the Rel Order DSMs from each combination 
EVRAZAvg = []; 
for i=1:length(EVRAZSet{1}); 
    for j=1:length(EVRAZSet{1}); 
        A = [EVRAZSet{1}(i,j) EVRAZSet{2}(i,j) EVRAZSet{3}(i,j)]; 
        A(A==0)=[]; 
        EVRAZAvg(i,j)=sum(A); 





D.3 - Depth.m function 
function [TReview, PReview, EReview] = Depth(TohoAvg, PierburgAvg, 
EVRAZAvg) 
%% TOHO 
%ECN01 to ECN03 Change in 91 caused 110 and 111 to change 
for i = 1:length(TohoAvg); 
TohoAvgEC13(1,i) = TohoAvg(91,i); 
end 
TReview(1,1) = numel(TohoAvgEC13(TohoAvgEC13>=TohoAvgEC13(110))); 
TReview(1,2) = numel(TohoAvgEC13(TohoAvgEC13>=TohoAvgEC13(111))); 
TReview(1,3) = numel(TohoAvgEC13(TohoAvgEC13>=TohoAvgEC13(108))); 
  
%ECN03 to ECN04 Change 110 and 111 cause 113 to change 
for i = 1:length(TohoAvg); 
TohoAvgEC34(1,i) = TohoAvg(110,i); 
TohoAvgEC34(2,i) = TohoAvg(111,i); 
TohoAvgEC34(3,i) = TohoAvg(108,i); 
TohoAvgEC34(4,i) = sqrt((TohoAvgEC34(1,i)^2 + TohoAvgEC34(2,i)^2 + 
TohoAvgEC34(3,i)^2)/3);  
end 
TScores = TohoAvgEC34(3,:); 
TReview(2,1) = numel(TScores(TScores>=TScores(113))); 
  
%% PIERBURG 
%ECN01 to ECN07 Change in 2,17,76,138 cause 25 to change 
for i = 1:length(PierburgAvg); 
PierburgAvgEC(1,i) = PierburgAvg(2,i); 
PierburgAvgEC(2,i) = PierburgAvg(17,i); 
PierburgAvgEC(3,i) = PierburgAvg(76,i); 






PScores = PierburgAvgEC(5,:); 
PReview(1,1) = numel(PScores(PScores>=PScores(17))); 
PReview(1,2) = numel(PScores(PScores>=PScores(25))); 
  
%ECN01 to ECN07 Change in 2,17,76,138 cause 25 to change 
for i = 1:length(PierburgAvg); 
PierburgAvgEC(5,i) = PierburgAvg(17,i); 
PierburgAvgEC(6,i) = PierburgAvg(25,i); 
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PierburgAvgEC(7,i) = sqrt((PierburgAvgEC(1,i)^2+PierburgAvgEC(2,i)^2+... 
                           PierburgAvgEC(3,i)^2+PierburgAvgEC(4,i)^2+... 
                           PierburgAvgEC(5,i)^2+PierburgAvgEC(6,i)^2)/6); 
end 
  
PScores = PierburgAvgEC(7,:); 





for i = 1:length(EVRAZAvg); 
EVRAZAvgEC(1,i) = EVRAZAvg(70,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(2,i) = EVRAZAvg(39,i); 




EScores = EVRAZAvgEC(4,:); 
EReview(2,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(70))); 
EReview(3,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(70))); 
EReview(4,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(88))); 
EReview(4,2) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(89))); 
  
%To Instance05  
for i = 1:length(EVRAZAvg); 
EVRAZAvgEC(4,i) = EVRAZAvg(88,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(5,i) = EVRAZAvg(89,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(6,i) = 
sqrt((3*EVRAZAvgEC(1,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(2,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(3,i)^2+... 
                        EVRAZAvgEC(4,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(5,i)^2)/7); 
end 
EScores = EVRAZAvgEC(6,:); 
EReview(5,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(34))); 
  
%To Instance06 
for i = 1:length(EVRAZAvg); 
EVRAZAvgEC(6,i) = EVRAZAvg(34,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(7,i) = 
sqrt((3*EVRAZAvgEC(1,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(2,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(3,i)^2+... 
                        
EVRAZAvgEC(4,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(5,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(6,i)^2)/8); 
end 
EScores = EVRAZAvgEC(7,:); 
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EReview(6,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(22))); 
EReview(6,2) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(39))); 
  
%To Instance07 
for i = 1:length(EVRAZAvg); 
EVRAZAvgEC(7,i) = EVRAZAvg(22,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(8,i) = 
sqrt((3*EVRAZAvgEC(1,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(2,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(3,i)^2+... 
                        
EVRAZAvgEC(4,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(5,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(6,i)^2)+... 
                        EVRAZAvgEC(7,i)^2/9); 
end 
EScores = EVRAZAvgEC(8,:); 
EReview(7,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(6))); 
EReview(7,2) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(10))); 
EReview(7,3) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(173))); 
EReview(7,4) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(119))); 




for i = 1:length(EVRAZAvg); 
EVRAZAvgEC(8,i) = EVRAZAvg(6,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(9,i) = EVRAZAvg(10,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(10,i) = EVRAZAvg(173,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(11,i) = EVRAZAvg(119,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(12,i) = EVRAZAvg(133,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(13,i) = 
sqrt((3*EVRAZAvgEC(1,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(2,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(3,i)^2+... 
                         
EVRAZAvgEC(4,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(5,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(6,i)^2+... 
                         
EVRAZAvgEC(7,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(8,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(9,i)^2+... 
                         
EVRAZAvgEC(10,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(11,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(12,i)^2)/14); 
end 
EScores = EVRAZAvgEC(13,:); 
EReview(8,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(89))); 
EReview(8,2) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(98))); 
  
%To Instance09 and Instance10 
for i = 1:length(EVRAZAvg); 





                         
EVRAZAvgEC(4,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(5,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(6,i)^2+... 
                         
EVRAZAvgEC(7,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(8,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(9,i)^2+... 
                         
EVRAZAvgEC(10,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(11,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(12,i)^2+... 
                         EVRAZAvgEC(13,i)^2)/15); 
end 
EScores = EVRAZAvgEC(14,:); 
EReview(9,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(70))); 
EReview(10,1) = numel(EScores(EScores>=EScores(131))); 
  
for i = 1:length(EVRAZAvg); 
EVRAZAvgEC(14,i) = EVRAZAvg(131,i); 
EVRAZAvgEC(15,i) = 
sqrt((3*EVRAZAvgEC(1,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(2,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(3,i)^2+... 
                         
EVRAZAvgEC(4,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(5,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(6,i)^2+... 
                         
EVRAZAvgEC(7,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(8,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(9,i)^2+... 
                         
EVRAZAvgEC(10,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(11,i)^2+EVRAZAvgEC(12,i)^2+... 
                         EVRAZAvgEC(13,i)^2+EVRAZAvg(14,i)^2)/16); 
end 
EScores = EVRAZAvgEC(15,:); 










%Just in Case you're using the bigbox - Optimize Parallel Configuration 
cpus = str2num(getenv('NUMBER_OF_PROCESSORS')); 
if MATLABpool('size') ~= (cpus-1) 





[~,KW] = xlsread('Keywords.xlsx'); 
load('Pierburg_ECN.mat') 
  
%Preparing the DSM 
r = length(Req); %number of requirements 
DSM = zeros(r); 
kw = length(KW(1,:)); % number of Keywords 
  
%Running the needed functions 
[Nouns,Verbs,numnouns,numverbs,wordlength] = POS(r); %Runs the Part of 
Speech function 
[ComMat,relators]=ComMat(kw,numnouns,numverbs); %Runs the Combination 
Matrix function 
c= length(ComMat); 
Results = zeros(c,44); 
  
%% 
%This is the large loop covering all the possible Combination Matrix 
%Series.  This will create a Degrees of Freedom DSM, Binary DSM, 
%Relationship Order DSM, and Flowpath DSM (Optional) 
Set = [5,8197,24578] 
for a=1:length(Set) %Typically a=1:c 
z=0; 
for i=1:r  
    R=Req{i,1}; %i is the requirement number (single column requirement list) 
    %For requirement R, check against every other requirement j 
    for j=1:r %typically j=1:r 
    z=0; 
     
        %NOUNS 
        for nn = 1:length(Nouns{j}) 
            if ComMat(Set(a),nn)== 1 
            x=findstr(R,Nouns{j}{nn}); %requirement number i tested for KW in j,k 
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                if x>=1; 
                x=1; 
                else 
                x=0; 
                end 
            z=z+x; 
            x=0; 
            end 
        end 
     
        %VERBS 
        for vv = 1:length(Verbs{j}) 
            if ComMat(Set(a),vv+numnouns)== 1 
            x=findstr(R,Verbs{j}{vv}); %requirement number i tested for KW in j,k 
                if x>=1; 
                x=1; 
                else 
                x=0; 
                end 
            z=z+x; 
            x=0; 
            end 
         end 
         
        %KEYWORDS 
        for kk = 1:length(KW(j,:)) 
            if ComMat(Set(a),kk+numnouns+numverbs)== 1 
            x=findstr(R,KW{j,kk}); %requirement number i tested for KW in j,k 
                if x>=1; 
                x=1; 
                else 
                x=0; 
                end 
            z=z+x; 
            x=0; 
            end 
            DSM(j,i)=z; 
        end 
         







%Creates the Binary DSM. Identifies if a relationship exists. 
BiDSM = DSM; 
BiDSM(BiDSM>0)=1; 
  
% Determines which Order Relationship Exists in (Shortest Path) 
RelOrderDSM=iterative_spath(BiDSM); %you can try this one. 
RelOrderDSM(find(eye(r)))=1; 
 
% OrderDSM = all_shortest_paths(sparse(BiDSM)); 
PierburgSet{a} = RelOrderDSM; 
  
%Finding the Postives Ratios 
[results] = changePerf2(RelOrderDSM,Pierburg_ECN); 
Results(a,45) = results.true_positive; 
Results(a,46) = results.false_positive; 
Results(a,47) = Results(a,45)/Results(a,46); 
  
% Determines number of possible relationships to the nth level 
MultiOrder_Rel=par_max_flow(sparse(BiDSM),r); 
PierburgMultiSet{a} = MultiOrder_Rel 
  
%Stores it in a .mat file 
save('Results', 'Results') 














Figure 11.2: Toho Subject DSM – Base DSM 
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Figure 11.3: Toho Subject DSM – Requirement 9.2.3.1 First Order 
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Figure 11.4: Toho Subject DSM – Requirement 9.2.3.1 Second Order 
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Figure 11.5: Toho Subject DSM – Requirement 9.3.7 First Order 
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Figure 11.8: Toho Subject DSM – Requirement 9.3.10 Second Order 
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Figure 11.9: Pierburg Keyword DSM – Requirement 2.5.8 
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Figure 11.10: Pierburg Keyword DSM – Requirement 2.1.2 
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Figure 11.11: Pierburg Keyword DSM – Requirement 2.9.2 
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Figure 11.12: Pierburg Keyword DSM – Requirement 2.1.14 
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Figure 11.13: Pierburg Keyword DSM – Requirement 2.2.6 
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APPENDIX I  





This report details the use of the statistical software R in developing matrix 
graphical representations.  A matrix here is any dataset that has an m x n (or n x n) 
configuration between elements.  The matrix is used to develop relationship between the 
elements and can be symmetric.  An example matrix is shown in Figure 11.17.   
As seen in the figure, the use of a numerical representation for matrices is difficult 
to comprehend.  Effectively, the benefit of Figure 11.17 is to identify where relationship 
between elements exist, as it is binary.  Nonetheless, it is apparent for such a simple set of 
data, its complexity is amplified when matrices are of larger size and dimension.  The 
matrices plotted in this report are two dimensional binary matrices and three dimensional 
matrices (drawn in two dimensions).  It is important to note the use of three dimensional 
contours are not explored here as they are not conducive plotting the element to element 




Figure 11.17: Example Binary DSM 
The typical matrices used here are Design Structure Matrices (DSMs) which are 
matrices used to identify relationships between elements in a system.  In some instances, 
these DSMs may be symmetrical.  Alongside the relationships identified in each cell of 
the matrix, another dimension may be added to add granularity between cells.  The 
strength of relationship may be used, adding another element of graphical need in the 
matrix representation.  An example matrix using three dimensional data is shown in 
Figure 11.18.  From a comprehension standpoint, such a figure does not add value.  It is 
difficult for a reader to view this type of information numerically.  Though each cell with 
a numeric value indicates a relationship exists, it is difficult to differentiate between other 
cells.  As a result, a graphical means for representing the numerical data is needed.  This 
is the motivation for using R as its advanced graphics features may be able to mitigate 
some of the issues in viewing large, complex matrices. 
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Figure 11.18: Three Dimensional Matrix 
Plotting on R 
Plotting matrices are possible on R making use of the contour plotting function.  
The data must be ready for plotting as sometimes R will not interpret a matrix like excel 
and MATLAB will.  Basic procedures are needed before plotting the data and it is 
advised to convert all the data in the matrix from variables to numeric values, binding 
them as columns and rows.  The specific function used to perform this in R is 
data.matrix.  The code used to generate the matrices is as follows: 
 
DSM <-data.matrix(DSM, rownames.force = NA) 
BiDSM <-data.matrix(BiDSM, rownames.force = NA) 
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This is a recommended operation even if the data in the matrix are already 
numeric. It is unknown why R does not review the data as a matrix array unless the 
data.matrix function is performed.  Rownames.force is used to for row and column names 
of the data.  If set to NA, it sets rownames to NULL.  Since the purpose of this is to plot 
the data, it is recommended to set rownames.force = NA as x and y axis may be labeled 
during plotting.  With the data in matrix form, and numerically populated, a contour is 
used to develop the matrix graphic.  The code used to generate the plots for both the 
binary and three dimensional (which incorporates strength of relationship in addition to 
the existence of a relationship) matrices is shown here: 
#Matrix for the Binary Graph 
filled.contour(BiDSM, color = terrain.colors, 
    plot.title = title(main = "Binary DSM", 
    xlab = "Requirements", ylab = "Requirements")) 
#Strength of relationship Matrix 
filled.contour(DSM, color = terrain.colors, 
    plot.title = title(main = "DSM Overlay", 
    xlab = "Requirements", ylab = "Requirements")) 
 
The code used develops two plots, one for a binary matrix, making use of the data 
shown in Figure 11.17, and another for a three dimensional matrix (numerical, unplotted 
version shown in Figure 11.18).  The generated matrix representation is shown in Figure 
11.19 depicts a binary matrix of element relationships.  As seen from the graphic 
representation, it is easier to interpret this model than a base numeric model.  Though it is 
binary, R provides a legend for the color gradient.  This is typical for any contour plot 
developed on R.  This legend may be removed from the plotting feature if needed.  As 
seen, plotting makes it very easy to view elements of high relationship concentrations 
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(indicated by horizontal or vertical lines).  Such plotting is superior to basic numerical 
representation.  As previously noted, the plot will incorporate the x and y axis needed.     
 
Figure 11.19: Binary Matrix 
Figure 11.20 illustrates the output for the strength of relationship matrix, which 
was a three dimensional matrix with granularity between elements.  Though it is termed a 
three dimensional matrix, it is illustrated as a two dimensional matrix with varying color 
within the color gradient selected by R.  An advantage of using R over other tools, such 
as excel or MATLAB, is its ability to ―smooth‖ the graph and colors.  This will be 
discussed in greater detail in a later section with examples.  Though  the smoothing 
capability does not explicitly add value to the data, it does make the figure appear much 
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more aesthetically pleasing, making it a presentable (for papers, reports, presentations) 
graphic.  Different colors more conducive to granularity are available on R such as 
rainbow (shown in Figure 11.21).  To develop the matrix plotting, a contour function 
termed filled.countour is used. 
 





Figure 11.21: Three Dimensional Matrix with Rainbow color.palette 
A filled.countour function is used to develop the matrix graphic.  This function 
requires the graphic package to operate.  The function has multiple arguments used to 
customize the plot.   To demonstrate the ability to customize the filled.contour function, 
the help file code will be used and detailed.  The help file of the filled.contour shows the 
following function with all the arguments included [204]: 
filled.contour(x = seq(0, 1, length.out = nrow(z)), 
               y = seq(0, 1, length.out = ncol(z)), 
               z, 
               xlim = range(x, finite=TRUE), 
               ylim = range(y, finite=TRUE), 
               zlim = range(z, finite=TRUE), 
               levels = pretty(zlim, nlevels), nlevels = 20, 
               color.palette = cm.colors, 
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               col = color.palette(length(levels) - 1), 
               plot.title, plot.axes, key.title, key.axes, 
               asp = NA, xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", las = 1, 
               axes = TRUE, frame.plot = axes, ...) 
 
The arguments of the function are of relative ease to understand, making it easy to 
customize.  The x and y arguments are the locations for which the matrix will be plotted.  
This can be considered an empty matrix array.  The z values are the data points, located 
within each point on the x and y array which will be plotted.  As performed with the DSM 
examples used above, a completed array of x, y, and z can be given.  A limit for each 
dimension is given if the user wishes to produce an extract of the total matrix.  This is 
useful if the user wants to visualize only a segment of the overall matrix.  This is very 
useful for large, complex matrices with multiple sets of data clustered into one single, 
large matrix.  The levels argument controls the gradient between the ranges of z for which 
the color will be plotted.  The larger the levels, the more sensitive the gradient is to 
variation in the z of each cell.  If levels is not specific, the nlevels argument may be used 
to develop a gradient for the color.   The color.palette argument assigns the color used for 
the plot or the col argument.  A single color may be used, with different shades or a 
specific color gradient, such as the terrain or rainbow used in the DSM examples.  The 
plot.title simply states the titles of the plot while the plot.axes will control the axis on the 
plot.  The key.title and key.axes add titles and axis on the plot as well.  Because of the 
matrix illustrated, an argument for asp is available to control the aspect ratio of the plot, 
which defaults at 1 if not specified.  The xaxs and yaxs control the axis style of the 
horizontal and vertical axis respectively.  The default of these arguments makes use of 
the internal labeling offered by the graphics package.  The las controls the type of styling 
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to be used.  The axes and frame.plot arguments indicate if the axis and a box should be 
drawn.  
There are many key advantages to using R for plotting matrices in a graphical 
manner.  To properly justify the use of R for such plotting, it is important to compare it to 
other tools which provide this functionality.  Excel and MATLAB will be explored for 
their ability to develop matrix plotting and compared to R. 
Comparison to Excel and MATLAB 
As seen from the example, R is capable of providing plotting functionality equal 
to that of excel and MATLAB and in some capacities, it is better.  A typical excel output 
of a matrix, example shown in Figure 11.22, provides a fine colored cell assortment 
based on the data in each cell.  Though excel is capable of plotting matrices, there is no 
matrix specific means for performing this.  This is performed through a cell management 
where the user must define a conditional formatting for the matrix.  There is no default 
matrix generated plot default as there is with R and MATLAB.  Though excel is capable 
of outputting such graphs, it was not designed to explicitly do so and is left for the user to 
identify how.  As a result, the multiple arguments presented in R cannot be duplicated in 




Figure 11.22: Excel Matrix Graphic 
MATLAB offers a means for plotting matrices through a contour plotting, 
examples shown in Figure 11.23 and Figure 11.24.  Alongside the plotting capability, 
MATLAB does offer the argument customization offered in R.  In some regards, it does 
offer greater customization because of its plotting capability.  Though MATLAB offers 
specific matrix plotting, its greatest limitation is it does not offer the plot smoothing 
which R does, making for a very pixilated graphic.   
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Figure 11.24: MATLAB Matrix Graphic 
Takeaway 
From the evaluation and comparison performed it is evident R is suitable and 
proficient in plotting matrices.  It offers users the capability to plot any numeric matrices, 
in a two dimensional manner, while providing the user with a host of different function 
arguments to customize the plot.  It is vastly superior to plotting in excel and provides 
customization capability comparable to that of other programs such as MATLAB.  A key 
advantage to R is its graphing feature enhancement through plot smoothing, a feature 





























# Load up the data 
data <- read.csv(file="TPTester.csv",head=T)   




PierburgF2 <- data[3] 
PierburgF3 <- data[4] 
 
summary(PierburgF2) 
hist(TohoF3$TohoF3, prob=T, breaks=100, col="blue", xlim=c(0.75,1.3),xlab="F3 
Scores", ylab="frequency",main="Toho F3 Scores") 
lines(density(TohoF3$TohoF3),lwd=3) 
 
hist(PierburgF3$PierburgF3, prob=T, breaks=450, xlim = c(0.75,1.5), col="blue", 






### PLOTS A CONTOUR 
# Load up the DSM! 
DSM <- read.csv(file="EVRAZMaxOverlay.csv",head=F)   





DSM <-data.matrix(DSM, rownames.force = NA) 
filled.contour(DSM, color = function(x)rev(heat.colors(x)), 
    plot.title = title(main = "EVRAZ Maximum Flow DSM Overlay", 




### Binomial Test 
 
x = 9 #number of successes 
n = 104 #number of trials 
p = 1/1892 #propability of sucess 
binom.test(x, n, p, conf.level = 0.95) 
 
